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Abstract
This research focuses on the development of a persistent navigation algorithm
for a hovering vehicle with a single, downward-facing visible spectrum camera. A
successful persistent navigation algorithm allows a vehicle to:
1. Continuously estimate its location and pose within a local, if not global,
coordinate frame.
2. Continuously align incoming data to both temporally proximal and tempo-
rally distant data. For aerial images, this alignment is equivalent to im-
age mosaicking, as is commonly used in aerial photogrammetry to produce
broad-scale photomaps from a sequence of discrete images.
3. Operate relative to, and be commanded relative to the sensor data, rather
than relative to an abstract coordinate system.
The core application space considered here is moderate-to-high altitude aerial
mapping, and a number of sets of high-resolution, high-overlap aerial photographs
are used as the core test data set. These images are captured from a sufficient
altitude that the apparent perspective shift of objects on the ground is minimized
– the scene is effectively planar. As such, this research focuses heavily on the
properties and advantages available when processing such planar images.
This research is split into two threads which track the two main challenges in
visual persistent navigation: the association and alignment of visual data given
significant image change, and the development of an estimation algorithm and
data storage structure with bounded computational and storage costs for a fixed
map size.
Persistent navigation requires the robot to accurately align incoming images
against historical data. By its nature, however, visual data contains a high degree
of variability despite minimal changes in the scene itself. As a simple example,
as the sun moves and weather conditions change, the apparent illumination and
shading of objects in the scene can vary significantly. More critically, image align-
ment must be robust to change in the scene itself, as that change is often a critical
output from the robot’s re-exploration.
This problem is considered in two contexts. First, a set of state-of-the-art
feature detection algorithms are evaluated against sample data sets which include
both temporally proximal and disparate images of the same location. The capacity
of each algorithm to identify repeated point features is measured for a spectrum
of algorithm-specific parameter values.
Next, the potential of using a prior estimate on the inter-image geometry to
improve the robustness of precise image alignment is considered for two phases
of the image alignment process: feature matching and robust outlier rejection. A
number of geometry-aware algorithms are proposed for both phases, and tested
against similar sets of similar and disparate aerial images. While many of the
proposed algorithms do improve on the performance of the unguided algorithms,
none are vastly superior.
The second thread starts by considering the problem of navigation from downward-
looking aerial images from the perspective of Simultaneous Localization and Map-
ping (SLAM). This leads to the development of Simultaneous Mosaicking and
Resectioning Through Planar Image Graphs (Smartpig), an online, iterative mo-
saicking and SLAM algorithm built on the assumption of a planar scene. A num-
ber of samples of Smartpig outputs are shown, including mosaics of a 600 meter
square airport with approximately 3 meter reprojection errors relative to ground
control points.
Smartpig, like most SLAM algorithms, does not fulfill the criteria for persis-
tent navigation because the computational and storage costs are proportional to
the total mission length, not the total area explored. Smartpig is evolved towards
persistent navigation by the introduction of the featurescape, a storage structure
for long-term point-feature data, to produce Planar Image Graphs for PErsistent
Navigation (PigPen). PigPen is demonstrated perfoming robot re-localization
onto an existing Smartpig mosaic with an accuracy comparable to the original
mosaic.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Human navigation is a sophisticated process. Throughout the day, we effort-
less combine internal and external sensor data with memories, experiences, and
intuition to keep track of our location, build a map of our environment, and avoid
obstacles. Early robot designers expected their creations to possess the same skills,
seamlessly integrating into the human environment as workers, explorers, and com-
panions. Like many other fundamental robotics tasks, this has proven to be far
more difficult than initially imagined.
To circumvent this complexity, machine navigation is often decomposed into
two simpler sub-problems. Localization is handled by specialized navigation sys-
tems like the Global Positioning System (GPS), while knowledge of the robot’s
environment is supplied by pre-generated maps. In combination this gives the
robot knowledge of its current position and sufficient information to plan a route
to its final destination (Borenstein et al., 1996).
Unfortunately, there are a broad range of circumstances where global navi-
gation systems are impractical and maps cannot be generated in advance. This
includes many “hardcore” exploration problems in caves and sewers as described
by Morris (2006), underwater (see, for example Ribas et al. 2008, Kinsey et al. 2006
and Eustice et al. 2008) and on extraterrestrial planets (Richmond et al., 2009) but
also far more quotidian environments: inside homes, shopping malls, and offices
as demonstrated by Milford (2009) or even outside in the “urban canyon,” where
tightly packed buildings preclude reliable GPS reception.
In these situations, research has gravitated back to the dream of robots navi-
gating like humans. Rather than expect perfection from one navigation sensor, the
imagined robot would use data from a variety of sensors to estimate its location.
As a first step, the robot could retain its pre-generated map of the environment
and localize itself by matching its view of the world against that map. Even this
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can be a challenge, as neither the map nor the incoming sensor data will be perfect.
The second stage is to remove the robot’s initial map entirely, forcing it to start
from a blank slate and construct a map as it explores. This is a far more realistic
and practical scenario, as a robot is likely being employed precisely because the
environment is too expensive or dangerous for humans to visit, let alone generate
a precise map to assist the robot. This concept of map generation and matching is
at the heart of the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) (Thrun et al.
2005, Alsinet et al. 2008).
To date, most SLAM research has addressed the problem of mapping : start-
ing from a blank slate, have a robot explore a new environment and generate a
complete and accurate map (see Durrant-Whyte and Bailey, 2006). The growing
availability and competence of SLAM algorithms has lead researchers to continue
pushing the boundaries on the robot’s ability to explore, and the length of time it
can operate (Ku¨mmerle et al., 2010). Having successfully produced a map, the how
should the SLAM algorithm behave on subsequent visits to the same environment?
With repeated visits to a given area, the key function of the SLAM algorithm
shifts from mapping to localization: giving a robot the ability to know where it
is and its relationship to areas it has seen before, regardless of changes in the
environment since its map was constructed. At the same time, the algorithm
must notice those changes and ideally adapt its map to remain relevant on future
visits. This problem has been described in various contexts as “SLAM map sta-
bility,” “life-long maps,” (Biber and Duckett, 2005; Konolige and Bowman, 2009;
Kretzschmar et al., 2010; Walcott-Bryant et al., 2012; Tipaldi et al., 2014) and
“persistent navigation” (Milford and Wyeth, 2009).
A successful persistent navigation algorithm differs from SLAM in two critical
respects. First, the persistent navigation system must run perpetually. It must
store a finite quantity of information, and it must have a finite computational
cost. This requirement is largely at odds with established SLAM algorithms, which
retain data to maximize the quality of the final map. The severity and impact of
this long-term storage requirement varies between algorithms.
Second, a persistent navigation algorithm must operate robustly in the presence
of change in the world. It must be able to localize the robot despite significant
changes to the viewing conditions or in the scene itself. Furthermore, it should
be able to recognize and adapt to that change to maintain its future ability to
2
localize.
Competent persistent navigation is an essential component for long-term robotic
operation. It allows robots to work in areas of interest without pre-existing navi-
gation infrastructure, and gives the robot the capacity to engage directly with the
data it is collecting, rather than blindly following a preset trajectory. This would
allow the robot repeatedly map an area, but also to recognize and perhaps even
focus on changes. It would also give the robot the capacity to be commanded
relative to the captured scene. The robot might be told to find a particular object,
or go to a particular place based on its existing map of the world.
This research is built around the application of a hovering air vehicle performing
repeated mapping missions with a single downward-facing visible spectrum camera.
This would be an clear fit with the emerging technology of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), or “drones” in the popular vernacular (Figures 1.1b and 1.1c), although
the test data analyzed here was primary gathered with a small manned aircraft.
1.1 Roadmap and Contributions
This thesis can be divided into four major sections: an introductory exploration
into SLAM and persistent navigation with sufficient computer vision background to
support the remainder of this research, an examination of the problem of robustly
matching aerial images given changes in the scene, the development of a SLAM-
like algorithm for the mosaicking of planar aerial images, and then its evolution
into a full persistent navigation algorithm. The major contributions naturally fall
in the latter two sections, although the second section contains a number of minor
results as discussed below.
The first section (Chapters 2–4) is intended as background material, provid-
ing context and foundation material necessary for the remainder of this research.
Chapter 2 elaborates briefly on approaches to the SLAM problem and provides
a more detailed discussion of persistent navigation. Chapters 3 and 4 then cover
the fundamentals of image alignment through point feature matching, and the
application of those image alignments for multiple-view scene reconstruction.
The second section (Chapters 5–8) examines the problem of robust image
matching in the presence of strong photometric change, with a focus on strongly
planar scenes as in aerial images. Each of the three chapters are stand-alone and
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(a) An Airborne XT Microlight (author’s
photo).
(b) A quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) (Draganfly Innovations Inc.).
(c) A fixed-wing UAV (InSitu Inc.). (d) An autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) (author’s photo).
Figure 1.1: Examples of mobile data collection platforms.
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contain relatively minor contributions:
• Chapter 6 describes an empirical study of the efficacy of a number of state-
of-the-art feature detection algorithms given aerial images featuring change.
Sets of repeated aerial images are processed with a number of detection
algorithms and the performance of those algorithms are quantified, with the
hope of revealing any emergent robustness to image change. Unfortunately,
no algorithm (as of 2011) appears to offer such emergent robustness.
• Chapters 7 and 8 then discuss the possibility of using prior information
about the geometry of the cameras and the planarity of the scene to make
otherwise difficult image alignments more robust. Both make use of the
property that an initial estimate on the transform between two images of
a plane (for example, derived from inertial measurements) can be used to
project points between the two planes. Such a prediction can then be used
as a prior probability that a given point association is correct.
– Chapter 7 examines how such prior information can influence the point
feature matching process as an additional weighted term in the difference-
norm calculation typically used for evaluating the photometric similar-
ity of pairs of SIFT descriptors. As demonstrated, this is an effective
strategy, yielding a greater fraction of correct matches than uncon-
strained matching. However, appreciably benefits only occur at very
strong weightings towards the geometry consistency, reducing the over-
all robustness of the system if the prior is incorrect.
– Chapter 8 utilizes the point association prior in the robust estimation
(RANSAC) phase of the image alignment. In this case, the prior is
used to bias the randomized selection of point pairs for the RANSAC
minimum set. As shown, the core benefit of this approach is not an
increased robustness (RANSAC remains very effective at finding a cor-
rect solution despite low numbers of inliers) but a greatly accelerated
convergence to a good solution.
Chapter 10 presents Simultaneous Mosaicking And Resectioning Through Pla-
nar Image Graphs (Smartpig), an image mosaicking algorithm optimized for pla-
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nar images. It introduces a unique parameterization for inter-image homographies
which is stored and optimized in an undirected graph structure. When the camera
calibration is known, the camera pose may be recovered from the resulting image
graph, making Smartpig a viable SLAM algorithm. Smartpig is demonstrated
over a number of aerial image sets. It is also shown failing to correctly mosaic a set
of aerial images with a region of low overlap and low image texture. The discussion
of Smartpig is preceded by the development of an necessary component, a closed
form solution for the metric rectification of planar images, in Chapter 9.
Smartpig itself is not a persistent navigation algorithm as it suffers from
many of the same faults as other current SLAM implementations. Chapter 11
introduces the featurescape, a data structure for the long-term storage of point
feature information. This allows well-localized image information from repeated
views in Smartpig to be extracted from the graph and the associated images
to be removed from the graph. The featurescape then acts as the repository for
historical image information from past images.
Finally, the featurescape is integrated back into Smartpig to form Planar
Image Graphs for PErsistent Navigation (PigPen), an algorithm for persistent
navigation given planar images, in Chapter 12. PigPen extends Smartpig by
matching newly acquired images against both recent images and the historical
data in the featurescape. Over many repeated viewings, the robot’s experiences
accumulates in the featurescape, while the size of the PigPen graph (and the cost
of the subsequent optimization) is limited by the number of images in the current
data set. PigPen is shown mosaicking a number of aerial sets against an existing
featurescape. In particular, it is shown correctly mosaicking two data sets which
fail in Smartpig by anchoring the disjoint portions of the mosaic independently
to the featurescape.
1.2 Key assumptions
The research presented here is something of a middle path between traditional
aerial image processing and full 3D reconstruction. Instead, it uses techniques and
algorithms from computer vision while maintaining one of the core assumptions
of aerial processing: that the camera is flying high enough over the scene that
perspective effects (for the majority of the image at least) are minimal. Under this
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assumption, the world can be treated as a single plane (the ground plane), and each
image is simply a projection of that plane onto the camera’s image plane. This
planar assumption is a core theme running through all of the research presented
here.
One key consequence given the planar assumption is that, given the alignment
of two images of that plane, the image locations of points on that plane can be
transfered between the images. Given an estimated alignment, this point transfer
could be used to predict the location of matching image points, a property which
can be exploited to make the image alignment more robust in otherwise challenging
circumstances.
The planar assumption is, necessarily, restrictive. The solutions research pre-
sented here cannot be applied directly to more general 3D reconstruction problems.
However, the assumption holds for aircraft (manned or unmanned) operating at
altitude, which covers a wide variety of mapping, search and survey tasks, and as
shown, making the planar assumption allows for a number of optimizations and
simplifications relative to more unconstrained image processing.
1.3 Aerial image data sets
This research relies on sets of aerial photographs captured between 2007 and 2012
by the Geospatial Research Centre NZ (GRCNZ) Ltd., and its successor, the Spa-
tial Engineering Research Centre (SERC), a research centre within the University
of Canterbury. The images were captured from a manned microlight aircraft during
the development of a low-cost aerial photogrammetry package relying on commer-
cial off-the-shelf (COTS) GPS/IMU equipment for positioning and attitude, and
a consumer-grade digital SLR camera for image capture (see image 1.2). The data
was not specifically captured for research into persistent navigation and it is by
chance that it is suitable for this research. As the data is being used serendipi-
tously, it is non-ideal in a few ways, some of which are detrimental, and some of
which are actually beneficial to their use for the study of persistent navigation.
The greatest flaw is that the GPS-INS derived camera pose information is in
most cases is unusable. In some cases the camera position estimates are unavail-
able due to failures in the data logging equipment, or the data which associates
individual images to points in the GPS-INS data stream have been lost. In other
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(a) The XT914 microlight. (b) The main sensor plate.
Figure 1.2: The low cost photogrammetry package installed on an XT914 micro-
light. The main sensor plate is mounted to the pilot’s left, with a supplemental
battery box, which also contains the DGPS receiver, in the rear passenger’s seat.
The test configuration shown here includes two Canon 400D DSLR cameras: one
in a gryo-stabilized gimballed mount on the microlight’s nose, and a second on the
main sensor plate. The main sensor plate contains (from left to right) a propri-
etary data logger, the camera (in an aluminum enclosure), iMAR FSAS inertial
measurement unit, Crossbow IMU440 inertial measurement unit. A secondary
GPS antenna for timing information is mounted on the spar at the bottom of the
image.
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cases the navigation data was captured incorrectly. For example, the Motueka
image sets were capture while testing the low-cost photogrammetry package on a
gimballed-wing microlight aircraft (Figure 1.2a). The inertial measurement unit
was rigidly mounted to the main sensor plate adjacent to the camera, however
the GPS antenna was attached to the main spar of the wing. Due to the con-
struction of the aircraft, this meant the INS and GPS were not rigidly attached to
each other, violating one of the key parameters for successful (or at least straight-
forward) GPS-INS integration. At other times the GPS antenna was mounted
proximal to the INS and camera on the main sensor plate, but this resulted in
poor GPS reception due to shadowing from the wing, microlight superstructure,
pilot, and engine. Some flights also included experiments with a gimballed gy-
roscopic stabilization mount for the camera with no provision for measuring the
camera’s attitude. Other key parameters, for example the lever arms between
the IMU, GPS antenna, and camera centre were also recorded incorrectly, or the
information was subsequently lost.
A second major failing of these data sets is a lack of fixed ground control points.
For just one of the Motueka airport flights, photogrammetric ground truth targets
were installed around the grounds of the airport, and surveyed in by GPS. As
these targets are not imaged by all flights, it is of limited utility.
On the positive side, the image sets do span a long timeframe and feature
a variety of weather conditions, and scene and illumination changes, as well as
differing image exposures and varying amounts of overlap.
All of the images were captured with a 10-megapixel Canon 400D digital SLR
camera. Unless otherwise specified, a 28mm f/2.8 fixed-focal-length lens was used
with the focus locked at infinity. Images were captured as full-resolution (3888 ×
2592 pixels) JPEG images and in all cases were down-sampled to 972 × 648 pixels
(25% of original size in both directions) to reduce processing time.
The camera/lens combinations used in the flights were assiduously calibrated
with the camera calibration tools provided by the Australis image reconstruction
suite1. before and after each set of flights, and some of that calibration informa-
tion is still available. Further, the cameras and lenses were still available, and it
was possible to perform a post-hoc calibration using a variety of tools, including
1 http://www.photometrix.com.au/
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Bouguet’s Matlab-based calibration toolkit2 which implements methods described
by Zhang (1998). There were only minor variations amongst these calibrations,
and the camera intrinsics can assume to be stable and known unless otherwise
specified.
While full non-linear distortion parameters were available from both camera
calibrations at the time and post-hoc calibrations, the distortion parameters were
minimal for this camera/lens combination. As such, the images were not explicitly
undistorted to minimize image degradation through interpolation. Any residual
distortion was considered a random noise source in the images.
To compensate for the lack of ground truth, a set of orthorectified aerial images
was acquired for the main study areas, and sets of ground control points were
extracted by manually searching for targets which would be easy to identify and
position by eye. These ground control points were then identified in each relevant
image. It’s acknowledged that this method is highly error prone, with localization
errors both in the location of the original ground control point, and in the re-
identification of those ground control points in each aerial photograph.
The lack of in situ camera and image position information presents a seri-
ous impediment to measuring the accuracy of the Smartpig SLAM algorithm
described in Chapter 10. As a stop-gap, each data set was processed with Pho-
toscan, a commercial 3D reconstruction package. While Photoscan is capable of
generating full 3D models, it has specific optimizations for processing geographic
ortho-data which make it suitable for processing sets of aerial images. In contrast
to the methods presented here, Photoscan performs a full bundle adjustment and
can be considered a reference standard. Further information on the results from
Photoscan are included in Appendix B.
Aerial photographs of three major study sites were used in the this research.
When images are referenced by name, the original IMGxxxx naming convention
imposed by the camera at time of image capture is used. Image names are unique
across the all data sets. Not all data sets shown here were used for this research
but the relevant metadata is retained here for completeness.
The primary data set, summarized in Table 1.1, encompasses five flights over
the Motueka municipal airport, located on the western edge of the town of Motueka,
2 http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/
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New Zealand. Data is available from five flights in total, labelled A1 and A3-A6.
The A2 data set was incomplete and discarded.
Other test flights traversed the area in and around the town of Motueka itself,
with a particular focus on NZ State Highway 60 which runs North-South through
the region, bisecting Motueka, and extending to Golden Bay to the North and
skirting the Moutere Inlet to the Southeast. These data sets were referenced less
often in this research, but are detailed in Table 1.2. The Motueka data set is of
particular interest because some flights featured both a camera rigidly mounted to
the microlight superstructure, and a second camera on a gimballed, gyro-stabilized
mount on the nose (visible in image 1.1a), producing parallel image sets.
Finally, Table 1.3 describes a series of data sets from flights over Cust, a small
town in Northern Canterbury, New Zealand. These image sets were captured as
part of a class exercise in mission planning for photogrammetric survey and the
overall coverage of the study site is quite good. These data sets use the same
equipment as the Motueka sets, although a small fixed-wing aircraft was used
rather than a microlight. However, the associated metadata is no better than that
gathered in Motueka. The Cust images are of interest because there is a gap of
approximately one year between the first two and the third image sets.
1.4 Research outputs
The material presented in Chapter 6 was presented at Image and Vision Computing
New Zealand 2012 as:
A. Marburg, M. Hayes and A. Bainbridge-Smith. “Evaluation of feature
detectors for registering aerial images.” Proc. 27th Int. Conf. on Image
and Vision Computing New Zealand (IVCNZ ’12). Dunedin, New Zealand,
2012.
The material presented in Chapter 8 was presented at Digital Image Computing
Techniques and Applications 2013 as:
A. Marburg, M. Hayes and A. Bainbridge-Smith. “Pose priors for aerial
image registration.” Proc. Digital Image Computing Techniques and Appli-
cations 2013 (DICTA ’13). Hobart, Tasmania, 2013.
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Set Sample Image Time & date, notes
A1 Mar. 24, 2008
approx. 18:30
447 images.
Long shadows, often dark exposure.
Once up and down length of runway
with highly variable overlap.
A3 Mar. 26, 2008
approx. 08:45
195 images.
Complete survey of airport.
A4 Mar. 26, 2008
approx. 10:00
194 images.
Complete survey of airport.
A5 Dec. 17, 2007
time unknown, approx. midday
53 images.
Bright, potentially over-exposed im-
agery. Partial survey of airport.
A6 Dec. 17, 2007
time unknown, approx. midday
130 images.
Bright imagery, potentially over-
exposed. Taken from higher altitude.
Partial survey of airport.
Table 1.1: Metadata and sample imagery from Motueka airport data sets A1–A6.
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Set Sample Image Time & date, notes
M1 May 21, 2008
approx. 10:30
132 images.
M2 May 21, 2008
approx. 15:30
672 images.
M3 May 21, 2008
approx. 15:30
672 images. Taken simultaneous to
M2 with second camera.
M4 May 22, 2008
approx. 14:00
1611 images.
M5 May 22, 2008
approx. 14:00
1160 images. Taken simultaneous to
M4 from second camera.
Table 1.2: Metadata and sample imagery for Motueka town and environs data sets
M1–M5.
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Set Sample Image Time & date, notes
C1 Oct. 12, 2011
approx. 11:00
84 images.
C2 Oct. 12, 2011
approx. 12:30 (noon)
83 images.
C3 Oct 11, 2012
approx. 11:30
75 images.
Table 1.3: Metadata and sample imagery for Cust data sets C1–C3.
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The material presented in Appendix A was presented at Image and Vision Com-
puting New Zealand 2013 as:
A. Marburg, M. Hayes and A Bainbridge-Smith. “A machine vision ex-
tension to the Ruby programming language using OpenCV and FFI.” Proc.
28th Int. Conf. on Image and Vision Computing New Zealand (IVCNZ ’13).
Wellington, New Zealand, 2013.
The material presented in Chapter 7 has been accepted to the Image and Vision
Computing New Zealand (IVCNZ) 2014 as:
A. Marburg, and M. Hayes. “Pose Guided Matching for Aerial Images.”
Int. Conf. on Image and Vision Computing New Zealand (IVCNZ ’14).
Hamilton, New Zealand, 2014. Accepted for presentation.
A subset of the results from Chapter 10 has been accepted to the International
Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA) 2015:
A. Marburg, and M. Hayes. “Smartpig: Simultaneous Mosaicking and
Resectioning Through Planar Image Graphs.” Intl. Conf. on Robotics and
Automation 2015 (ICRA 2015). Seattle, Washington. 2015. Accepted.
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Chapter II
SLAM and Persistent navigation
In the classic SLAM formulation, a robot is tasked with exploring and mapping
a new environment e.g., a building, cave, etc. It is equipped with a mapping sensor,
such as a camera or laser scanner, and perhaps imperfect navigation sensors. As the
robot explores, it builds a map by associating sensor data with its current location.
However, its estimate of that location is imperfect. It can improve this estimate
by using the sensor data to measure its movement, for example, by tracking the
motion of landmarks between sequential camera frames or by recognizing when it
has returned to a location it has visited before. Together, the noisy navigation
and sensor data are combined into a less noisy estimate of both the map of the
world and the robot’s path through that map (Thrun et al., 2005).
At its simplest, SLAM can be thought of as an data fitting exercise. Given all
of the sensor and navigation data gathered thus far, what robot path and map of
the world provide the most coherent explanation for what the robot has sensed?
As the robot explores further and gathers additional data, the optimization can be
repeated to bring the current estimate up-to-date and perhaps improve historical
estimates. Sadly, such a na¨ıve implementation would quickly fall apart, as the
quantities of sensed data and the length of the robot’s track both grow without
bound over time. Indeed, the fundamentals of SLAM have been reasonably well
described for twenty years (see, for example Borenstein et al., 1996) and it is the
practical details of gathering and storing meaningful data, keeping the computa-
tions tractable, and demonstrating the technique’s utility in the real world that
occupies the vast majority of the ongoing SLAM research (see Alsinet et al., 2008;
Dissanayake et al., 2011).
While SLAM algorithm development and refinement remains an area of inten-
sive ongoing research, competent and effective algorithms have recently become the
norm, not the exception. A small number of established frameworks are emerging
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as reliable starting places for further exploration, and it’s no longer infeasible to
preface a discussion with, “given a working SLAM system...”
Having successfully demonstrated SLAM in a number of application spaces, a
reasonable follow-on is to consider what happens to a SLAM algorithm, and the
robot it is guiding, as the robot continues to operate in the same environment for a
long period of time. Can the SLAM-derived map be used to localize the robot on a
long-term basis? On the one hand this seems like an opportunity for the robot to
step back from performing full SLAM – the map has been created, now the focus
should be on localization. This approach has been demonstrated by e.g. Meilland
et al. (2011, 2014). Should the robot stray into new territory, it might re-start
SLAM and add to its current map. On the other hand, the environment is likely
to change. By running SLAM continuously might the robot register and adapt
to that change? These questions form the basis for the emerging research area of
long-term SLAM or persistent navigation (Biber and Duckett, 2005; Kretzschmar
et al., 2010; Milford and Wyeth, 2009).
Philosophically and technically, persistent navigation is best described in con-
trast to SLAM. The two algorithms are closely related and differ in a few subtle
but critical ways.
SLAM’s focus on mapping leads to a set of assumptions: First, it’s taken
as a given that a SLAM an algorithm should be judged on the accuracy and
fidelity of the resulting maps. Second, a SLAM algorithm need only function long
enough to make this map. Third, that the world can be divided into a “dynamic”
foreground of moving objects (people, cars, etc.) which can be ignored, and a
“static” background which is unmoving and unchanging.
In contrast, a persistent navigation implementation must be judged on its abil-
ity to continuously localize the robot (Konolige and Bowman, 2009). The position
estimate should be robust and accurate while the robot is in familiar terrain. Given
insufficient information, the robot may become lost but should recover as soon as
it recognizes its surroundings. Similarly, if the robot explores a new area, it should
add to its existing knowledge, or start a new map, appending it to the existing map
once it understands the relationship of this new map to its previous experiences.
The algorithm must function throughout the robot’s life. The storage costs
must remain in proportion to the area explored, not the length of operation. Com-
putational costs must remain tractable at all times. When new terrain is explored,
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the storage size may grow, and the computational load may increase temporarily,
but the primary task of localization must function without interruption.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the algorithm must remain robust even
as the world changes around it. Much of the world is not truly unchanging, but is
“semi-static,” mostly constant with infrequent changes. On a minute-by-minute
basis, a parking lot is static, and individual cars might be used as navigation
landmarks. On an hour-to-hour, or day-by-day basis, however, there may be total
turnover in the number and arrangement of cars in the lot. Similarly, the contents
of offices and apartments are subject to change. Even simple changes like doors
or windows opening and closing, or moving partitions, can confuse an unprepared
SLAM algorithm. The natural environment can change as river levels rise and fall,
cave walls collapse, and earthquake-damaged buildings collapse further.
2.1 Relevant SLAM implementations
There have been a great diversity of SLAM attempts and implementations pro-
posed, with more proposed with every conference and journal publication cycle
(see Alsinet et al., 2008, for an overview). Some basic taxonomy can distill the
crowd to a smaller subset of likely or relevant algorithms.
The development of a working SLAM algorithm is the marriage of a successful
core concept with a host of well-implemented optimizations, and assumptions.
These optimizations are crucial for making SLAM work, but in most cases they
are given just a passing reference here, with greater focus on the core conceptual
design.
SLAM is fundamentally a problem in stochastic estimation (Thrun et al., 2005).
That is, given a large amount of related, noisy data, the SLAM algorithm finds
a best estimate of the overall state of the world and the trajectory of the robot
through that world. The position of the robot through time can be related to its
previous positions through odometry, either measured directly or from sensor data.
Sensor data are in turn related to the robot’s position at the time of observation.
Algorithmically, SLAM has been approached with several of the canonical es-
timation frameworks. Iterative approaches based on the Kalman filter and its
nonlinear offspring were perhaps the first to popularize the SLAM problem (Dis-
sanayake et al., 2001). However, those early SLAM implementations quickly re-
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vealed the so-called “curse of dimensionality.” Early implementations stored both
robot state and landmark positions in the state vector. As the robot viewed more
landmarks, the state grew, and subsequently the computational cost of the Kalman
filter grew as well, to the point of infeasibility.
Eustice et al. (2006) made great strides perpetuating iterative filters through
their “delayed-state filter,” which utilizes the extended information filter (EIF),
the dual to the extended Kalman Filter. By marginalizing the robot’s position,
the EIF covariance matrix becomes sparse, and individual feature measurements
can be shown to effect only particular portions of the information matrix. This
allows an incremental approach which updates just a small portion of the overall
state vector at any point in time, bounding the overall cost.
The relative difficulty of processing iterative filters led to further research into
so-called “particle filters” where the probability distribution function across the
state space is approximated by a set of “particles,” each representing a hypothesis
of the current state (Arulampalam et al., 2002). As the situation evolves, particles
are continuously tested against new information, with low probability particles
culled and high probability particles replicated. With a sufficient number of par-
ticles, complex multi-dimensional probabilities can be approximated, manipulated
and visualized. The downside is that a large number of particles are required per
dimension to accurately reflect the shape of the underlying distribution (Thrun
et al., 2005). Again, as the dimensionality of the space grows, the number of
particles to be updated, stored, and maintained must grow.
Recent years have seen a growth in graph-based approaches, which represent
the system state equations and derived constraints in an undirected graph. In
the SLAM context, a graph is conceived as a set of “nodes,” representing known
or estimated states, connected by “edges” which encode constraints. An error
function is formulated to measure the discrepency between an edge constraint and
the nodes it connects, with the overall goal of minimizing the total error over the
graph (Olson et al., 2006).
A graph is then “solved” by updating the state variables stored in the nodes
to reduce the overall error. At a global scale this is identical to other non-linear
optimization techniques (i.e., Gauss-Newton, gradient descent, etc.). The advan-
tage, as demonstrated in Olson et al. (2007) and Grisetti et al. (2009) is that
the graph need not be optimized en masse but can instead use the connectedness
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of the graph to focus on individual constraints, distributing errors across the lo-
cal neighborhood. Further, graph optimization is not a monolithic exercise, but
can instead switch between localized and global optimization, or perform a fixed
number of iterations as time allows (Grisetti et al., 2008). Further, it logistically
separates map creation with map optimization, allowing the two to occur on their
own timescale.
The majority of graph-based solutions take advantage of the fact that the im-
age features can be marginalized from the probability distribution. That is, the
estimator solves exclusively for the robot’s position. Images are referenced to the
robot position where they were gathered. Pairs of images, either sequentially, or
across a long timespan, can be used to estimate the relative motion between the
two associated robot poses, but the contents of the images themselves are not es-
timated. The pose graph then consists solely of nodes encoding robot positions,
and edges storing constraints based on the image-to-image registrations (Sunder-
hauf and Protzel, 2012b; Ku¨mmerle et al., 2011; Sunderhauf and Protzel, 2012a;
Latif et al., 2014). Grisetti’s g2o framework framework (as used in Smartpig and
PigPen) (Grisetti et al., 2012) uses a Levenberg-Marquardt solver accelerated by
the sparseness inherent in the Jacobian of the graph constraints. Alternatively,
Carlone et al. (2014) present a linear approximation for the pose-graph problem
under particular planar (that is, when the robot travels on a plane, in contrast to
the planar scene found here) configurations.
Botterill’s BoWSLAM (2010) and Konolige’s FrameSLAM (2008) are both pro-
totypical pose-graph-based systems designed for large area exploration. Each
exploits inventive optimizations to maintain performance. For reasons of scale,
FrameSLAM does not store every timestep in the robot’s history but a subset of
keyframes. Keyframes are only selected and stored when the robot is estimated to
have travelled a particular distance, or if the scene has become “detached” from
the previous track – for example in the case of motion blur where the current scene
cannot be registered to the previous scene. FrameSLAM conservatively “collapses”
a sequence of frame-to-frame constraints into a single keyframe-to-keyframe con-
straint. Besides keeping the overall graph small, this ensures no nodes are added
when the robot is still.
Klein et al.’s PTAM (2007; 2008) is an implementation intended for augmented
reality (AR) applications. In contrast to the conventional robot mapping appli-
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cation, augmented reality assumes a relatively small mapped volume, but a large
number of features, and high degree of re-viewing of the same scene, a property
it shares with persistent navigation. PTAM, in particular, contains a number of
optimizations to allow real-time operation on modest hardware. PTAM differs
from the majority of SLAM applications in that it physically and philosophically
decomposes the problem back to its component elements: tracking (map match-
ing) and mapping. The two tasks, operating as independent threads, can run at
different timescales. This is particularly attractive as the tracking element follows
directly from the existing body of pose estimation algorithms, running at a high
rate and providing a reliable estimate of camera position. The mapping element is
then effectively incremental bundle adjustment, running either locally, or globally
as time allows.
PTAM and BoWSLAM/FrameSLAM differ in one key aspect. PTAM’s “map”
encodes 3D positions of feature points (expanded to edgelets in Klein and Murray
2008), estimated from pairs of keyframes, and optimized using bundle adjuste-
ment. Tracking, then, requires reprojecting those features into the current camera
coordinate frame using an estimated pose. In contrast, BoWSLAM and FrameS-
LAM store just the keyframe (or a digested form containing just the extracted
features or image patches) and compute relative geometry using standard multiple
view geometry algorithms. In this sense PTAM’s map is made of features while
BoWSLAM/FrameSLAM’s map contains images tied to robot poses.
Neither PTAM nor BoWSLAM have been adapted to persistent navigation
per se, though both could be made to fit the purpose, BoWSLAM, while highly
CPU and memory efficient, continues to store keyframes and would eventually
fill available memory. An intelligent keyframe maintenance scheme, as used with
FrameSLAM below, would extend its lifespan. PTAM is perhaps the closest to
success, as its map size remains fixed so long as the “known world” remains fixed.
None of the algorithms discussed above have been adapted to deal with a non-
static world.
2.2 Defining persistent navigation
Both Konolige and Bowman (2009) and Kretzschmar et al. (2010) use the term
“life-long map” to refer to a SLAM-derived map which remains stable over repeated
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robot missions. Kretzschmar’s interpretation is more limited, referring specifically
to the problem of maintaining a map of a static world when the robot is repeatedly
re-visiting locations. In pose-graph SLAM, new poses would be added continuously
as the robot re-explored, and the graph would grow without bound. They pro-
pose a graph-pruning mechanism which excises nodes based on their information
contribution, or lack thereof.
Konolige and Bowman take a somewhat wider view, defining a lifelong map as
having three properties:
• Incremental mapping. In the absence of a map, the system should work
as a SLAM system. When it meets an existing map, the new map should be
appended to it.
• Dynamic environment. When the world changes, the map should be
updated to reflect the changes. The system must balance storage of past
environments and efficient map storage. Moreover, the system must be able
to accommodate map updates due to both errors introduced during the for-
mation of the initial map, and actual changes in the world.
• Localization and odometry failure. The system should be able to local-
ize the robot after any combination of odometry and sensor data outages.
Though they only mention it in passing, they also correctly require a system to
run in real-time. In addition, a persistent algorithm should have:
• Bounded storage and performance for a given mapped area.
• Quantification of the level of uncertainty. The level of position un-
certainty should be a measurable quantity available to the robot’s higher
processes. Specifically, the robot should be able to answer “am I lost?”
• Gentle and explicit correction. When a gross error is detected and the
robot’s position is going to “jump” a long distance, a notification should
be passed to the robot’s planning and navigation subsystems to allow it to
compensate appropriately, rather than receiving a step change in position.
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Konolige and Bowman’s approach (2009), tested with stereo vision data, builds
on their FrameSLAM algorithm (Konolige and Agrawal, 2008). Whenever the
robot is lost, it starts a new disparate map, disconnected from any existing data.
As the robot visits more familiar locations, strong links start to appear between the
two map fragments, and the graph optimization algorithm will eventually “snap”
the new map into place on the old map. Overall graph size is bounded by pruning
images in a local “neighborhood” to remove data redundancies.
Stachniss (2009) handles discrepancies in laser-scan data by storing multiple
submaps for locations which have changed. For a given location, the robot will
have one submap showing the door closed and a second showing the door open.
When it returns to that location it performs data association on both and tries to
ascertain which represents the current state of the world. In the short term this
is an effective strategy, but over time the number of submaps could grow without
bounds. It might be possible to curate and trim the total number of submaps,
although they do not discuss this possibility.
Biber and Duckett (2009) also start with the concept of maintaining multiple,
parallel maps, again with laser scan data. However, they use sample statistics to
maintain a hierarchy of maps with varying amounts of “decay.” Maps with short
decay times draw from recent data while maps with long decay times are biased
towards older data sets. In this way the robot is continuously carrying around
a fixed number of maps which represent the average for the last minute, hour,
day, etc. Data association starts with the newest “fastest” map, falling back to
older, “slower” maps if expected matches do not reach a threshold of likelihood.
Since they control the number of samples stored and re-project 2D laser scans to
a fixed number of locations in a manner something like an occupancy grid, this
representation has fixed space requirements. Notably, they differentiate between
a initial “static SLAM” phase, following by a “localization” phase, where the
robot continues to add to the sample sets. This approach introduces an artificial
assumption that the world’s gross topology is static and captured in the initial
SLAM phase, and it is only the details which subsequently change.
More recently, both Tipaldi et al. (2014) and Walcott-Bryant et al. (2012) have
attempted to address slow dynamic changes — that is, scene changes which are
too slow to be noticeable within a single robot sortie, but which result in changes
between sorties — in occupancy grids. Walcott-Bryant proposes a multi-layer
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occupancy grid where static (background) elements are tracked independent from
dynamic elements. Tipaldi constructs an occupancy grid where each cell contains a
hidden Markov model, allowing the state of individual cells to change as new data
is observed. Tipaldi demonstrates their algorithm on a robot making a hourly trips
through a parking lot over the course of a day — a favorite “toy” example of the
author! As demonstrated, their algorithm surpasses other navigation and SLAM
algorithms by adapting to the changing number and configuration of parked cars
during each mission.
Milford’s RatSLAM (2009) is perhaps the most successful, if also the most
idiosyncratic of the long-term SLAM solutions. Inspired by the neurological struc-
tures observed in rat brains, it uses a set of machine-learning constructs to form
associations between particular data sets (horizontal scans from an omnidirectional
camera), locations in an abstract pose-space, and a 2D map. Repeated observa-
tions of consistent data reinforces the pairing between a particular data set and a
particular location, but the system also allows many-to-many connections between
data and locations. Metaphorically, a particular image may “remind” the system
of several locations, while several different images may be “suggestive” of a single
location. When the environment changes and a given image does not match any
in the library of existing views, a new image is added. Milford neatly sidesteps the
storage question by “forgetting” old images as necessary.
Notably, Milford also defines “persistent navigation” somewhat more broadly
as a system which can always provide a stable navigation solution to the robot,
without explicitly defining that it be done with a “map.” While perhaps a minor
semantic point it does make the ontological distinction between persistent naviga-
tion as a service to the robot and a life-long map as a way to provide that service.
While Milford’s approach can be coerced into making a topological map which
approaches metric correctness over time, there is no inherent map (in the material
sense) which maps (in the mathematical sense) landmarks to locations.
Three contemporary implementations stand out as originating from similar
motivations to this research, although in different application spaces. Ozog and
Eustice (2013a) approached the problem of long-term SLAM using data from a
hovering underwater vehicle designed for the inspection of a ship hull (see also
Vaganay et al., 2007; Kim and Eustice, 2009; Hover et al., 2012), building on the
delayed state extended information filter pioneered by Eustice during in his thesis
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(Eustice et al., 2005). Interestingly, they represent the ships hull as a piecewise
planar surface as a model simplification, opening the possibility that some of the
optimizations presented in subsequent chapters might apply to the hull inspection
problem given some modifications.
More recent work by Carlevaris-Bianco and Eustice focuses on persistent vi-
sual navigation from forward-looking cameras on a terrestrial robot, a balancing
Segway-like robot operating in a campus environment. Again, the focus is on
extending their information-based graph filter through an explicit sparsification
process (Carlevaris-Bianco and Eustice, 2014a). They approach the problem of
image alignment in the presence of scene changing (particularly lighting change) by
proposing that a visual descriptor might be designed by machine learning (2014b).
Relying on large quantities of web-/security camera data, a descriptor is generated
which is explicitly aware of the time difference between images. This descriptor is
shown to out-perform hand-designed descriptors (SIFT, SURF and DAISY) over
test data sets. In their case near-perfect registration of points is possible because
the cameras are static.
Work by Churchill and Newman (2013) focuses on the problem of persistent
navigation for a vehicle, again with a forward-looking camera. As with Carlevaris-
Bianco, Churchill also recognizes that the evolution from SLAM to persistent nav-
igation depends on both robust image alignment in the face of image change –
again, focusing on shadows and lighting in Corke et al. (2013), and the need for
the SLAM algorithm to simultaneously discard redundant data while also adapting
and learning given a change in the environment (see also Churchill and Newman,
2012a,b, 2013). Despite the differences in system model and application space,
Churchill’s approach provides both validation and counterpoint to PigPen, as is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 12.
2.3 Applications for persistent navigation
This research focuses on implementing persistent navigation on a flying or hovering
robot with a single downward-looking nadir camera. The selection of a hovering
robot, the use of a single camera and the restriction that it be downward-looking
are arbitrary and not a function of persistent navigation. However, this partic-
ular configuration maps nicely onto the problems of automating aerial mapping,
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particularly the growing interest in using low-cost autonomous/robotic aircraft to
increase the availability of aerial data (Mackey, 2011; Strecha, 2011). An anal-
ogous scenario also exists underwater, substituting a hovering submarine for the
aircraft.
While SLAM is focused on exploration, persistent navigation concentrates on
providing the best navigation solution while the robot remains in an area it has
explored previously. Under what circumstances would a robot with a downward-
looking camera be working in a fixed area?
In both the aerial and underwater realms, acquiring images is typically a time
consuming and expensive process. As such, it is difficult to generate time-series
of maps, particularly on short time scales. Automating the process with an in-
expensive (disposable) flying or swimming vehicle would simplify the process of
mapping and monitoring a spatial extent over time. For example, a small fixed
wing or hovering robot could map a construction or archaeological site daily (Eu-
stice et al., 2005; Mindell and Bingham, 2001), recording the rate of progress.
Similarly, a camera-equipped unmanned vehicle could be deployed repeatedly to
map the succession of scavengers on a whale carcass (Smith, 2006). A flying UAV
could be deployed on a weekly basis to map a seasonal cycle, like the progression
and collapse of the ice shelf at the foot of a glacier, make a daily topographic map
of an open cast coal mine, or map the hourly progression of flooding or a forest
fire.
Three broad use cases are proposed:
1. In the first case, the robot is mapping an area repeatedly. On the first
day, the algorithm has no information and behaves like conventional SLAM,
exploring its new environment and building a representation of the world.
On the second day, the robot could simply re-start its SLAM algorithm again
from scratch, but why ignore the map gathered on the first day? The existing
map provides a basis for localizing the robot as it re-surveys the area, while
it gathers fresh information for a new map. Localizing relative to the existing
map should provide a more accurate real-time position estimate, improving
the robot’s efficiency in covering the area, and providing a more reliable
initial estimate for any off-line post-processing. The existing map could also
be used to guide the robot as it travels between the launch/recovery and
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work sites.
2. In the second use case a robot must travel through and work in an area it
has previously mapped. For example, a robot may be commanded to travel
to a particular location in a work site to take more detailed photographs,
retrieve and deliver objects, or make measurements with a sensor. A flying
robot could travel around an industrial plant, monitoring air quality and
noise levels, or a swimming robot could make fine-scale temperature and
salinity maps around a reef on an hourly or daily timescale. In a security
scenario, a small hovering vehicle could be launched on a university campus
and told to fly and take photographs of particular locations, specified on an
existing aerial map. It could even be something as prosaic as using the robot
to deliver tools or mail across a far-flung worksite.
In this case the focus is on localization, giving the robot a robust and accurate
position measurement to allow it to achieve its mission goals. As in the first
case, the robot must be able to ascertain its current location by comparing
current sensor data to its historical experiences, while also updating those
experiences as the world changes. As the robot is navigating relative to this
internal representation, it might be commanded using the representation,
allowing the robot to perform map- or world-relative operations, rather than
working solely in an abstract coordinate system.
3. The third case is a permutation of the second, except that the robot starts
with a map which it did not directly generate. For example, a flying robot
could be pre-loaded with a satellite or aerial image and told to navigate to
a particular landmark in the image. As it does not start with a map of its
own, the robot would start out in a SLAM-like mode, exploring and building
a map, but it would also be trying to match its map against the a priori
satellite image. Once a strong association between the two was formed, the
robot could localize itself using a hybrid map consisting of its own experiences
for locations it had visited, and the a priori map for regions it had not yet
visited.
As an example, a flying robot might be deployed after a disaster to map
and measure radiation around a nuclear power plant. Immediately after the
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disaster, updated aerial imagery of the plant would not be available but
pre-disaster satellite images could be used to program the robot. In flight,
the robot would reconcile the current state of the environment against the
pre-disaster imagery and attempt to complete its mission.
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Chapter III
Computer vision I: Image alignment
This chapter and the chapter which follow provide a brief overview of the
computer vision concepts which lead to multiple-view scene reconstruction, the
process of using two or more images of the same world scene to estimate geometric
information about objects in the scene and/or the camera(s) which captured the
images. It covers a variety of scenarios, including a single static camera observing
a moving scene or object, a single camera moving relative to and observing a static
scene, and multi-camera arrangements like purpose-built stereo camera pairs. It
includes techniques which are meant to be applied en masse to multi-image sets as
well as incremental techniques suitable for real-time or near-real-time operation.
As described in great detail in Hartley and Zisserman (2004) and Ma et al.
(2004), theoretical models have been developed which allow for the processing of
sets of two or more images as a single mathematical entity, although the mathe-
matical constructs become increasingly obtuse as the number of images increases.
This document follows the common practice of dealing with images strictly as pairs
(two-view geometry) and treating large sets of images as a combinatoric collection
of image pairs.
This research relies on the ability for generate a geometric relationship or im-
age alignment between pairs of images – see for example Brown (1992) and Zi-
tova (2003) for broad overviews of the discipline. A number of methods exist
for calculating the image alignment. Traditionally, photogrammetry has relied
on correlation-based methods which calculate the alignment of images based on
comparisons of areas or patches within each image. This method, while compu-
tationally efficient, is highly sensitive (without proper algorithmic modifications)
to differences in angle and scaling between the two images, and to gross image
differences.
Instead, this research uses point correspondences, where the goal is to find a
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point x in one image and x′ in the other image which both show the same 3D
world point. The image points in such a pair are said to be in correspondence,
denoted by (x ↔ x′). Point correspondence (that is x and y locations within in
each image) has proven to be applicable to a broad range of image data types,
although correspondences could be formed between other geometric primitives
(e.g. lines/edges) in the images, if they are readily available. The methods and
algorithms for producing such point correspondences are described in the balance
of this chapter.
Having generated a sufficient number of point correspondences, multiple-view
geometry covers the estimation of the geometric relationship between the two im-
ages, the contents of the scene, and the geometry of the camera(s) which captures
the images. Some properties apply to pairs of images while others are emergent
given larger sets of images. The relevant elements of multiple-view geometry are
covered in detail in chapter 4. Multiple-view geometry relies heavily on projective
geometry, which is also detailed in that chapter.
Despite being utterly dependent on each other, these two phases are dissimilar
in their fundamental assumptions and underlying methodologies. Image alignment
deals directly with “noisy” images and relies on algorithms which are designed
to remain robust in the presence of unpredictable, unmodelled image noise. In
many cases these algorithms are stochastic and non-deterministic, using random-
ized search techniques to find a most-likely image alignment given sets of point
pairs which may include incorrect correspondences.
Conversely, multiple-view geometry operates in the more abstracted realm of
projective geometry. Errors, when they occur, are often assumed to be Gaussian,
and most algorithms operate as either least-squares or maximum-likelihood-style
estimators. As a sign of the dichotomy between the two camps, Hartley and
Zisserman (2004), which underpins the majority of chapter 4, simply assumes the
existence of sets of putative matches, but expends little effort in describing how
those putative matches have come about.1
Finally, Chapter 5 introduces the general problem of matching aerial images
with significant imaging differences as a jumping off points to the following chapters
1 To be fair, H&Z only neglects the first three phases of the workflow given in Figure 3.1b.
Several exhaustive chapters are expended on robust and nonlinear estimation given a set of
putative matches.
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on robust image alignment given a planar scene.
3.1 Feature matching at a high level
The geometric relationship between two images can be estimated from a set of point
correspondences. Each point correspondence consists of a point (pixel) location in
one image which shows a particular location in the real world, and a point in the
other image which shows the same real world location, forming a corresponding
pair. Given a large enough set of point correspondences, a range of geometric
properties can be calculated, as covered in greater detail in Chapter 4.
Assuming correct and accurate point correspondences, the calculation of those
properties is straightforward. The difficulty lies in generating a set of exclusively
correct correspondences from a pair of images. The processes for generating point
correspondences lacks much of the mathematical cleanliness found in multiple view
geometry, in large part because the relevant algorithms must deal directly with the
“real world” nature of images. Even images which nominally show the same scene
will vary due to sensor and quantization noise, linear and non-linear distortions,
imperfect color registrations, areas of low light or low texture, interpolation effect,
etc.
The point feature correspondence problem can be divided into three major
steps (see Figure 3.1a):
1. Rather than search for correspondences between arbitrary points in the pair
of images, an algorithm is used to identify features or keypoints in each image
which are believed to be more amenable to being put into corresponding
pairs. A feature detector algorithm isolates “interesting” or “stable” points
in both images, creating a finite set of features for each image.
Feature detection is discussed in Section 3.2.
2. A series of correspondence and consensus tests are used to distill the set of all
potential matches into a set believed to contain exclusively correct “inlier”
matches, as discussed in Section 3.3. As a by-product, most consensus tests
also generate an initial estimate for the inter-image geometry.
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3. A final optimization stage uses only the set of presumed-correct matches to
solve for the desired geometric quantity. While this can be a mathematically
challenging, it is not the focus of this document and is discussed only briefly
in section 3.4.
Perhaps due to the complexity of the problem, the current state-of-the-art
in point correspondence generation has drifted towards a compartmentalized ap-
proach consisting of five discrete steps (see Figure 3.1b). From both the con-
ceptual and implementation perspectives, each of these steps has acquired the
object-oriented property of abstraction — each operates as a black box with pre-
scribed types of input and output. This encapsulation is a boon to the computer
vision researcher as each element in the tool chain can be dealt with individually,
leaving the others to “stock” algorithms drawn from the literature or readily avail-
able implementations from computer vision libraries. A researcher can focus solely
on improving the output from their black box, and assume this will improve the
performance of the whole process. Unfortunately, this also means that breaking
out of the abstracted mindset e.g., combining two of the steps into a more optimal
algorithm, requires greater programmatic effort.
The geometric property being estimated determines the minimum number of
correspondences which must be established. Two-view geometry defines three
core geometric constraints. The epipolar geometry fully describes the geometric
relationship between a pair of cameras and requires 7-8 point pair correspondences
for estimation. A projective warp describes the transform which warps one 2D
surface into another (e.g. warping one image to match another), and requires
four correspondences. The projective warp also fully describes the mapping of
points between two images when those points lie on a planar surface in the scene
(a planar homography). Finally, if the 3D world locations of three points in an
image are known, the position and rotation of the camera can be determined by
the Pose-and-Perspective (PnP) calculation.
This document focuses heavily on planar world surfaces and uses the planar
homography/projective warp extensively. As such, the following discussion will use
the estimation of a projective warp as the example application, although either
the epipolar geometry or the PnP problem apply equally. A concrete example of
point features being used to solve for the planar homography is shown in Figures
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3.2 and 3.3. It should be emphasized that the number of point correspondences
given above is the minimum required to produce a solution. In practice a much
larger set of point correspondences is a necessity for robust estimation of the image
geometry.
This discussion should conclude with the caveat that the process described
here is for registering two images that are known (or believed) to have significant
overlap. It does not cover the related problem of identifying which images from
a library of existing images best matches or is more likely to have the greatest
overlap with a query image — the so-called “scene recognition” problem.
3.2 Feature detection
A feature detection algorithm seeks to identify the locations within each image
which are “interesting” or “stable” and also likely to be interesting and stable in
any other image of the same scene. In the most general case there is no prior in-
formation about the relationship between the two images, and the feature detector
operates on the two images independently.
The key concern with any feature detector is repeatability : if it has selected a
given point in one image as a feature, has it also selected the point corresponding
to the same location in the other image? As the set of features from each image are
typically fixed after detection, each set of features represents the total amount of
information available from each image for estimating the alignment. If a feature is
not repeated, it cannot form a correct correspondence and is essentially noise. The
chief goal of the feature detector is to maximize the probability that any feature
will be repeated given the differences in camera pose, scene content, lighting, etc.
which separate the two images.
A panoply of feature detection algorithms have been proposed and tested. See,
for example Gauglitz et al. (2011) or Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk (2007) for recent
overviews and broad-spectrum evaluations. A number of current algorithms are
described and tested over exemplar aerial images in Chapter 6.
3.3 Correspondence and consensus
Given sets of features from each image, the next step is to join them into pairs
of corresponding points. Initially all pairwise combinations of features are poten-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: An example of image alignment by point feature matching. (a) A
subset of the SIFT keypoints detected in each image. The full set contains 3000-
3500 SIFT keypoints per 972 × 648 image. Circle diameter is proportional to
the keypoint scale calculated by the SIFT detector. (b) Putative matches formed
based on SIFT descriptor similarity, a correspondence test. (c) Inlier matches as
determined by RANSAC, a concensus test. (d) Outlier matches from RANSAC.
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Figure 3.3: Having calculated the planar homography through point features (Fig-
ure 3.2), one image can be warped to align with the other.
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tially correct. The goal is to isolate a subset consisting solely of corresponding
pairs. This isolation is complicated by the circular dependency between the point
correspondences and the geometric values being estimated. Given a set of true
correspondences, an estimate can be calculated. Given a good estimate, the true
correspondences are obvious.
The isolation of the correct correspondences is often conceptualized as a reduc-
tive exercise: start with a large set of potential matches, and iteratively distill the
set by eliminating pairs until the set contains only corresponding pairs. Distillation
algorithms typically fall into two major categories: correspondence and consensus.
As noted previously, the goal is not (necessarily) to find all corresponding point
pairs, simply to find enough to robustly estimate the inter-image geometry.
In correspondence, each match is evaluated individually and in relation to the
set of other matches. A set of criteria are used to discern matches which are
believed more likely to be correct relative to the others. For example, the local
image areas around each keypoint can be compared to assess their “appearance
similarity.” Pairs considered to be “more similar” are assumed more likely to be
true matches and are retained. Similarly, if a geometric prior exists which allows
for the location of matching features in each image to be coarsely predicted, then
matches which agree with this estimated geometry are more likely to be correct
than others. If multiple correspondence heuristics are available, they may be
applied serially, or in combinations.
Consensus tests calculate a property from a set of the potential matches and
retain only those matches which agree with that property. The canonical con-
sensus algorithm for points feature matching is based on Random Sampling and
Consensus (RANSAC) (Fischler and Bolles, 1981). In the RANSAC consensus
test, random combinations of n = 4 correspondences (for the example of estimat-
ing of a projective warp) are selected, and the warp is calculated. The quality of
the resulting solution is measured by the number of members in the set of putative
correspondences which agree with that warp.
It is conceivable to develop a consensus test which is not based on the geo-
metric quantity being sought. Instead, it may be possible to find some alternative
emergent property of the group of features, and filter based on agreement with
that. This strategy does not appear to have been explored in the literature.
Consensus is a highly discerning test for finding true correspondences. In-
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deed, by definition a true correspondence is one which is in consensus with the
true homography. However, consensus is sensitive to the proportion of true cor-
respondences in the initial set of putative pairs. First, randomized consensus test
like RANSAC rely on finding a correct homography by repeatedly sampling the
combination space, often randomly or quasi-randomly, seeking a set of true cor-
respondences. The greater the number of true correspondences in that pool, the
fewer draws required to find a true minimal set.
Second, consensus relies on the support of the set of potential matches to
identify a correct solution. If the proportion of correct matches is large then
a correct solution will have a large support relative to the support given to a
random sampling. However, if the proportion of true matches is small, it may be
ambiguous if a given solution is correct or an incorrect solution with essentially
random support amongst the potential pairs.
Due to this reliance on starting with a refined set of matches, distillation al-
most always starts with correspondence tests to generate a coarse set of potential
pairings which are assumed to be corrupted by incorrect associations. Consensus
is then applied to refine that set of putative matches and isolate the true corre-
spondences.
3.3.1 Correspondence in practice
Correspondence is typically a two-stage process. First, a set of putative matches
is formed using some basic criteria, then a series of heuristic tests are optionally
applied to distill the set. These tests are typically conservative, removing a large
number of matches which may be incorrect on the assumption that more incorrect
than correct matches will be removed and the overall quality of the set will be
improved.
If f is a member of the set of features F from one image, and f ′ is a member of
the set of features F′ from the other image, the goal of the correspondence phase is
to isolate the set of point pairs for which the probability of being in correspondence
p( f ↔ f ′ |F, F′) (3.1)
is maximized. However, this probability function is typically not directly estimable.
Instead a proxy function is used which is taken to relate to (3.1). By far the most
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common such proxy function is similarity or similarity distance which posits that
the probability (3.1) for a given f is a monotonically decreasing function of a
similarity distance function s(f , f ′). As such, for each feature f in F, the best
match from F′ is defined as
f ′best match(f) = arg min
f ′j∈F′
s(f , f ′j). (3.2)
Note this relationship is directional – for each f there is a most likely f ′, regardless
of whether it is also the best match to any other features in F. And similarly, for
each f ′ in F′, there is a best match from F.
The similarity function s(f , f ′) is generally based on the image information
from the local neighborhood around each feature, although other meta-information
might be used. The most common similarity function is the L2-norm
s(f , f ′) = ‖d− d′‖. (3.3)
between two feature descriptor vectors d and d′ which have been calculated for
features f and f ′. On this basis, the quality of a set of putative matches lies not in
the similarity distance function, which might be very generic, but in the contents
of the descriptors d and d′.
In its simplest form, the descriptor might be a vectorized version of the local
pixels around the feature, in which case the similarity distance function (3.3) be-
comes a primitive correlation function. By inspection, such a correlation would
not be particularly robust to rotation, scale, or changes in average image intensity.
Such concerns might be allayed by (for example) normalizing the contents of the
image patch, or isolating a dominant orientation and rotating the region around
the feature by that orientation before extracting the image patch. Such techniques
fall under the general topic of descriptor extraction, with a large number of com-
plex descriptor algorithms proposed to extract the “true essence” of a local image
neighborhood.
Having defined the feature descriptor, matching is the process of evaluating
(3.2) for a pair of feature sets. A given matching algorithm has two desirable
qualities. First is accuracy. That is, that a solution for (3.2) is exactly the pairing
which minimizes similarity function. The second is cost or efficiency. That is, what
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are the resource (CPU time, memory) costs for a given algorithm. Notably, neither
of these factors measure if a putative match is in fact correct. This responsibility
falls to the descriptor algorithm (and to a lesser degree, to the similarity function,
although its role is rarely discussed).
In it simplest form, the linear (“brute force”) search simply evaluates the sim-
ilarity distance for all pairwise combinations and evaluates (3.2) directly. Such a
linear search is, by definition, precisely accurate. Muja and Lowe (2009) suggest
there is no known algorithm which is perfectly accurate and more efficient than a
linear search.
In lieu of searching for a more efficient exact solution, the literature has focused
on a variety of approximate methods which trade some accuracy for efficiency. The
majority of these methods relay on the generation or training of a hash- or tree-like
structure which can be searched efficiently, if not exhaustively. As demonstrated
by Muja and Lowe, the relative costs of training (both in time and memory) and
the associated benefits in matching can be quantified and balanced.
This training-oriented model also harmonizes with applications where a given
image might be matched several times. For example, when registering a set of
images into a panorama, a registration might be attempted between each pairwise
set of images. The training cost for a matcher for each image would be amortized
against several queries.
Having formed this initial set of “similar” features, any number of heuristic
tests have been proposed to further refine the set. Most prominently, Lowe (2004)
suggests that matches based on the SIFT descriptor be subjected to a “distinc-
tiveness” test, where a feature’s distinctiveness is defined as the ratio between
the similarity distances for its first- and second-best matches (first- and second-
smallest similarity distances). When the similarity distance to the best match is
mush smaller than the distance to the second match, the feature is considered
distinctive and the best-match pair is retained. Conversely, when the first and
second match are of similar magnitude, the feature is considered indistinct and
the pairing is discarded.
Descriptor-similarity-based matching is taken to be effective at generating a
set of putative matches which contains a majority of inliers. This assumption has
been borne out for a diversity of feature descriptors (Schmidt et al., 2010; Gauglitz
et al., 2011), although its effectiveness should not be taken as a given.
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3.3.2 Consensus in practice
Having produced a set of putative matches with (it is assumed) a significant pro-
portion of correct correspondences, a consensus filter is used to produce a final
set of correspondences. Randomised Sampling and Concensus (RANSAC) (Fis-
chler and Bolles, 1981) and its derivatives have become the canonical consensus
algorithm for image alignment.
RANSAC draws random minimum sets of correspondences and uses that min-
imum set to estimate an image alignment. It then calculates the proportion of all
putative correspondences which agree with that alignment. If that minimum set
consists of true correspondences, then it should produce a correct alignment and
any other true correspondences within the set of putative correspondences should
support with the estimate. If the minimum set includes one or more incorrect cor-
respondences, then the alignment will be incorrect and the level of support within
the set of putative correspondences will be small. If the proportion of correct pu-
tative correspondences is sufficiently large, it should be (a) reasonable to find a set
consisting exclusively of inliers by random sampling and (b) possible to distinguish
good and erroneous alignments by by their level of support.
RANSAC does not “know” when it has found a correct solution. Instead, the
number of random draws performed by RANSAC is based on a probabilistic ar-
gument as follows. If the estimated proportion of inliers in the set of putative
pairs is p, then the probability of drawing a set of n inliers is pn, and the prob-
ability of drawing at least one outlier is 1 − pn, where n is the minimum set for
the image alignment (e.g. four for the planar homography). After h iterations,
the probability of all h sample sets being contaminated by outliers is (1 − pn)h,
or the probability that at least one of them is correct is 1 − (1 − pn)h. If the
desired confidence that an all-inlier solution has been selected is provided as ,
then RANSAC will stop when
 ≤ 1− (1− pn)h.
The minimum number of iterations is then
h ≤ log 1− 
log 1− pn . (3.4)
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In practice, the desired confidence  and a conservative estimate of p are supplied by
the end user and used to calculate an initial number of iterations h. If at any point
the observed proportion of inliers exceeds p, p is updated and h is recalculated.
The accepted solution is the best (highest number of inliers) found within those h
iterations, and the inliers to that solution are taken to be true correspondences.
3.4 Final estimation
Finally, given a set of corresponding pairs believed to consist exclusively of true
pairs, some combination of linear and non-linear methods can be solved to generate
a refined solution.
3.5 Metrics for evaluation
At each stage of the process, there are three key metrics. First, have a sufficient
number of inliers been generated (or retained)? Second, what proportion of the
retained matches are in fact inliers? And finally, is the speed of computation
acceptable? For this discussion, the final component will be neglected other than
to note different algorithms offer different performance/speed trade-offs and may
be more or less appropriate for different applications. All three criteria are highly
contextual, depending on the image content and the type and magnitude of scene
changes which separate the two images. When discussing algorithmic performance
it is important to consider the properties of the image being processed.
Quantifying the first two also requires a method for establishing if a putative
pair is in fact correct. For images of a plane, the point transfer property simplifies
this calculation as it is possible, given a ground truth planar homography, to
precisely predict where corresponding image points will lie.
The first two criteria have a tricky interdependence. In general, the proportion
of inliers takes priority, as it must be maximized before consensus and ideally
reaches unity following consensus. As correspondence and consensus filters tend to
be reductive, this means (conservatively) strong filtering is employed to maximize
the proportion of inliers at the expense of retaining a smaller number of matches.
On the other hand, geometric estimation requires a minimum number of points
otherwise the calculation will fail. Is it beneficial for an algorithm to aggressively
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cull suspected matches, achieving high proportions of inliers if it might leave too
few points to reliably estimate the geometry?
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Chapter IV
Computer vision II: Multiple-view geometry
The field of multiple-view geometry encompasses the calculation and manip-
ulation of geometric constructs which describe the relationship between pairs or
sets of images, and the scene found in those images. It relies heavily on projective
geometry, and so this chapter begins with a brief overview of 2D projective geom-
etry. While there is significant analogous theory in 3D projective geometry, the
2D geometry plays a far more important role in describing the contents of images
showing planar scenes, as assumed extensively in this document.
This overview of projective geometry is followed by a discussion of a number of
important linear transformations: the pinhole camera model (Section 4.2), which
transforms points from the 3D world to the 2D image plane, and the family of 2D
projective warps which encompass the set of all possible linear transformations of
2D projective points (Section 4.3). This section also includes parameterizations of
those projective warps, as well as algorithms for estimating a warp from a set of
corresponding points.
Section 4.4 then describes the planar homography, a form of the 2D projective
warp which describes the apparent warping of a 3D planar surface when viewed in
two images.
4.1 Projective geometry and homogeneous coordinates
Computer vision relies heavily on projective geometry. This section draws heavily
on the overview targeted at computer vision researchers given by Hartley and
Zisserman (2004), supplemented by the more general discussion from Semple and
Kneebone (1952).
In 2D projective geometry, the line ax + by + c = 0 is represented as a vector
in R3
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l =
ab
c
 . (4.1)
A point is also represented by a vector in R3
x =
x1x2
x3
 . (4.2)
Any point x which falls on the line l satisfies
xT l = 0 (4.3)
ax1 + bx2 + cx3 = 0. (4.4)
Take a second line l′ = [a′, b′, c]T which is not parallel to l, and place x at the
intersection of those two lines. Then
ax1 + bx2 + cx3 = 0 and a
′x1 + b′x2 + c′x3 = 0 (4.5)
Dividing both equations by x3 gives
a
x1
x3
+ b
x2
x3
+ c = 0 and a′
x1
x3
+ b′
x2
x3
+ c′ = 0. (4.6)
As the two lines necessarily only intersect at one point, then (4.5) and (4.6) must
necessarily be equivalent. This implies
x1x2
x3
 =

x1
x3
x2
x3
1
 . (4.7)
That is, any 2D point (x, y) can be represented by a family of homogeneous points
x = (kx, ky, k) for any value of k 6= 0. A similar derivation can be used to show
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the line l has the same properties s.t. l and kl are the same line.
The downside is that two homogeneous points (or lines) can be coincident with-
out the two vectors being numerically equal. The notation (kx, ky, k) ∼ (x, y, 1)
is used to indicate that the two points are coincident without implying that they
are numerically equal (they are equal up to a scale).
The case where k = 0 represents a special case (points at infinity) which is
useful as it allows the manipulation of an abstract quantity without making a
special case in the mathematics.
Homogeneous representation carries over to 3D. A plane is represented by a
vector in R4
pi =

a
b
c
d
 . (4.8)
where aX + bY + cZ + d = 0. Similarly, a point X = (x, y, z) in R3 is given by a
vector in R4:
X =

x
y
z
k
 , (4.9)
where point X lies on the plane pi if XTpi = 0.
4.2 The pinhole camera model
Mathematically, a camera maps world points in R3 to coordinates on its image
plane in R2, and are modelled using a linear pinhole camera model. A simplified
2D pinhole camera is shown in Figure 4.1.
The camera has a coordinate system aligned with the camera centre. The z
axis extends out to the scene to be imaged, with the x- and y-axes (not shown)
orthogonal. An image is formed by tracing a ray from a point in the world X
to the camera centre. The image of that point occurs where that ray intersects
the image plane. In the standard configuration, the image plane is parallel to the
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zx
camera centre
image plane
X
x
x
X
f
Z
Figure 4.1: A simplified pinhole camera.
camera’s x–y plane and sits at a focal length f from the camera center. The point
of intersection of the z-axis and the image plane is known as the principal point.
This camera geometry allows the generation of a straightforward linear rela-
tionship between the focal length, the world coordinate X = (X, Y, Z) and the
image coordinate x = (x, y):
x =
f
Z
X, (4.10)
y =
f
Z
Y, (4.11)
which can be written in homogeneous coordinates as: xy
1
 =

f
Z
X
f
Z
Y
1
 . (4.12)
As homogeneous coordinates are considered equal up to a scalar, the right side
can be multiplied by Z  xy
1
 ∼
 fXfY
Z
 , (4.13)
or
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 xy
1
 ∼
 f 0 00 f 0
0 0 1

 XY
Z
 , (4.14)
∼ KX, (4.15)
where K is the camera projection matrix, often shortened to the camera matrix.
A more general form of the camera matrix is given by:
K =
 fx α px0 fy py
0 0 1
 . (4.16)
fx and fy are independent focal lengths for the x and y axes, which might arise
if the camera pixels are not square. This non-isotropic behavior is sometimes
modelled as fy = τfx, parameterized by (fx, τ) rather than (fx, fy). α provides
a skew factor for the (rare) cases where the x and y axes of the camera sensor
are not orthogonal. px and py offsets the origin of the image frame away from the
principal point. In practice this is an essential component of mapping real image
coordinates (typically given as (0, 0) in the top left corner) to camera coordinates.
Further, the camera is typically not sitting at the world origin and aligned with
the world coordinate system. A rigid body transform can be used to translate
points from the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system (and
back as necessary). In inhomogeneous coordinates this can be written as
Xcam = RXworld + tw, (4.17)
which can be written in homogeneous coordinates as
Xcam =
[
R tw
0 1
]
Xworld. (4.18)
where R as the rotation matrix from the world to the camera coordinate frames
and tw is the position of the world origin in the camera coordinate frame – this can
be demonstrated by supplying the homogeneous world origin (0, 0, 0, 1) as Xworld.
To avoid confusion, the translation can also be defined in terms of the camera
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origin in the world frame as tc = −RT tw. Substituting this into (4.17) gives
Xcam = R (Xworld − tc) . (4.19)
The inverse rigid body transform can also be defined
Xworld =
[
RT −RT tw
0 1
]
Xcam =
[
RT tc
0 1
]
Xcam. (4.20)
Equations (4.16) and (4.18) can be combined to give a single expression which
maps points from the world coordinate frame to the image plane.
x =
[
K 0
] [R tw
0 1
]
X, (4.21)
where both x and X are homogeneous quantities, or
x = K
[
R tw
]
X. (4.22)
Traditionally, the camera matrix K is referred to as the intrinsic properties
of the camera (relating strictly to the geometry of the camera and lens), while
(R, tw) are considered the “extrinsic” properties, or “pose” of the camera.
The intrinsic parameters of a camera/lens are often determined through an
explicit camera calibration procedure, although a variety of algorithms also exist
for generating camera calibration coefficients in situ given some prior knowledge
about scene structure. Unless otherwise specified, this document assumes a camera
calibration has been generated offline. A distinction is clearly made between cases
where that calibration is required, and where it is not.
The pinhole camera model is strictly linear. It does not accommodate non-
linearities in the imaging process – for example non-linear distortions which arise
from the physical structure of the camera lens whether unintentional (e.g. pin-
cushioning) or intentional (“fish-eye” effects from wide-angle lenses). Such non-
linearities can be measured through camera calibration, and potentially compen-
sated for with explicity image pre-processing (“undistorting”). All image data
shown in this document was captured with high-quality, albeit still consumer-grade
DSLR lenses at moderate focal lengths. The nonlinear distortion parameters were
expected (and proved to be) minimal, and undistortion was not performed. Any
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residual error from the nonlinear distortions is used as a noise source for testing
algorithmic robustness.
Parameterization of the camera model
As discussed in Section 4.2, the complete pinhole camera model can have as many
as five degrees of freedom (fx, fy, α, tx, ty). Results from explicit calibration of
the cameras used for these experiments show near-zero skew (α ≈ 0) and isotropic
focal lengths (fx ≈ fy). Therefore a 3 d.o.f. model k = (f, tx, ty) is used exclusively
in this research.
4.2.1 Normalized image coordinates
If a point is imaged with a camera as per (4.22):
x = K
[
R tw
]
X, (4.23)
and the camera’s intrinsics are known, then it possible to define a normalized
image coordinate
xˆ = K−1x =
[
R tw
]
X, (4.24)
which gives the image coordinates as if the point were captured by a camera with
intrinsics equal to the matrix identity.
4.2.2 Canonical cameras
In multiple-view geometry it is often the case that a single point x is imaged by
two cameras:
x = K
[
R t
]
X, x′ = K
[
R′ t′
]
X. (4.25)
A mapping N can be inserted into both equations
x = K
[
R t
]
NN−1X, x′ = K
[
R′ t′
]
NN−1X. (4.26)
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If
N =
[
RT −RT t
0 1
]
, (4.27)
then
x = K
[
I 0
]
N−1X, x′ = K
[
R˜′ t˜′
]
N−1X, (4.28)
x = K
[
I 0
]
X˜, x′ = K
[
R˜′ t˜′
]
X˜. (4.29)
Equation (4.29) is often referred to the canonical configuration for the camera
pair, with the first camera at the world origin and aligned with the world axes.
Given any camera configuration, the canonical configuration can be achieved by
calculating N and applying it to all world coordinates. As noted by Hartley
and Zisserman, this implies that general results derived for the canonical camera
configuration can be applied generally to any other camera configuration, as any
camera geometry can be transformed to the canonical configuration.
4.3 2D Projective transformations
Given a homogeneous 2D point x, a 2D projective transform is a linear transform
represented by a non-singular 3× 3 matrix which maps x to a new 2D point x′:
x′ ∼
h11 h12 h13h21 h22 h23
h31 h32 h33
x, (4.30)
∼ Hx. (4.31)
Given H is non-singular it represents a one-to-one mapping between points x and
x′. Also, because both x and x′ are homogeneous coordinates, (4.31) remains true
if H is multiplied by a scalar. As such, H is a homogeneous quantity with 8 degrees
of freedom. A projective transform can also be thought of as a linear “warp” on
an image as it maps every pixel x in an image to a different location x′ in a new
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image.
Following from Hartley and Zisserman (2004), the set of all projective trans-
forms can be classified in a hierarchy as described below, ranging from the most
specialized to the most general.
4.3.1 Isometries
An isometry HE is a projective transform which preserves Euclidean distance:
x′ = HEx =
 cos θ sin θ txsin θ cos θ ty
0 0 1
x. (4.32)
Isometries have three degrees of freedom: a rotation and a 2D translation; and
model the motion of rigid objects. They can also be written as
x′ ∼
[
R t
0 1
]
x, (4.33)
where R is the 1D 2× 2 rotation matrix and t is the 2D translation vector.
4.3.2 Similarity transformation
A similarity transformation composes an isometry with isotropic scaling:
x′ ∼
 s cos θ −s sin θ txs sin θ s cos θ ty
0 0 1
x, (4.34)
∼
[
sR t
0 1
]
x, (4.35)
∼ HSx. (4.36)
A similarity preserves shape, and has four degrees of freedom – adding scale to the
three from the isometry.
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4.3.3 Affine transformations
An affine transformation (affinity) is a non-singular linear transformation followed
by a translation:
x′ ∼
a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
0 0 1
x, (4.37)
∼
[
K t
0 1
]
x, (4.38)
∼ HAx, (4.39)
where K is a 2×2 non-singular matrix. In comparison to the similarity, the affinity
can be seen as adding non-isotropic scaling around an arbitrary axis. This can be
illustrated by noting that A can be decomposed to
K = R(θ)R(−φ)
[
λ1 0
0 λ2
]
R(φ). (4.40)
That is it is equivalent to a rotation by φ, anisotropic scaling around the (new) xˆ
and yˆ axes, then rotation by −φ back to the original axes, then a final rotation by
θ.
Compared to the similarity, the affinity adds two degrees of freedom for a
total of six: the angle φ of the non-isotropic scaling and the ratio of the scaling
parameters λ1 : λ2 – bearing in mind the magnitude of the overall scaling is
equivalent to s from the similarity. The affinity can also be parameterized by the
six elements a11–a23.
4.3.4 Projective transformations
Finally, the full projective transformation from equation (4.31) can be written in
block format:
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x′ ∼
h11 h12 h13h21 h22 h23
h31 h32 h33
x, (4.41)
∼
[
K t
vT v
]
x, (4.42)
∼ HPx, (4.43)
As mentioned previously, the projective warp is a homogeneous quantity and has
8 degrees of freedom.
Parameterizations of the projective transform
As a homogeneous quantity, the projective warp has 8 degrees of freedom, but no
8-tuple can store its full range. For example, the software written for this research
parameterizes the homography by the first eight elements of the matrix, assuming
h33 = 1. Because the scale is fixed, any projectivities parameterized in this manner
can be compared directly (numerically). However, this parameterization cannot
represent warps with h33 = 0, any other 8-tuple parameterization will suffer from
a similar shortcoming. In this case, however, warps with by h33 = 0 cannot arise
from real image of real planes, and would naturally be discarded as pathological
in any case.
Alternatively, an over-parameterized form might be used. For example, all nine
elements of a projective warp might be stored, subject to ‖H‖ = 1. Doing so would
require specified consideration for this constraint in any algorithms manipulating
the homography (e.g. minimization algorithms).
Other parameterization have also been proposed. For example Baker et al.
(2006) suggest a parameterization consisting of the coordinates of four matching
pairs of points – these can be arbitrary image points and need not be image
features per se – is better conditioned. Alternatively, the degrees of freedom of the
projective decomposition (4.3.5) might used.
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4.3.5 Decomposition of the projective warp
Any projective warp can also decomposed into its respective similarity, affine, and
projective “components” (from Hartley and Zisserman 2004):
H =
[
A t
vT v
]
= SAP, (4.44)
=
[
sR t
0T 1
][
K 0
0T 1
][
I 0
vT v
]
, (4.45)
where A = sRK + tvT , and K is an upper triangular matrix with |K| = 1. The
products of the decomposition will be denoted here by S,A, and P to distinguish
from the specialized projective transforms HS,HA and HP . Note, however that
any similarity is trivially HS = S. Similarly, any affinity can be decomposed as
HA = SA.
This decomposition represents the eight degrees of freedom of the projective
warp in:
• s
• the angle which defines the rotation matrix R
• t (2 d.o.f.)
• the two independent elements of K (2 d.o.f.)
• v/v (2 d.o.f.)
4.4 Multiple view geometry
Multiple view geometry concerns the estimation of the geometric properties from
pairs of images, and the subsequent manipulation of those properties. The core
geometric primitive is the fundamental or epipolar matrix, a 3 × 3 homogeneous
matrix which fully describes the geometry of the cameras taking the two images,
independent of scene contents. Generation of the fundamental matrix is seen as the
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first step on reconstruction of camera poses and modelling of the scene contents,
and can be seen as a core enabling technique for the 3D modelling of the real world
from sets of images.
As discussed at length in the introduction, the core simplification in this doc-
ument is to use an alternate geometric quantity, a projective warp 4.3.4) typically
called the planar homography. Unlike the fundamental matrix, the planar homog-
raphy is not a general property of all image pairs, but is only applicable to the
images of planes.1
4.4.1 The planar homography
If two cameras C and C ′ both view a point Xpi which lies on a plane pi (Figure 4.2),
then a projective warp (planar homography) H can be calculated which transfers
the image of that point, or any other point on that plane, from one camera to the
other:
x′ ∼ Hx (4.46)
where x and x′ are homogeneous 2D locations on the image planes of the cameras
C and C ′ respectively.
C C ′
x x
′
Xpi
pi
H
Figure 4.2: The projective transform H maps point Xpi from the image plane of
C to the image plane of C ′.
1 Or more precisely, an independent planar homography is valid for each plane in an image. In
this case, a single ground plane is assumed to span every image.
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Having a planar homography allows direct prediction of where point correspon-
dences will (should) occur. This property is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
As detailed in Hartley and Zisserman (2004), general projective warp can be
estimated given four pairs of corresponding points. By extension the homography
for a given plane can be estimated given four (or more) pairs of corresponding
pairs of points which lie on the plane.
4.4.2 Derivation of the planar homography from geometry
In homogeneous geometry, a plane has the 4-tuple representation
pi =
[
nT , d
]
(4.47)
where n is the plane normal in the world coordinate frame, and − d‖n‖2 is the
distance between the origin and the plane pi.
If the cameras in Figure 4.2 are in the canonical configuration (4.29), the ho-
mography H can be calculated directly (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004):
H = K′
(
R− tn
T
d
)
K−1. (4.48)
If the camera intrinsics K and K′ are known, this can be reduced to a calibrated
homography
Hˆ = R− tn
T
d
. (4.49)
4.4.3 Decomposition of the homography
By Ma et al. (2004), a calibrated homography Hˆ can also be decomposed back
into R, n, and t/d.2 The scaling of the translation by the depth d can be seen as
a manifestation of the scale ambiguity.
2 Hartley and Zisserman use the homogeneous notation piTx = 0 to define the plane, while
Ma uses the inhomogeneous notation nTx = d. As such Ma’s d is the negative of Hartley’s d,
which persists throughout their respective derivations. For example, Ma gives (4.49) as
Hˆ = R+ tnT /d (4.50)
Hartley and Zisserman’s notation is used consistently here.
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Figure 4.3: The intersections of the grout lines have been automatically extracted
from both images, and circled in yellow (for further detail see Section 9.3.1). The
planar homography relating the top and bottom images has been estimated, and
the intersection points from the top image propagated to the bottom image, shown
in blue. Mis-alignments between the point locations are due to differences in the
estimated grout line positions in the two images, inaccuracies in the calculated
homography, and unmodeled error sources such as non-linear lens distortions.
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A brief synopsis of the decomposition algorithm follows. Given an arbitrary
vector a which is perpendicular to n,
‖Hˆa‖2 = ‖Ra‖2 = ‖a‖2. (4.51)
That is, the projective warp Hˆ will preserve the length of any vector orthogonal
to n. Determining the plane spanned by vectors orthogonal to n allows the recovery
of n itself.
As noted by Ma, Hˆ can be normalized such that the second-largest eigenvalue
σ2 equals 1. This also implies the symmetric matrix Hˆ
T Hˆ will have three eigenval-
ues σ21 ≥ σ22 ≥ σ23 ≥ 0 with σ22 = 1. As HˆT Hˆ is symmetric, it can be diagonalized
(using the SVD or equivalent)
HˆT Hˆ = VΣVT , (4.52)
with Σ a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues {σ21, 1, σ23} along the diagonal.
Taking v1,v2, and v3 as the three column vectors of V, then
HˆT Hˆv1 = σ
2
1v1, Hˆ
T Hˆv2 = v2, Hˆ
T Hˆv3 = σ
2
3v3. (4.53)
The length of v2 is preserved under this transform, so it must be orthogonal
to n. Two other vectors
u1 =
√
1− σ23v1 +
√
σ21 − 1v3√
σ21 − σ23
, u2 =
√
1− σ23v1 −
√
σ21 − 1v3√
σ21 − σ23
, (4.54)
also have their length preserved under Hˆ. Two subspaces can be defined
S1 = span(v2,u1), S2 = span(v2,u2), (4.55)
both of which are orthogonal to n. Since v2 is orthogonal to u1 and u2, two
orthonormal bases of R3 can be formed:
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{v2,u1, (v2)×u1}, {v2,u2, (v2)×u2}, (4.56)
where (v2)×ui are the two candidate values for the normal n.
The rotation can be recovered by noting that
Rv2 = Hˆv2, Rui = Hˆui, R((v2)×ui) = (Hˆv2)×Hˆui. (4.57)
Defining two matrices
Ui =
[
v2 ui (v2)×ui
]
, (4.58)
Wi =
[
Hˆv2 Hˆui (Hˆv2)×Hˆui
]
, (4.59)
results in
RUi = Wi, (4.60)
R = WiU
T
i , (4.61)
producing two potential solutions:
R1 = W1U
T
1 R2 = W2U
T
2 (4.62)
n1 = (v2)×u1 n2 = (v2)×u2 (4.63)
t1
d
= (R1 − Hˆ)n1 t2
d
= (R2 − Hˆ)n2 (4.64)
However, the term tnT/d introduces a sign ambiguity (both t and n may be
negated), giving two additional solutions:
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R3 = R1 R4 = R2 (4.65)
n3 = −n1 n4 = −n2 (4.66)
t3
d
= −t1
d
t4
d
= −t2
d
(4.67)
The number of solutions can be reduced by introducing a depth constraint that
imaged points must be in front of the camera, such that
nT
 00
1
 > 0, (4.68)
n3 > 0. (4.69)
This will naturally eliminate two of the solutions. The remaining two solutions
are both physically possible and the correct solution must be identified using other
criteria. In this application, the correct solution is found by requiring the third
element of the translation vector to be less than 1 (otherwise the second camera
has translated through the plane).
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Chapter V
Matching given image change
The processing of sets of images spanning a long timebase – both for image
alignment and for place recognition – is an integral component of long-term visual
SLAM. Unfortunately machine vision is subject to a diversity of data changes,
many of which are not material to the robot’s perception of either the world state
or its own state.
In the aerial images used in this research, an image pair (short- or long-
timebase) might reasonably include:
• translation
• in-plane rotation (yaw)
• changes of scale
• changes to ambient illumination or exposure
• perspective effects due to the cameras’ deviation from nadir, or from relief
in the scene
• repeated patterns and self-similarity (Figure 5.1a)
• areas of low detail or low contrast (Figure 5.1b)
• random noise from quantization or interpolation, sensor noise, image post-
processing, de-Bayerization, JPEG compression, etc.
Over a long timebase, image pairs may also feature:
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• changing or moving shadows and highlighting from the sun or moving lights
• changes in illumination properties (e.g. direct sun versus overcast) which
affect apparent contrast or apparent scene color
• minor scene changes e.g., differences in specular reflections, changes in the
color of natural surfaces, small moving objects
• significant scene change (e.g. natural disaster)
The expectation is that aerial images taken across a long timebase will simply
be “more different” than pairs taken within the same day. Without compensation,
a feature detection algorithm will produce fewer repeated features in each image.
This will result in fewer correct matches amongst the putative matches, and as a
result “vanilla” RANSAC will require more iterations to find a correct solution.
The marvel of RANSAC, of course, is that it may still find a solution, despite
high numbers of erroneous matches. However, as the number of correct matches
approaches some minimal value, the risk of accepting an erroneous solution steadily
increases, either because the RANSAC algorithm is allowed insufficient iterations
to thoroughly search the combination space, or the inlier support for the correct
solution may be indistinguishable from a random sampling.
Two broad strategies exist to address these error sources. Explicit solutions
attempt to compensate for a particular error source through explicit modelling of
the phenomenon. As a simple example, many feature detectors explicitly calculate
a dominant feature orientation to achieve invariance to in-plane rotation. Similarly,
if the time of day is known (or can be estimated), that information might be
used to model the position of the sun in the sky, and expected shadow positions
might be predicted. The feature detection/description algorithms could use this
information to compensate for the effects of highlighting/shadowing and generate
features which are “invariant” to sun position.
Implicit solutions view imaging errors as a supplemental noise source which
degrades the output of image alignment algorithms, and attempt to compensate
for that loss of efficiency. In this mindset, the problem is not that a given set of
images is affected by a particular, addressable error source, but simply that the
images have been degraded, a generic condition which can be addressed on its own.
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(a) Repeating patterns
(b) Low detail
Figure 5.1: Aerial images with challenging attributes.
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Many machine-learning-based feature alignment algorithms fall in the middle
ground between these two approaches. They propose to find an algorithm which
explicitly compensates for a particular error source, but they are not explicit about
the form that compensation might occur, leaving it to the machine learning algo-
rithm to extract a suitable solution.
The focus here is on implicit solutions. In part this is due to a bias towards
more “general” solutions. An explicit compensation algorithm may address a single
type of inter-image change, while an implicit algorithm may improve robustness
across a wide range of error sources, including some not seen in the test data.
The following three chapters present three approaches for the alignment of
aerial images. Chapter 6 contains an empirical evaluation of the performance of
several state-of-the-art feature detection algorithms against pre-selected pairs of
aerial images. Feature detector performance is critical to the successful alignment
as only repeated features can lead to inlier correspondence pairs. The goal is
to understand the scope of the problem and perhaps to draw some insight into
detector properties which are beneficial in the presence of image change.
Chapters 7 and 8 take a more proactive approach to the problem of low inlier
percentages. Specifically, the planar homography gives the capacity to project
matching points between image pairs. When a prior estimate on this homography
is available, how can this information be used to improve either the probability and
efficiency of finding a correct image alignment? Chapter 7 considers the matching
stage, while chapter 8 examines a variant to RANSAC.
In both cases, the source of the homography estimate is left unspecified. As
demonstrated in Chapter 10 such an alignment prior might naturally occur when
mosaicking large numbers of images. Alternatively, an estimate of the homogra-
phy might arise from some external sensor. For example, by Section 4.4.2, the
homography can be composed given an estimate on the inter-image rotation and
translation, the orientation and distance to the plane, and the camera intrinsics.
While this list may seem restrictive, in the case of an air vehicle with an inertial
measurement sensor, the rotation and plane normal are readily estimated. As
shown in Chapter 8, an initial estimate of the homography might also be devel-
oped solely through photometric information contained in each image, subject to
assumptions about the imaging geometry.
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Chapter VI
Feature detector repeatability on aerial images with image
change
As the first step in the feature matching toolchain, robust feature detection is
essential for successful image alignment. The detector algorithm must be capable
of producing repeated features in the presence of inter-image variations, as only
features can form point correspondences, and only repeated features can become
inlier correspondences.
Either by explicit design, or by emergent properties, feature detectors often
have true invariance to a small set of common inter-image variations, and have
robustness to a wider variety of image changes. By far, the most common invari-
ance is to translation — few algorithms consider the position of potential features
within the image. In practical terms, invariance to mean brightness – the case
where two images are identical other than a constant offset in every pixel value
– is frequently sought by explicit algorithm design. While this precise scenario
rarely occurs in real images, it closely approximates the local changes seen in
images taken under different ambient (indirect) illumination or with different ex-
posures. Lighting invariance may be engineered into an algorithm by, for example,
the subtraction of the mean brightness of an image or image patch, or by operating
on first- or second-order differential quantities of the image intensity.
Other detectors offer robustness or invariance to rotation around the cam-
era axis, although this in-plane rotational invariance is less universally required.
Clearly, it is critical in the case of aerial images where even sequential images may
exhibit unconstrained rotation. On the other hand, if matching images taken by
a forward looking camera e.g., from a vehicle or robot viewing the world “like
a person,” then the orientation of images is likely to be well known, or at least
constrained to a small range of values, and explicit rotation compensation may
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not be necessary.
Barring true robustness, feature detectors can also fall back on the strategy
of simply being more liberal about the number of features selected, leaving it
to later stages in the feature matching toolchain to winnow the wheat from the
chaff. Indeed, selecting every point in an image as a potential feature results in
perfect repeatability, even if the results are not particularly useful for actual image
alignment.
A great diversity of feature detection algorithms have been proposed, with
variations, combinations and mutations filling the literature. In the context of
persistent navigation from aerial photographs, the first logical route is not to
reinvent the wheel with another inscrutably-acronymed detection algorithm, but
to evaluate the performance of the current state-of-the-art against application-
specific data.1 This should reveal the scale of the problem when matching aerial
images across long timebases and the relative capabilities of some of the currently-
used algorithms. It may also, perhaps, reveal some of the requirements of a more
optimal algorithm for feature detection for this particular range of data.
6.1 Feature detectors
This research considers Lowe’s SIFT detector (2004), Bay’s SURF detector (2008),
the Harris detector from Harris and Stephens (1988), and the Shi-Tomasi varia-
tion on the Harris detector (Shi 1994, and Tomasi 1991), Forsyth’s STAR (for-
merly CenSurE) detector (2008), and Rosten’s FAST detector (2006; 2010). It
also includes the Harris-Laplace and Harris-Affine hybrids proposed by Mikola-
jczyk and Schmid (2002). Implementations were taken from the OpenCV toolkit
(2011) whenever possible, including Hess’s open-source version of the SIFT detec-
tor (2010). Rosten’s implementation was used for FAST,2 and both the OpenCV
and Chris Evans’ OpenSURF (2009) implementations of the SURF algorithm were
tested.
It is worth pointing out that many detection algorithms arise as evolutions
1 It should be noted this research dates from 2011, and the state-of-the-art has inevitably moved
on. Were this research brought up-to-date, Leutenegger’s BRISK (2011) and Alahi’s FREAK
(2012) algorithms, to name two, would certainly be included.
2 http://www.edwardrosten.com/work/fast.html
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or optimizations of existing algorithms. For example, both SIFT and SURF can
be viewed as optimized implementations of more theoretically grounded detection
schemes. SIFT builds on the Difference of Gaussians (DoG) approach, utilizing a
pyramid of scaled images to accelerate calculation. As put forward by Lowe, SIFT
is also a “complete” solution in that it consists of both a keypoint detection algo-
rithm, and a feature description algorithm, as well as heuristics tests to maximize
feature quality. Similarly, SURF is an optimized approximation of the Determi-
nant of Hessian (DoH) detector, and like SIFT it also comes with an associated
feature description schema.
Unless otherwise noted, a detector algorithm operates on a greyscale image,
typically generated from a color image using the standardized mapping provided
by OpenCV,
I(x, y) =
0.2990.587
0.144

T [
R(x, y) G(x, y) B(x, y)
]
, (6.1)
with I(x, y) as the greyscale image pixel value at location (x, y), and R(x, y),
G(x, y) and B(x, y) are the corresponding pixel values in the red, green and blue
channels in the original 3-channel image. Somewhat confusingly, x and y can refer
to both the integer indices in the actual image array, and rational locations on the
underlying image surface.
6.2 Detector performance
Detector efficacy is measured by repeatability as described by Gauglitz et al. (2011)
which is in turn a more practical interpretation of a metric defined by Schmid et
al. (2000).
A given feature f in the set of features F detected in an image is said to repeat
if it is a member of F?, the subset of F which reprojects into the visible portion of
the other image, and if there exists at least one f ′ among of features F′ detected
in that other image
d(p(f), f ′) <  (6.2)
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where d(·, ·) is a distance measure between f ′ and p(f), the f projected into the
other image. The use of planar images simplifies the calculation of this metric
because the inter-image homography H can be used to directly calculate the re-
projection of of features between images, and d(·, ·) is then just the Euclidean
distance between the features
‖f ′ −Hf‖1/2 < , (6.3)
abusing notation slightly by using f and f ′ to indicate the homogeneous location
of each keypoint within their respective images. The repeability of feature set
F relative to F′ is the cardinality of the set of repeated features divided by the
cardinality of F?:
Ei,j =
|{(f , f ′)|f ∈ F?, d(f , f ′) < }|
|F?| (6.4)
Repeatability concerns only the features which are potentially visible in both im-
ages (i.e., the set F?). This definition does not attempt to actually associate
features across images in any way other than by geometry. It does not measure if
the two features do in fact image the same world feature, just that they coincide
geometrically.
Repeatability is not symmetric. The first image could include 10 points per-
fectly matched to features in the second image, while the second image may include
100 points, 10 of which match the first, and 90 of which are erroneous. As a prac-
tical matter, the repeatability for a pair of images used here is the average of the
two repeatability values.
Repeatability does not take into account the number of features detected. A
minimum number of feature correspondences is required for robust geometric es-
timation. On the other hand, very large numbers of features increase the compu-
tational cost of the downstream description and matching algorithms. Indeed, a
random feature selector approaches perfect repeatability as the number of features
selected approaches all of the pixels in the image!
As noted by Bay et al. (2008) most detectors contain one or more parameters
which can be varied to affect detector sensitivity and indirectly affect the number of
features returned. This provides a mechanism by which disparate feature detectors
might be compared directly by tuning them to return the same number of features,
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although doing so introduces the assumption that all detectors perform comparably
when returning equivalent numbers of features. In reality, feature counts are just
one factor in detector performance and should remain as an independent factor.
6.3 Testing methodology
Testing detector repeatability over application-specific data is a straightforward
proposition. It requires using each feature detection algorithm to extract keypoints
from a set of images, potentially at a variety of parameter values. For each pair
of images with a minimum overlap, a ground truth homography warp must be
supplied to calculate the repeatability as per (6.4).
In the Motueka aerial image datasets, three prominent, non–overlapping regions
around the airport were selected for extraction: the southwest corner containing
a hangar and an orchard (Figure 6.1a), the southeast corner containing a flight
school and neighbourhood (Figure 6.1b), and the northwest corner containing a
caravan park, dirt roads, and a portion of the airport infield (Figure 6.1d). A
sequence of three to five sequential images was selected from each of the A1,A3,
and A4 data set, for each region.
Control points were manually selected in all Motueka images. Pairs were formed
where images had sufficient control points in common, and homography estimation
proceeded using standard OpenCV algorithms. In this analysis, the within data set
consists of image pairs containing consecutive or near-consecutive images taken on
the same day. The between data set consists of image pairs taken on different days.
The between data pairs contain changes in exposure, and illumination luminance
and direction, as well as minor scene changes.
In addition to the Motueka airport image sets, Mikolajczyk’s Grafitti (2005)
(Figure 6.2a) , and Cordes’ Grace (2011) data sets (Figure 6.2b) were also pro-
cessed. Both data sets consist of short sequences of images of grafitti on a planar
wall, and provide a control set as both are more richly detailed than a typical aerial
photograph, and neither contains significant image change. Ground truth homo-
graphies also available for both image sets, with Cordes’ improved homography
used for both data sets.
In addition to the feature detection algorithms from the literature discussed in
Section 6.1, randomized and dense packing feature detectors were implemented.
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(a) Hanger (b) Flight school
(c) Hanger (d) Caravan park
Figure 6.1: Representative images from the Motueka data sets.
(a) Grafitti
(b) Grace
Figure 6.2: Sample images from Mikolajczyk’s Grafitti image set, and Cordes’s
Grace image set.
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The random detector is parameterized by the number of features returned, given
as a fraction of the total image area (features / pixels2). The dense packing
algorithms selects the vertices of tessellated equilateral triangles of a fixed edge
length, parameterized by edge length in pixels.
Where possible, algorithms were parameterized to allow testing across a range
of configurations, with an emphasis on the parameters which most directly affect
the number of features selected. In this analysis the parameter values are encoded
in the algorithm name.
The FAST detector uses two parameters. The points specifies the minimum
number of successive pixels on the Bresenham circle around a point which must
be “different” to qualify the point as a feature. The threshold gives the minimum
intensity difference of a point on the circle from the centre for it to qualify as
being “different.” These values are encoded in the algorithm name as FAST-
points-threshold.
Hess’s SIFT as implemented in OpenCV uses an absolute threshold on the
difference of Gaussians, encoded in the algorithm name as the variable c. Evans’
OpenSURF uses the absolute threshold of the determinant of Hessian, encoded as
parameter t. The Harris family of detectors (Harris, Shi-Tomasi, Harris-Laplace)
use a quality ratio q which gives the ratio between the largest and smallest response
which are accepted as features. The k variable used in Harris’ calculation was also
varied. The STAR and Harris-Affine algorithms were tested at default parameter
values.
The repeatability was calculated as per (6.4) for each image pair, for each
algorithm and parameter set. The feature detectors were provided with no prior
information about the relationship of the two images, simulating an unconstrained
matching scenario.
The analysis was restricted to algorithm-parameter combinations which de-
tected at least 20 features and no more than 0.5% of the total image resolution
(50,000 points for a 10 MP image) over all Motueka images. This arbitrary limit
effectively restricts the algorithms to those which consistently achieve a “reason-
able” number of features over the application data set.
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6.4 Implementation details
As described, this testing performs repeated, computationally expensive tasks. To
evaluate detector performance, each detector-parameter combination must be eval-
uated on each test image, generating a set of keypoints. For each image pairing,
the detector repeatability is then calculated, requiring iteration through both sets
of keypoints. Taking the long-term view where an evaluation of detector perfor-
mance might reasonably be followed by evaluations of descriptor format, matching
algorithm, and RANSAC performance, the combinatoric complexity of the test
regime expands with each new algorithm added. Fortunately, this problem is triv-
ially parallelizable, in that each evaluation (one detector-parameter combination
on an image pair) is independent of any of its peers.
As such, this particular problem was considered a good fit for evaluation in
an inherently-parallelized clustered environment. Packages like Apache Hadoop
provide a mature and consistent set of tools for decomposing complex problems into
easily distributed components, then executing components on a widely distributed
and scalable set of computers. The disadvantage to an environment like Hadoop is
the inherent cost in first mastering its myriad sub-tools and deploying a compatible
set of computational assets, then developing compatible software for operation on
that cluster.
The decision was made to explore the use of the Ruby-on-Rails (informally
“Rails”) web application development environment as the basis for a parallelized
compute environment. For this initial exploration, the actual capacity to scale
computation beyond two or perhaps three computers was not strictly necessary,
but having a system designed from the ground up for scalability would be of great
advantage should it become necessary.
One reason for investigating the Rails application framework was the maturity
of both the core application environment, and the associated ecosystem of add-ons,
extensions, and support packages. In a sense this was an experiment to see how
close one could get to full cluster compute functionality using tools provided “for
free” by the Rails community.
At a high level Rails can be thought of as an HTTP-to-database portal whereby
a data model can be described once and used consistently both for structuring the
database itself, as well as using that model to present information to and end
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user. It excels at rapid development of database-backed web sites. Since this
project was not for public consumption, there needed be little effort placed on
the aesthetics (or even usability) of the resulting web environment, as long as
the underlying functionality was sound. The decision was made to engineer the
product to rely as much as possible on “public-facing” interfaces which could be
used directly over the internet. As such, the resulting computational environment
could be run entirely on publicly available “cloud” infrastructure, e.g. Amazon
Web Service Elastic Compute (EC) for hosting, and Simple Storage Solution (S3)
for file storage.
The distributed environments consists of five main components. Two indepen-
dent stores of persistent project state were used. A SQL database is the central
coordinating data store for the project, containing metadata about the images,
including ground truth homographies, as well as configuration information about
the detector configurations to be tested. The results of repeatability analyses are
also stored in the database. A Rails application sits on top of the database and
defines the data model stored in the database, as well as mediating and validating
access to the database through web-based frontend.
The SQL database is not, however, a suitable location for bulk file storage.
The MogileFS distributed cluster filesystem3 was used for bulk storage. MogileFS
provides a multi-master, redundant filesystem built on the HTTP transport pro-
tocol optimized for write-once, read-many operations. It transparently provides
both data consistency and redundancy. It was also chosen because its key-based
file addressing scheme parallels the operation of bulk web services like Amazon S3.
The MogileFS was used to store image files, as well as serialized sets of extracted
keypoints.
Client software was written in Ruby to perform the computationally expensive
steps: feature detection and repeatability analysis (as well as minor tasks like
thumbnail generation). These clients would receive file metadata from the Rails
application via HTTP, then retrieve the relevant file(s) over MogileFS. Having
performed the calculations, results would then be posted through either or both
of those channels. OpenCV primitives were mapped into the Ruby environment
using the OpenCV-FFI software package (Appendix A).
3 http://www.mogilefs.org/
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As validation of the concept, in addition to Ruby/Rails, MySQL, and MogileFS,
three major elements of the architecture were provided “for free” by existing Rails
projects. The clients run as persistent daemon processes on client machines. The
number of clients on each machine is dictated by the number of processor cores as
well as the demand for the machine to be available for other uses. The bluepill
package4 provides lifecycle management for the client worker processes including
daemonized startup, and restarting as necessary.
The capistrano package5 was used to manage software deployment. It inte-
grates tightly with the Rails environment and provides a simplified tool for dis-
tributing software changes to any number of computers – in this case both the
Rails server software to the web server and the client software to participating
“workers.” capistrano can then signal recipients to restart with the new sofware.
Finally, the resque work queue system6 was used for schedule and provision
jobs to the client nodes. resque is built on top of the Redis accelerated key-pair
database system, and allows clients to subscribe to any number of work queues.
When jobs are published to those queues, clients can retrieve them and work
commences. In this application, jobs are posted automatically by the Rails server
(e.g., thumbnail generation) and manually by the user when necessary (e.g., to
trigger processing of newly added images).
Finally, a set of data analysis tools retrieves the results of individual repeata-
bility calculations through the Rails front-end and digests the results for analysis.
6.5 Results
In total 65 image pairs were evaluated (10 same day Motueka, 25 between-day
Motueka, and 15 each Grafitti and Grace) against 67 feature detector-parameter
value combinations. 22 of those feature detector combinations consistently sampled
more than 20 and fewer than 50,000 features for all Motueka images.
The mean feature density (number of features detected per unit area) for that
subset of feature detectors is shown in Figure 6.3. As might be expected, the
random and dense feature detectors provide constant feature densities for all data
4 https://rubygems.org/gems/bluepill
5 https://rubygems.org/gems/capistrano
6 https://rubygems.org/gems/resque
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sets, regardless of the image content. All of the conventional feature detectors
are most active over the richly textured Grafitti data set and less so over the less
detailed Grace and Motueka data sets. All algorithms in this evaluation operate
on greyscale (intensity) images, so the relative colourfulness of the Grafitti dataset
should not contribute.
For algorithms with a response threshold, as expected, the number of features
depends directly on that threshold. For example, for FAST, the number of features
is greatest with the least conservative threshold (9 points, threshold of 60) and
declines as either the number of points or the threshold increases. The FAST
algorithms most effectively show how a single algorithm can be tuned to reach
both the minimum and maximum ends of the allowable feature counts. Similar
behaviour is seen with the Harris and Harris-Laplace detectors.
The calculated repeatabilities are shown in Figure 6.4. The effect of randomly
selecting large number of features can be seen with both the random and dense
feature selectors producing consistent repeatability values in proportion to the
number of features returned. Repeatability on the Grafitti and Grace data sets
are high, as might be expected for data explicitly designed to evaluate feature
detectors. The exception to this is the FAST detector, which performs noticeably
poorer on Grace than Grafitti.
In contrast, the performance on the within-day Motueka data sets is surpris-
ingly consistent, ranging from 40-60% repeatability independent of algorithm, pa-
rameters, or number of features. This suggests that, perhaps, the response to the
sharp corners of the reference data sets is artificial, and over the moderate textures
of the natural images, most detectors are adequate.
Over the between-day Motueka data, performance is more inconsistent, bounded
in the range of 5-20% repeatability barring the obvious spike from the OpenSURF
detector. This large repeatability may be in part due to random selection, as
OpenSURF produced the largest feature sets on the between-day data, although
the second-most-voluminous sets from the FAST detector with 12 points and a
threshold of 40 do not show an equivalent increase in repeatability.
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Figure 6.3: Image feature densities for the algorithms and parameters which meet
the allowable feature counts.
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Figure 6.4: Repeatabilities for the algorithms and parameters which meet the
allowable feature counts.
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6.6 Conclusions and future work
It should be noted that this study was undertaken without consideration towards
the speed of computation. This can be justified on two counts. First, the intention
is to evaluate if between-flight aerial image matching is feasible, whatever the cost.
Second, the hope was to avoid “premature optimization” as there will always be
latitude to increase the performance a successful algorithm, but there is little hope
for a high-performance algorithm which cannot do the job.
When it comes to matching aerial images with large changes to illumination,
the only issue that matters is low repeatability. Low repeatability limits the num-
ber of potential inliers, handicapping the robust estimation phase and necessitating
large numbers of features to ensure sufficient inliers are available for matching. It
is clear no current detection algorithms are particularly robust to the imaging
changes seen in the sample data, although some algorithms achieve greater than
average repeatability by selecting greater number of features. To a certain extent
this is a justifiable strategy, although larger numbers of features increase the com-
putational cost of the description and matching phases. What is not evaluated
here is whether, through the process of description and matching, a large number
of repeated features necessarily translates to a greater number of inlier matches,
or a more successful estimation of the homography.
Focusing solely on repeatability, however, it’s clear no algorithm has standout
success when evaluating long-timebase aerial images. The FAST and SURF de-
tectors post the best statistics, but also produce the largest feature sets. None of
the detectors appear to have particularly strong emergent robustness towards the
sample images evaluated here. These results leave open the possibility that the
“stock” point feature matching procedure is not able to deliver robust matching
results. Reliable performance may require a broader set of algorithms, for exam-
ple identification and alignment of larger macro-features like buildings, roads, or
terrain types. Or perhaps a hybrid approach utilizing both point features and
correlation-based area alignment.
6.6.1 Technical evaluation
Given the time and energy invested in the technical solution used to generate the
data presented here, it would be wise to say a few words in hindsight about the
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software development process and the resulting product. Was it successful? Yes.
Was it time efficient? Not in the slightest.
The greatest benefit, and greatest impact to the remainder of this research
was the time spent learning the nuances of the Ruby language and honing the
language-specific software engineering practices which would recur throughout the
remainder of this document. Of minor consequence was the opportunity to expand
the OpenCV-FFI package, although as detailed in Appendix A, it was eventually
abandoned as a dead end. Far more important was the development of best prac-
tices for the serialization and unserialization of Ruby objects – which would even-
tually become an essential element of every other software packaged developed for
this research.
On the whole, however, the distributed nature of the processing system proved
to be a massive overhead which complicated even the simplest tasks. The effort
may have paid off if the only feasible mechanism for completing the relevant calcu-
lations in a bounded time was through massive parallelism. In this case, however,
the greatest boost in productivity came not from an increase in the number of
(older, often recycled) ad hoc computational nodes, but the acquisition of a mod-
ern multi-core computer dedicated to the calculations.
Beyond this somewhat jaded summation, the strongest conclusion from a soft-
ware engineering point of view is that the system has too much complexity, and
too much redundancy. For example, due to the decision to focus on public in-
terfaces, the client software retrieves information from the SQL database through
the Rails layer. This successfully encapsulated the software elements, in that the
client didn’t need to be a Rails application, or share code with the Rails appli-
cation, nor vice versa. Unfortunately, this decision necessitated development of
two wholly independent data models – one in Rails which maps to the SQL data
model and which can serialize the results over HTTP, and a second client-centric
model which can unserialize the HTTP into a Ruby object. It would have been
far more efficient to share the data model between the two elements, even if that
meant the client application was in fact a sort of vestigial Rails application. As
an further consequence, the cost of serializing data from the SQL database within
the Rails application rapidly became a performance bottleneck. If the focus on
public interfaces had been abandoned, a simplified client model might have used
the Rails data model to retrieve information from the SQL database directly.
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Similarly, the decision to use two different file stores (three, if Redis is included)
increased complexity without particular gain. One of the newer generation of
non-SQL databases (e.g. CouchDB, MongoDB) might have fulfilled both purposes
adequately.
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Chapter VII
Pose priors for image alignment I:
Pose-guided matching
This chapter and Chapter 8 explore the possibility of increasing the implicit
robustness of point features in otherwise challenging circumstances by utilizing the
point projection property inherent in having a planar scene. Specifically, if an in-
dependent prior estimate on the planar homography between two images is known
before image alignment, can it be used to improve the efficiency and reliability
of the feature matching process when finding the precise inter-image alignment?
In this chapter, the estimated geometry is used to influence formation of putative
matches between features, while Chapter 8 describes a series of variations on the
RANSAC algorithm which uses non-uniform sampling based on the prior geometry
to accelerate the selection of an inlier set.
7.1 Related work
Algorithms which use prior predictions on feature locations to assist with image
alignment can be roughly categorized by the stage in the alignment procedure
where the prior information is employed. In the feature extraction or matching
stages, the prior is typically used to define a search region for potential pair-
ings. For example, Pizarro (2003) utilizes external pose information from a fully-
instrumented underwater platform to estimate inter-frame camera geometry. This
information is used to generate a search region defined by the epipolar geometry
and an estimated depth parameter.
Active matching (Chli and Davison, 2008) utilizes a geometric prior to guide
the search for the next correspondence. The mutual information from each corre-
spondence then refines the geometric prior. Similarly, Moreno (2008) and Serradell
(2010) use a Gaussian mixture model to represent multiple hypotheses on the cam-
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era pose or homography. A search region is then generated for each query feature,
for each hypothesis. As additional matches are accepted, the prior model is refined
with a Kalman update until a minimum set has been found.
When the geometry is applied post-matching (e.g., in the robust estimation
and outlier rejection phase), the prior geometry is often treated as a probability or
likelihood. The canonical example is Guided-MLESAC from Tordoff and Murray
(2005) which uses a prior on point positions to calculate a total likelihood for a
given hypothesis.
There is a comparatively smaller body of literature on unconventional simi-
larity measures. Arandjelovic’s RootSIFT (2012) modifies the SIFT descriptor
to allow Euclidean distance operations to calculate the Bhattacharyya distance,
leading to improved performance in image retrieval tasks. As noted, a key ad-
vantage of RootSIFT is that it preserves the Euclidean distance as the similarity
distance function, minimizing the need to modify other elements of the matching
process. Similarly, there have been a number of proposals for binary feature de-
scriptor formats (Calonder et al., 2010; Leutenegger et al., 2011), as modern CPU
architectures can efficiently calculate the L1-norm distance between binary vectors
through intrinsic XOR and bit-counting operations.
7.2 Descriptor matching
A feature detection algorithm (e.g. SIFT, SURF) extracts sets of features F and
F′ from two images. Each feature can be thought of as a container which in-
cludes the feature’s location within the image x, an N -dimensional descriptor d,
and potentially other metadata from the extraction process (e.g., scale, dominant
orientation, etc.).
For each feature fi in one image, a matching algorithm tries to find the cor-
responding feature f ′j from the set F
′ found in the other image with the greatest
likelihood of showing the same world location. A similarity distance function
s(fi, f
′
j) can be defined, and the “first-nearest-neighbour” (1nn) match is taken to
be the f ′j with the smallest similarity distance:
f ′1nn(fi) = arg min
f ′j∈F′
s(fi, f
′
j). (7.1)
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The L2-norm is frequently used as a default choice of similiarity function. However,
for the purposes of this paper, the L2-squared norm
s(f , f ′) = ‖d′ − d‖2 =
N∑
n=1
(d′n − dn)2, (7.2)
is used instead. As the squared-function is monotonic, the ordering of features is
not changed, nor is the resulting match.
7.3 The approximate planar transform in matching
If the two images are of a planar surface, then an projective warp H can be
calculated which transfers the image locations of points on the plane between the
two images (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). Under perfect conditions, the point x
on the plane in one image can be reprojected to a corresponding point x′ in the
other image by
x′ = Hx. (7.3)
Under non-ideal conditions, corresponding points on the plane will have a re-
projection error
e = x′ −Hx. (7.4)
If an estimate of H is known before matching, (7.4) might be used as a measure of
geometric compatibility to complement the descriptor similarity. Equation (7.2)
can be amended to
r(f , f ′) = s(f , f ′) + k2‖e‖2, (7.5)
= ‖d′ − d‖2 + k2‖x′ −Hx‖2, (7.6)
with a weight k2 on the geometric term.
If the projected feature positions and descriptors are combined into augmented
descriptors
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a = [d, kHx]T = [d1, . . . , dN,k(x
′)x, k(x′)y]
T
(7.7)
a′ = [d′, kx′]T = [d′1, . . . , d
′
N , k(Hx)x, k(Hx)y]
T
, (7.8)
where (·)x indicates the x-component of a quantity, and similar for (·)y, then 7.6
may be written as
r(f , f ′) = ‖a′ − a‖2 (7.9)
suggesting that the extended descriptors a and a′ could be matched by standard
Euclidean matching algorithms without modification.
Unfortunately, (7.6) does not take into account any information about the
uncertainties which underlie the estimated homography H. If the uncertainty
on the estimated point position Hx is modelled as a bivariate Gaussian with
covariance ΣHx, then (7.6) might be re-written as the Mahalanobis distance
r(f , f ′) = ‖d′ − d‖2 + w2 (x′ −Hx)T Σ−1Hx (x′ −Hx) , (7.10)
including a new weighting term w2, distinct from k2.
An approximation to ΣHx can be found by the linearized propagation of the
homography covariance estimate ΣH,
ΣHx ≈ JΣHJT , (7.11)
where J is the Jacobian of Hx with regards to each element of H. The covariance
of the homography ΣH will depend, in turn, on the method used to compute H.
The covariance ΣHx is a function of both H and x and must be re-calculated for
each x.
While not true in general, if the covariance ΣHx is assumed to be diagonal and
isotropic with a variance of σ2, then (7.10) becomes
r(f , f ′) = ‖d′ − d‖2 + w
2
σ2
‖x′ −Hx‖2 (7.12)
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which is equivalent to (7.6) for k2 = w
2
σ2
.
Alternatively, taking the extended descriptors (7.7) and (7.8) for k = 1
a = [d1, d2, ..., dN , (x
′)x, (x′)y]
T
(7.13)
a′ = [d′1, d
′
2, ..., d
′
N , (Hx)x, (Hx)y]
T
(7.14)
and generating an augmented covariance matrix
Σaug =
[
IN×N
w2ΣHx
]
(7.15)
then (7.10) can be rewritten as
r(f , f ′) = (a− a′)T Σ−1aug (a− a′) (7.16)
Thus, solving for the homography-guided similarity distance can be seen as a
(highly degenerate) form of the Mahalanobis distance for a block diagonal covari-
ance matrix (7.15).
7.4 Algorithms
Five primary algorithms were tested:
1. The brute-force (BF) matching algorithm solves (7.1) by evaluating (7.2) for
all pairwise combinations. In this case, the brute-force matcher provided by
OpenCV is used, configured to use the L2-squared norm.
2. The extended brute force (EBF) algorithm solves (7.1) for the augmented
similarity distance (7.9) using the augmented descriptors (7.7, 7.8) for vary-
ing values of k2. Again, the OpenCV implementation is used.
3. The Mahalanobis (Mah) matcher performs a brute force search using the
Mahalanobis-distance-based similarity function (7.10). The algorithm is pa-
rameterized by the weighting value w2.
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4. The search region (SR) algorithm implements the search-region approach as
described in Ochoa and Belongie (2006). For any given feature x, only points
x′ which satisfy
(x′ −Hx)Σ−1Hx(x′ −Hx) ≤ F−1χ22 (α) (7.17)
are considered, where F−1
χ22
(α) is the inverse χ2 CDF for two degrees of free-
dom with probability α. Matching the finishes by solving (7.2) against the
selected subset of points.
5. The geometry heuristic (GH) supplements BF with a filter that rejects any
putative matches for which the magnitude of the reprojection error (7.4) is
greater than a preset threshold t. For these tests, t = 8 pixels. Unlike the
Mah and EBF algorithms which attempt to minimize the combined similarity
and geometric distances, the geometry heuristic operates independently from
and in series after the brute force matcher.
As noted by Lowe (2004), matching accuracy can be improved by retaining
matches which are “distinctive.” That is, matches for which the best solution
(lowest similarity distance) is much smaller than any other solution. Lowe proposes
using a simple heuristic comparing the second-best-similarity distance (2nn) to the
best (1nn) similarity distance, expressed as a ratio,
s(f ′2nn, f)
s(f ′1nn, f)
> r, (7.18)
with values of r from 1.25–1.5 for an L2-norm similarity distance function. As this
paper uses the L2-squared norm, r = 1.42 is used.
For each matching algorithm, a ratio-filtering variant was also tested:
• The brute-force-ratio (BF-R) and extended brute-force-ratio (EBF-R) al-
gorithms apply Lowe’s ratio test to the output from the respective linear
search. The ratio-testing search region (SR-R) algorithm performs a ratio
test on first- and second-best matches from within the search region.
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• Two ratio-testing versions of the Mahalanobis algorithm as proposed. The
standard ratio test algorithm (Mah-R) performs a ratio test on the combined
similarity score (7.10) for the first and second best matches.
The independent ratio matcher (Mah-IR) performs independent ratio tests
on the appearance similarity (7.18) with a threshold rd, and the geometric
similarity,
(x′2nn −Hx)T Σ−1Hx (x′2nn −Hx)
(x′1nn −Hx)T Σ−1Hx (x′1nn −Hx)
> rm. (7.19)
For parity, in these tests rm = rd = 1.4
2.
Bear in mind also this comparison is performed with the second-best-match
on the combined distance (7.10) – the same second-nearest-neighbor feature
is used for both comparisons.
• The ratio-testing geometry heuristic (GH-R) applies the ratio test to those
matches which pass the geometry heuristic.
7.5 Methodology
To evaluate the efficacy of homography guidance for matching, two sets of images
were drawn from the Motueka airport data sets (see Section 1.3). The first set
contains five “same-flight” image pairs gathered from the A3 data set, while the
second set contains five “trans-flight” pairs drawn from the A3 and A1 sets (see
Figure 7.1 for example images).
Ground truth homographies, generated from hand-selected control points in
each image, were available for all pairings. The SIFT feature detection and de-
scription algorithm (Lowe, 2004) was used to extract features from all images. As
noted previously, an intrinsic camera calibration was known a priori.
Each matching algorithm was evaluated over each image pair, subject to range
weighting values (k2 or w2), producing a set of putative matches. Each match for
which
‖x′ −Hx‖ < t (7.20)
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given the ground truth homography H is considered an inlier (correct) pairing.
For these tests, t = 2 pixels was used consistently.
7.5.1 Homography generation
For each image pair, estimated homographies were generated by perturbing the
ground truth homography. The planar homography between two calibrated images
can be composed as
H = R− tn
T
d
, (7.21)
where R and t are the inter-camera rotation and translations, and the plane is
parameterized by the homogeneous 4-tuple pi = {n, d} in the frame of the first
camera (see Section 4.4.2). By Section 4.4.3, this composition is also invertible
such that a homography H can be de-composed back into R, n and t/d, where
the inability to isolate d is an expression of the scale ambiguity.
The rotation matrix R can then be further decomposed into Euler angles, each
of which can be perturbed. Similarly, given an estimated altitude d, the translation
term t can be biased directly. Having modified some or all of the parameters, the
perturbed homography can be re-composed by (7.21).
A perturbation model was developed based on the published performance spec-
ification for the Moog-Crossbow NAV-440 GPS-aided inertial navigation system
(INS) as given in Table 7.1. The angular errors are taken directly as standard
deviations, and the known camera-lens focal length allows conversion of the posi-
tion errors from metres to normalized image coordinates. The axes are assumed
to be independent. The covariances on the composed homography ΣHx can be
generated by linearized propagation of the published parameters by (7.21).
It should be emphasized that a NAV-440 was not used for the original image
capture. Rather its performance specification provides an realistic exemplar on
which to base a simulated noise model.
To validate, Figure 7.1b shows a grid of points (not actual SIFT feature loca-
tions) in one of the aerial images. These points can be propagated by the ground
truth homography into an image from the same flight (Figure 7.1a) and a trans-
flight image (Figure 7.1c) with the 90% confidence intervals given the Crossbow-
derived covariances above.
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Heading accuracy with GPS aiding < 0.75◦ rms
Roll, pitch accuracy < 0.4◦ rms
Position accuracy < 3.0 m CEP
Table 7.1: Published performance characteristics for the Moog-Crossbow NAV-440
GPS-IMU.
7.5.2 A discussion of weights
Algorithmic performance will depend strongly on the weight w2 (or k2). What
range of values are feasible?
OpenCV stores the SIFT descriptor as a 128-element array of 8-bit values
normalized such that ‖d‖ = 1. The L2-squared similarity distance between two
SIFT descriptors will then range from 0 to 217.
The maximum geometric separation between any two points can be approxi-
mated by the corner-to-corner size of an individual image. All images used in this
report have a diagonal size of ≈ 1168 pixels, or approximately 0.96 once normal-
ized by the camera calibration. The descriptor similarity and geometric similarity
terms are therefore of approximately equal magnitudes when k2 = 1.42× 105.
For the comparison of matchers using the k2 and ω2 weight terms, an ap-
proximate equivalence can be built around the relation k2 = ω
2
σ2
from (7.12). To
estimate the isotropic variance σ2, the covariance ΣHx was calculated for the four
corners of a sample image, with σ2 taken conservatively as the largest eigenvalue
among those four covariances. Using the NAV-440 covariances given in section
7.5.1, σ2 = 2.22× 10−4, and the appearance and geometric similarity terms are of
roughly equal magnitude for ω2 = 31.97.
Throughout the analysis that follows, the weighting parameter is specified as
a multiple of these “equivalence” values, indicated as ω2e or k
2
e as appropriate.
As there is no direct equivalence for the search region matchers (SR and SR-
R), the multiple is interpreted as the odds that a point falls outside the confidence
interval. If α is the search region confidence from (7.17) and m is the multiplier
on ω2e then
1− α
α
= m. (7.22)
It should be emphasized that ω2e and k
2
e are arbitrary normalization constants
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to allow rough comparison of disparate algorithms and are not critical to the
operation of the algorithm itself.
7.6 Results with perfect estimate
As an initial test, each algorithm was supplied with a perfect ground truth ho-
mography. Figure 7.2 shows the mean inlier percentage and mean total number
of inliers for the same-flight image pairs for a range of weights. The standard
brute force algorithm returns 33% inliers, rising to 92% when the ratio heuristic
is applied.
The non-ratio-tested EBF and Mahalanobis matchers perform as expected, ap-
proximating the BF algorithm for low geometric weighting, and offering improved
accuracy and number of inliers as the geometric weighting increases. Somewhat
surprisingly, when ratio-testing is added to either algorithm, the number of inliers
follows the same pattern, increasing gradually, but the fraction of inliers declines,
quite strongly in the case of the Mah-R, implying that the ratio test becomes less
selective (it rejects fewer matches) as weighting increases. The Mah-IR matcher is
essentially inert across the range of weights, offering performance comparable to
the standard BF-R matcher.
Under a perfect homography, the geometry heuristic performs as expected,
returning a large number of inliers on its own, and an even more accurate set
when combined with the similarity ratio test. The geometry heuristic does not
return perfect results in this case because its threshold is set conservatively larger
than the threshold used for validation. Were the heuristic threshold less than or
equal to the ground truth inlier threshold it would, by definition, return a perfect
set of inliers given the ground truth homography.
At low weights the search region matchers outperform the strict geometry-
based heuristic. This effect becomes more pronounced up to the ∼ 99% confidence
interval. Beyond this, the number of inliers declines precipitously as the search
region becomes smaller than the inlier test radius — however, given a perfect
homography all matches within the ever-shrinking search region are by definition
correct.
Based on this limited sample, it is proposed that the weight equivalence rule
of thumb for the SR matchers is incorrect and must be shifted rightward by ap-
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(a) Reference image
(b) Same-flight image
(c) Trans-flight image
Figure 7.1: A sample grid of point locations in image (a) reprojected into (b) a
same-flight image and (c) a trans-flight image using the ground truth homography.
Reprojected points in yellow with 90% confidence intervals given the NAV-440-
derived covariance in red.
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proximately 3-4 decades. As previously noted, this fact is only relevant for the
comparison of the different algorithms and has no bearing on the actual effective-
ness of the given algorithm.
Figure 7.3 shows the equivalent results for the trans-flight pairs. In contrast
with Figure 7.2, these image pairs are inherently more challenging, as evidenced
by the accuracies, with the BF matcher achieves just 3% inliers, rising to 33% with
the ratio test.
In general, the patterns shown in Figure 7.2 are repeated. With increased
weighting on the geometric term, the EBF and Mah matchers provide greater
numbers of inliers, although the fraction of inliers is not improved significantly.
The EBF-R matcher is a mild improvement on the standard BF-R, but Mah-R is
significantly worse. Again, the Mah-IR matcher is a standout result. Though it
offers no more inliers than BF-R, it rejects more outlier matches, giving a higher
percentage of inliers. Finally, the search region matchers match the performance
from the same-flight data, offering large numbers of inliers as the search region
size decreases.
7.7 Results with perturbed estimate
Naturally, the estimated homography will not be accurate. For the near-nadir
images tested here, small angular errors in roll, pitch, and x- and y-position pro-
duce roughly equivalent changes to the image alignment — a net shift between
the two images. As such, roll perturbation is examined here as a proxy for the
other three modes. For this data set, ±1σ error in roll axis corresponds to approx-
imately 8 pixels lateral shift between the reprojected images. A constant weight
of ω2 = 10ω2e or the equivalent k2, and α is used for all algorithms.
The results for the same-flight image pairs are given in Figure 7.4, with trans-
flight results in Figure 7.5, with consistent results between the two sets. The
geometry-aided algorithms EBF and Mah provide a weak improvement over the
non-guided BF algorithm. As seen with the perfect homography, the non-ratio-
testing algorithms do increase the number of inliers but do not significantly increase
the fraction of inliers, while ratio testing does improve the fraction of inliers. At
this weight, the dependence on the prior geometry is weak for both EBF and Mah
matchers.
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Figure 7.2: Matching algorithm performance given perfect homography for same-
flight pairs.
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Figure 7.3: Matching algorithm performance given perfect homography for trans-
flight pairs.
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Figure 7.4: Matching algorithm performance under roll perturbation for same-
flight pairs. Weighted algorithms evaluated with ω2 = 10ω2e or equivalent k
2, α.
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Figure 7.5: Matching algorithm performance under roll perturbation for trans-
flight pairs. Weighted algorithms evaluated with ω2 = 10ω2e or equivalent k
2, α.
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Figure 7.6: Matching algorithm performance under yaw perturbation for same-
flight pairs. Weighted algorithms evaluated with ω2 = 10ω2e or equivalent k
2, α.
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Figure 7.7: Matching algorithm performance under yaw perturbation for trans-
flight pairs. Weighted algorithms evaluated with ω2 = 10ω2e or equivalent k
2, α.
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As before, the search region matcher provides far more inliers for relatively
small prior errors, though the percentage of inliers tends not to match the best
ratio-testing BF/EBF/Mah matchers. The failure mode for the search region
matcher is absolute. When the total reprojection error increases beyond the search
region size, the matcher is unable to produce correct associations.
The comparable results under yaw perturbation are shown in Figures 7.6 and
7.7. The results are roughly comparable to the results under roll with the caveat
that under strictly yaw perturbation, the effective shift of any point is proportional
to the distance from the center of rotation. Some number of features very near
the center will shift very little under the yaw perturbation. This explains, for
example, the highly uneven performance of the geometry heuristic matcher on the
trans-flight images. At any yaw error, a small cluster of matches around the center
of rotation remain valid. At large errors these matches dominate the total number
of inliers.
7.8 Conclusion
A number of approaches to integrating planar-homography-induced reprojection
error into the point feature matching process were considered. The performance
of the proposed algorithms was evaluated for varying weightings on the geometric
term relative to the appearance similarity term, as well as for yaw and roll errors
in the estimated homography supplied to the algorithm.
For both image pairs which naturally produce large number of inlier matches,
such as the sequential aerial photographs used in this study, as well as the more
challenging trans-flight images, the benefits of pose-guided matching appear minor
and there is a risk of over-reliance on an incorrect geometric estimate.
For relatively precise homography estimates, the search region method pro-
posed in the literature appears to out-perform any of the more complex algorithms
which blend appearance similarity and geometry compatibility. The downside is
that there is a fixed error boundary beyond which search region fails absolutely
— this can be ameliorated by choosing the region size conservatively, with a com-
mensurate decrease in matcher effectiveness. More quantitative methods offer far
weaker benefit given an accurate estimate, but degrade gradually with larger errors
in the prior geometry.
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Chapter VIII
Pose priors for image alignment II:
Pose-guided RANSAC
In near-nadir aerial images the expectation is that all features will be on or
close to a dominant ground plane. If available, an a priori estimate for the ground
plane could be used to estimate the locations of matching feature pairs. This can
be advantageous in cases where feature matching may otherwise be unreliable,
e.g., areas with sparse or non-distinct features or in cases where there has been
significant change in imaging conditions.
This chapter considers modifications to the RANSAC algorithm of Fischler and
Bolles (1981) for the robust estimation of an image registration in the presence of
significant outliers. Specifically, it investigates a number of models for using an a
priori planar homography to increase the probability of drawing an all-inlier set
at an earlier RANSAC iteration.
The initial estimate on the inter-image homography can come from a num-
ber of sources. As shown in Chapter 10, it can arise by exploiting the transitive
properties of the homography by chaining a series of other inter-image alignments.
Alternatively, as shown in Chapter 7, the homography can be estimated under par-
ticular geometric conditions using data from an external pose-and-position sensor
like a GPS-IMU. This chapter introduces a third method which combines assump-
tions about the camera geometries with photometric information to estimate a
family of homographies. As this initial estimate may include a discrete num-
ber of ambiguous in-plane rotation values, and does not generate an estimate on
the inter-image translation, an alternative method of resolving these ambiguities
within the RANSAC loop is explored. The conditions on this estimation procedure
are restrictive and the algorithm presented is not proposed as a universal solution.
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8.1 Related work
For a general overview of the use of a geometric prior for image alignment, the
reader is directed to Section 7.1.
The modification and permutation of RANSAC to achieve greater efficiency and
reliability has been an area of active research over the last ten years, in part due to
the relative tractability of the core algorithm. For a general overview and a credible
taxonomy, see Sunglok et al. (2009). Raguram’s recent ARRSAC (2008) and USAC
(2013) reflect a recent approach of hybridizing the most successful elements from
that vast taxonomy of improvements to create an “optimal” performance-oriented
implementation. As a by-product, this also makes ARRSAC a compilation of the
best elements from recent research.
This research fits into the general family of algorithms which employ non-
random or non-uniformly random sampling in RANSAC in an effort to arrive at
an all-inlier subset more quickly. The canonical example is Chum’s PROSAC
(2005) which relies on a linear ordering function to rank the putative matches.
The algorithm initially considers the minimum set at the head of that list of
putative matches, then tests combinations drawn from progressively deeper on
that list. In this way, putative matches which occur at the head of the list are
drawn preferentially during early RANSAC iterations. In the limit, the entire
list is used to produce minimum sets and the algorithm reverts to conventional
RANSAC.
Notably, non-random sampling is typically presented as a means to computa-
tional efficiency. That is, by predicting potential match locations, fewer RANSAC
iterations and fewer image processing operations (e.g., descriptor extraction or sim-
ilarity distance calculation) are required to achieve a correct match. In this paper,
guided matching is proposed for robustness, in that it allows successful registrations
in cases of very low percentages of inliers. Insofar as conventional RANSAC could,
given sufficient time, solve these low-inlier problems, use of prior information also
makes the algorithms more efficient but that is not the primary focus.
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8.2 Estimation of the homography
As discussed in the introduction, the estimated inter-image homography can orig-
inate from a number of sources. This section details a method based strictly on
photometric information combined with assumed constraints on the camera and
scene geometry. The estimation starts with the composition of the homography
from geometry detailed in Section 4.4.2, and assumes
• the camera is calibrated or that an estimate of the camera intrinsics are
known, such that any image coordinates may be normalized (Section 4.2.1)
• the scene plane spans the entirety of both images,
• both cameras are near (though not necessarily exactly) nadir,
• and the orientation of the scene plane is known approximately. In the case
of aerial image it might be assumed that the world is aligned with the x− y
coordinate plane, leaving n ≈ [0, 0, 1]T .
All of these conditions are typically met with photogrammetric aerial images. By
in Section 4.4.2, the planar homography between two images will then be
H = R− tn
T
d
where R and t are the inter-camera rotation and translation as per 4.2.2. If the
ground plane is defined as containing the X-Y plane, then n = (0, 0, 1)T . Similarly,
d is the distance from the origin to the ground plane. As the origin is at the first
camera center, d is the “altitude” of the first camera.
Given an estimate of the rotations R, and a single normalized corresponding
pair x↔ x′, then
x′ =
(
R− tn
T
d
)
x, (8.1)
t
d
nTx = Rx− x′. (8.2)
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If x is defined to be a normalized homogeneous component such that it has the
form x = [x, y, 1]T , then nTx = 1, leaving
tx/dty/d
tz/d
 = Rx− x′ (8.3)
As x and x′ are homogeneous values, (8.3) two independent equations which can
be solved for tx/d and ty/d. As the altitude d is not known, the magnitude of the
translation cannot be determined.
This leaves tz undetermined (remembering that t is an inhomogeneous quantity
— it represents the translation in 3-D space). This can be resolved by noting that
tz/d is the ratio between the change of altitude between the two images and the
distance from the first camera to the plane, which can be related to the image
scale. Specifically, the change of scale ∆s is
∆s =
d
d+ ∆d
=
d
d+ tz
,
or
tz
d
=
1
∆s
− 1.
As such, the planar mapping between points in the two images can be written
as
x′ = R−
 | | tx/d0 0 ty/d
| | 1
∆s
− 1
x (8.4)
= H˜x. (8.5)
Therefore, given prior estimates on the inter-camera rotation R, the change of
scale ∆s, and a single putative “pivot” match x ↔ x′, a planar homography H˜
can be estimated. Under the near-nadir assumption, R ≈ R(0, 0, ψ) where R() is
the function which maps Euler angles (φ, θ, ψ) to a rotation matrix, and ψ is the
relative yaw between the two images.
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8.3 Covariance propagation
The homography defined by (8.5) can be used to transfer points between the
image planes of x and x′. Similarly, the covariances of the state variables can be
propagated to estimate a distribution on x′.
By Ochoa (2006), (8.5) is of the form
x′ = F (x, φ, θ, ψ,∆s). (8.6)
If each of the state variables is assumed to draw from an independent Gaussian
distribution, then the resulting distribution on x′ can be projected through the
planar mapping, with a resulting covariance of
Σx′ = JΣJ
T , (8.7)
where Σ is the covariance for the state variables as given above and J is the
Jacobian of F . Note due to the linearization, this estimate of the distribution on
x′ is not accurate for large angular deviations from the mean.
8.4 Orientation from SIFT descriptors
The algorithm for homography estimation presented here depends on generating
an a priori estimate for the in-plane rotation in the image pair ψ. Following on
from Mills (2013), a method for estimation is derived using the distribution of
SIFT descriptor orientations in each image.
SIFT calculates a dominant orientation for each feature. It is assumed that
this orientation is wholly dependent on the photometric properties of the scene
contents around the feature and is invariant under camera rotation and a limited
amount of camera motion.
It is posited that images of the man-made environment feature contain strong
parallel or orthogonal linear elements (e.g., roads, fencelines, building edges) which
will induce large numbers of SIFT features with similar orientations. As these
feature orientations are fixed to objects in the scene, the distribution of orientations
would be relatively stable and could be used to align any two images, regardless of
their orientation within the image. However, because this technique does not take
into account the spatial distribution of the features, some ambiguity is expected. In
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(c) Correlation between IMG6380 and IMG7422
Figure 8.1: The distribution of SIFT feature orientations in images (a) IMG6380
and (b) IMG7422. Figure 8.1c shows the resulting correlation by equation 8.8.
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particular, if two images are dominated by oriented rectilinear features, a four-way
ambiguity might be expected.
The orientations of all features in an image can be collected in a histogram.
Figures 8.1a and 8.1b shows the resulting histograms for sample images IMG6380
and IMG7422 (shown in Figure 8.4). The correlation of the two histograms a1(ϕ)
and a2(ϕ) can be calculated
s(ϕ) =
2pi∑
θ=0
a2(ϕ)a1((ϕ+ θ) modulo 2pi). (8.8)
Figure 8.1c shows the resulting correlation for Figures 8.1a and 8.1b. The peaks
represent hypotheses for the phase shift between the two SIFT feature orientation
histograms. In the case of Figure 8.1c, a four-way ambiguity is present. In this case
it is observed that the dominant features contributing to the correlation are not
the man-made features (buildings, roads) as expected, which contribute relatively
few SIFT features, but the rows in the orchards, which produce large numbers of
SIFT features oriented normal to the rows of trees.
The correlation peaks may then be refined by parabolic interpolation.
8.5 Homography for guided RANSAC
The proposed algorithms vary from standard RANSAC in three ways. First, the
initial homography estimate is generated using samples drawn from a joint space
of all potential orientation priors ψi and all potential pivot matches. In general,
the latter may be drawn from all potential putative matches or from just a sub-
set. Second, once a homography estimate has been generated, it can be used in
the RANSAC algorithm to allow non-random selection from the set of putative
matches. Finally, as the RANSAC iterations proceed, the relative success or fail-
ure under different orientation-pivot combinations can be used to update expected
probabilities that a given orientation or pivot is correct. This allows some orienta-
tion and pivot hypotheses to be discarded. If a prior homography can be derived
from some other method, then only the second step is relevant.
The following assumes a set of putative matches M where each element mk
denotes the hypothesis that points xk and x
′
k are in correspondence.
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8.5.1 Priors
As noted in section 8.2, each estimated homography is dependent on the selection
of an orientation prior and a “pivot” match. As there are typically a small number
of potential prior orientations, all are considered likely and evaluated in the initial
stages of the algorithm. On the other hand, there are typically a large number
of potential pivots, with only a fraction being inliers. Rather than evaluate all
possible combinations, only one pivot at a time is considered.
Each of the prior orientation estimates {ψ1, ψ2, ...ψn}, is given a weight based
on the correlation value associated with that peak:
w0(ψi) =
s(ψi)∑
j s(ψj)
. (8.9)
The pivot prior, mp, is drawn randomly from M with a weight of
u(mk) =
1
‖xk − c‖η + ‖x′k − c′‖η
, (8.10)
where c and c′ are the coordinates of the centres of the two images, and η sets the
“strength” of the prior hint. This provides a weak push for pivot matches which
are located more centrally in the two images. This hint must necessarily be weak
as the overlap between images is not known. The pivot is initially assigned an
inlier probability of v0, the initial estimate of the existing percentage of inliers (as
is commonly supplied to RANSAC algorithms).
The core algorithm performs one RANSAC inner iteration for each orientation
prior. Within that iteration, an estimated homography H˜(ψi,mp) is generated
using the selected pivot and each prior orientation as per 8.5. The estimate is used
to select the minimum set for that iteration, which is then used to generate an
estimate of the true homography Hˆ. It must be noted that H˜ is a coarse estimate
generated under specific assumptions and is not presumed to be a precise estimate
of the actual geometry of the ground plane and cameras. Hˆ is an estimate of that
underlying geometry.
Having evaluated all of the orientation priors, the weights on both the orienta-
tion priors and the pivot are updated. This may result in some orientation priors
being discarded, or the selection of a new pivot. This continues until the standard
RANSAC termination condition – a maximum number of iterations either given
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by the user for performance reasons or set by the estimated number of inliers – is
reached.
As in conventional RANSAC, the relative success of a given iteration is based
on the support among all matches, measured by the number of inliers. For a given
homography Hˆ, the set of inliers Min consists of the members of M where
‖x′k − Hˆxk‖ ≤ t, (8.11)
where t is an arbitrary reprojection threshold. The fraction of inliers is given by
n(Hˆ) =
|Min|
|M| (8.12)
where | · | indicates cardinality of a set.
As in the standard RANSAC algorithm, at any given iteration there exists
an nmax = n(Hˆmax), the largest n(Hˆ) seen thus far in any iteration up to and
including the present. Hˆmax is taken as the best hypothesis to that point.
After performing one RANSAC iteration for each orientation prior, the best
fraction of inliers seen within that set of priors is found as
n¯t = max
(
n(Hˆt(ψ1,mp), n(Hˆt(ψ2,mp)), ...
)
. (8.13)
The weights of the orientation priors are then updated by
wt(ψi) =
n(Hˆ(ψi,mp))
nmax
wt−1(ψi) (8.14)
and normalized such that
∑
iwt(ψi) = 1. Any weights which fall below a threshold
are disregarded in future iterations. Over a number of iterations it is expected that
all but the correct orientation will be discarded.
The pivot is updated using a “sticky pivot” algorithm. Specifically, the algo-
rithm should continue to use a given pivot as long as it appears to be an inlier.
After completing one RANSAC iteration for each orientation prior, the pivot’s
weight is updated as
vt(mp) = max
(
vt−1(mp),
n¯t
nmax
)
, (8.15)
and the pivot point is retained with probability vt(mp). The weights of the
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non-pivot matches are left unchanged. In practice, vt(mp) is bounded such that
vt(mp) ≤ 0.9 to retain some probability of selecting a new pivot.
8.5.2 RANSAC selection using the homography
Two types of algorithms are proposed to use the synthesized H˜ to guide the selec-
tion of matches. In the “weighted” algorithm, matches are selected non-uniformly
using a weighting function based on the support for H˜. In a “gated” algorithm,
the homography estimate is used to define a search region and reduce the set of
considered matches.
Under the approximation that points x′ are drawn from the two-dimensional
Gaussian distribution described with mean H˜x and covariance Σx′ then a percent-
age α of all instances of x′ would satisfy
(x′ − H˜x)TΣ+x′(x′ − H˜x) ≤ F−1χ22 (α) (8.16)
where F−1
χ22
is the inverse χ2 CDF for two degrees of freedom with probability α.
For a given a putative match, mk, the confidence that it is an inlier match subject
to H˜ can be calculated as
c(mk) = 1− Fχ22
(
(x′k − H˜xk)TΣ+x′k(x
′
k − H˜xk)
)
. (8.17)
The pivot point is taken as the first point pair in the RANSAC minimum set.
In the weighted algorithm, the remaining three points are sampled randomly by
weight:
p(mk) =
c(mk)∑
i c(mi)
. (8.18)
In the gated algorithm, the remaining three points are drawn uniformly from the
subset of matches where:
c(mk) > σ, (8.19)
with 0 < σ ≤ 1 selected arbitrarily.
As an alternative approach, putative matches can be evaluated by their ho-
mography reprojection error:
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(a) IMG6380
(b) IMG7622. 90% confidence intervals by
covariance propagation.
(c) IMG7622. 90% confidence intervals by
reprojection error.
Figure 8.2: Sample points for guided matching. The current pivot point is shown
in red. Putative matches are shown in green, and 8.2b and 8.2c show the predicted
match locations in blue. Image 8.2b shows the 90% confidence interval generated
by covariance propagation. Image 8.2c shows the 90% confidence interval by re-
projection error. Note that the upper-rightmost match is an outlier match, while
the other two putative matches and the pivot are inliers.
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r(mk) = ‖H˜xk − x′k‖2. (8.20)
To provide parity, the reprojection angle is defined as
θ(mk,mp) = tan
−1
(
‖H˜xk − x′k‖
‖H˜xk − x′p‖
)
, (8.21)
where x′p is the member of the pivot match in the second image. In the case where
the vector H˜xk−x′k is normal to H˜xk−x′k, (8.21) can be interpreted as the angular
error on point x′k relative to its projected position at H˜xk. Under the assumption
ψ2 correctly represents the in-plane rotation, then θ(mk,mp) would be drawn from
the distribution centered on ψ2. A confidence can be calculated as
c(mk,mp) = 1− Fχ21
(
θ(mk,mp)
2σ2ψ2
)
. (8.22)
This confidence can then be used to generate the weighted-by-reprojection and
gated-by-reprojection algorithms as per (8.18) and (8.19), repesectively. This re-
projection measure is isotropic and does not separate the radial and circumferential
error modes which are correctly represented by (8.17). However, it is simpler to
calculate and may be preferable if it provides equivalent performance.
8.5.3 The full algorithm
The weight-by-covariance algorithm is given in Figure 8.3. The other variants can
be derived by analogy using (8.19) and (8.22).
8.6 Results
The methods outlined in section 8.5.2 were evaluated using three image pairs
drawn from the Motueka airport data sets for which a ground truth homography
was available (Figure 8.4). The pairs were selected to include both within-set and
cross-set matching. The image IMG6380 from the A1 data set was selected as the
key image, and pairs were formed with the other three images.
SIFT was used to extract keypoints and descriptors from all images. Putative
matches were formed by a brute force matching algorithm over the Euclidean
distance between SIFT descriptors, and only the first-nearest-neighbour match
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1: t← 0
2: Φ← prior orientation estimates
3: while t <maxiter do
4: draw mp from M with weight u(mk)
5: v0(mp)← est.pct.inliers
6: w0(φi) by (8.9)
7: for each φi in Φ where wt(φi) ≥ κ do
8: compute H˜(φ,mp)
9: draw three additional matches m{a,b,c} from M with weight p(mi) by
(8.18)
10: compute Hˆ using {mp,ma,mb,mc}
11: if n(Hˆ) > nmax then
12: Hˆmax = Hˆ
13: nmax = n(Hˆmax)
14: update maxiter
15: end if
16: end for
17: update wt+1 by (8.14)
18: update vt+1 by (8.15)
19: draw new mp with prob. (1− vt+1)
20: end while
Figure 8.3: The guided-by-covariance algorithm.
was retained. As per Lowe (2004), matches were discarded if the ratio between
similarity for the second- and first-best matches was less than a fixed ratio (1.4),
eliminating matches believed to be insufficiently “distinct.”
For this analysis, the individual state variables were assumed to be indepen-
dent. The variance on ψ2 was set to 0.04. The variances on x and y, the com-
ponents of x, were set to 100, and the variance on the change of scale was set to
0.01. The remaining state variables (φ, θ) were taken as zero-mean, zero-variance.
Figure 8.2 gives sample 90% confidence intervals for the covariance and re-
projection algorithms. Note that the homography-based confidence ellipse cor-
rectly distinguishes between radial and circumferential uncertainties, while the
reprojection-based ellipse is isotropic. As such the reprojection ellipse encloses a
greater area and is less specific than the homography ellipse. Also note that the
topmost putative match is actually incorrect in the example images.
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(a) IMG6380 (b) IMG6367
(c) IMG7422 (d) IMG7622
Figure 8.4: Four images from the Motueka airport data sets used for evaluation.
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8.6.1 In-plane orientation estimation
Results for the generation of an initial in-plane rotation estimate for the sample
image pairs are shown in Table 8.1. The ground-truth values were generated by
decomposing the ground truth homography into a rotation and translation, then
further decomposing the rotation matrix into a yaw rotation around the camera
axis (from Ma et al. 2004). The correlation peaks are listed in order of decreasing
correlation value s(ψ).
IMG6380–IMG6367 IMG6380–IMG7422 IMG6380–IMG7622
From ground-truth 6.161 5.396 5.403
Correl. w/o interp. 6.196, 3.019 2.286, 5.428, 0.7156, 3.857 5.428, 2.286, 0.7156, 3.857
Correl. w/ interp. 6.185, 3.036 2.83, 5.426, 0.71, 3.851 5.432, 2.290, 0.714, 3.856
Table 8.1: Estimated in-plane image rotations derived from correlation of SIFT
orientation histograms, with and without parabolic interpolation. Values closest
to ground truth shown in bold.
The non-interpolated correlation values are equal between IMG7422 and IMG7622
due to the relatively close alignment of the two images and quantization from the
histogram binning. Note that in the case of IMG7422, the highest correlation peak
is not the true orientation but is off by pi.
8.6.2 RANSAC results
Each RANSAC variant was evaluated on each image pair 100 times. Each algo-
rithm was strictly limited to 1000 RANSAC iterations. Both gated algorithms
were run with a minimum acceptable confidence of σ = 0.75. In the case of the
algorithms proposed in this paper, the generation of a single Hˆ is considered a
single iteration. As such, given a four-way orientation ambiguity, four iterations
are required to evaluate all priors. As orientation priors are eliminated, a greater
fraction of the iterations are spent evaluating the remaining orientation hypothe-
ses.
Results from the evaluation of the algorithms are given in Table 8.2, which also
provides the percentage of inlier matches in the set of putative matches for each
image pair.
For each evaluation, each algorithm produces a set of matches inlier to the best
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Pairing of IMG6380 with . . . IMG6367 IMG7622 IMG7422
Pct. inlier matches 93.7 15.2 9.4
RANSAC Mean pct inliers 96.3 34.5 1.7
Pct 100% inliers 75 14 0
Mean 100% iter 4.4 323.8 –
Pct 0% inliers 0 43 95
Guided Covariance Mean pct inliers 90.3 96.0 80.3
Pct 100% inliers 54 80 16
Mean 100% iter 8.7 351.2 424.1
Pct 0% inliers 0 0 0
Gated Covariance Mean GT inliers (%) 80.6 52.3 70.0
Pct 100% inliers 32 0 10
Mean 100% iter 12.8 – 475.6
Pct 0% inliers 0 0 0
Guided Reprojection Mean GT inliers (%) 95.1 99.7 77.7
Pct 100% inliers 64 98 20
Mean 100% iter 6.1 145.8 302.4
Pct 0% inliers 0 0 0
Gated Reprojection Mean GT inliers (%) 88.2 100 76.7
Pct 100% inliers 54 100 8
Mean 100% iter 8.7 401.0 167.4
Pct 0% inliers 0 0 0
Table 8.2: Summary of results. Each algorithm was evaluated 100 times for each
image pair, limited to 1000 RANSAC iterations. “Mean pct inliers” gives the
mean proportion of the returned inlier set which is in fact inliers by the ground
truth. “Pct 100% inliers” gives the number of evaluations that returned a feature
set which consisted entirely of inliers by the ground truth. “Mean 100% iter” gives
the mean number of iterations before RANSAC arrived at a 100% inlier solution.
“Pct 0% inliers” gives the number of evaluations which returned a feature set
which consisted entirely of outliers by the ground truth.
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estimate homography (Hˆmax at 1000 iterations, if the algorithm isn’t terminated
earlier). The number of matches from that set which are truly inlier given the
ground truth homography was calculated. If the estimated homography is iden-
tically equal to the ground truth homography, then all members of the estimated
inlier set should be inlier under the ground truth.
Table 8.2 gives the mean percentage of inliers over all evaluations for each
algorithm for each image pair (“Mean pct inliers”). It also gives the fraction of
the evaluations for which the algorithm returned an entirely inlier (“Pct 100%
inlier”) or entirely outlier (“Pct 0% inlier”) set – with the latter being evaluations
which fail completely. Finally, the iteration at which the algorithm first finds an
entirely inlier set is tracked. The mean of this iteration is given as “Mean 100%
iter”. Note this is not the iteration at which RANSAC terminates, but the point
at which RANSAC finds a correct solution.
The standard RANSAC algorithm performs well against the IMG6380–IMG6367
pair, which has a high fraction of inliers. It consistently matches the vast majority
of ground truth points, and is “perfect” against ground truth 75% percent of the
time. Furthermore, it arrives at the solution rapidly, after just 4-5 iterations.
Against the more difficult image pairs, conventional RANSAC suffers, although
it achieves limited success against the IMG6380–IMG7622 image pair. However,
when restricted to a small number of iterations, RANSAC is unable to adequately
search the combination space of the putative matches and the likelihood of finding
a good set of inliers becomes small. For example, for 9.44% inliers, standard
RANSAC has a 7.6% confidence of finding an all-inlier solution to the 4-point
homography calculation in 1000 iterations, noting that even an all-inlier set does
not guarantee a solution of sufficient precision to match the ground truth.
By comparison, all of the proposed algorithms achieve some measure of success
against all image pairs. None of the algorithms return 0% inlier solutions for
either of the difficult image pairs. Surprisingly, the homography-based algorithms
perform less well against the reference pair IMG6380–IMG6367 than conventional
RANSAC, though by a small margin in most cases. All of the guided algorithms
require more iterations than standard RANSAC due to the overhead of evaluating
for each orientation prior (at least initially) – it must consider each prior at least
once leading to a minimum of at least 4 iterations (assuming 4-way ambiguity in
the orientation prior) even in the best case.
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On balance, the guided algorithms appear to perform better than the gated
algorithms, as may be expected — the gated algorithms have the potential to
discard good matches if the guiding homography does not match the true ge-
ometry. The reprojection-based calculation also appears to perform better than
the covariance-based methodology. This can be explained in part because the
reprojection-based algorithm necessarily defines a larger search region than the
covariance-based algorithm, the difference between the χ2 algorithm for one and
two degrees of freedom.
An alternate view on the results is presented in Figure 8.5. These histograms
present the occurrence of each putative match between IMG6380–IMG7422 in the
estimated inlier set for each algorithm over 100 iterations. As it occurs “upstream”
from RANSAC, the set of putative matches is constant for all evaluations and
algorithms, and in this case is sorted by the reprojection error under the ground
truth homography. As such points to the left have small reprojection errors and
would be considered “inliers” and those to the right have large reprojection errors
and would be considered “outliers.” The green line gives the fixed threshold which
is used to define inlier points (for both the estimated set and comparison to ground
truth).
Under the standard RANSAC algorithm, the proposed inlier sets are essentially
randomly drawn from the set of all matches, commensurate with RANSAC’s failure
to isolate a good solution. Under the guided algorithms, however, the majority of
inlier points are found the majority of the time.
8.7 Conclusion
The inclusion of prior information has the potential to allow successful and timely
matching of images with low proportions of true inliers, as when matching areas
with high self-similarity, low contrast, or significant feature change. The algorithm
for pose prior generation presented here makes use of strict constraints on the scene
and image geometry to generate a prior strictly using photometric quantities which
are otherwise gathered from the image as part of image matching. The existence
of multiple ambiguous hypotheses is handled robustly in the algorithm to generate
an estimate of image-to-image registration.
This discussion has focused on the calculation of the planar homography, in
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(d) Guided Reprojection
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(e) Gated Reprojection
Figure 8.5: Occurrence frequency for each putative match for image pair IMG6380–
IMG7422, accumulated over 100 iterations of each algorithm. Matches are sorted
in order of increasing ground truth reprojection error, with matches to the left of
the vertical bar considered “inliers.”
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large part due to the lack of relief in the sample data. It would also be applicable
to the estimation of the epipolar geometry, given appropriate allowances for image
relief in the reprojection equation. While this would not be a general solution, in
the case of aerial images it may still be applicable as objects are necessarily tied
to the ground plane, and thus their relief is bounded.
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Chapter IX
Frontal projection and self-calibration
Having calculated an homography H between two calibrated images, and de-
composed it as per section 4.4.3 to determine a plane normal, it should be possible
to generate a synthetic homography which shows the view from a virtual camera
Cf whose camera axis is parallel to that normal (Fig. 9.1). This would be equiv-
alent to synthesizing the view from an aerial camera which is precisely normal to
the ground plane.
C
Cf
pi
F
Xz
Figure 9.1: The synthesized camera Cf is normal to the ground plane pi. Coordi-
nate frames shown, with z axes indicated.
Such a synthesized view may be referred to as a fronto-parallel or frontal pro-
jection. It is also a metric rectification, such that the frontally projected version of
an image the should relate to the actual plane — or any other frontally projected
images of the same plane — by a similarity. The Smartpig algorithm (Chap-
ter 10) makes use of this relationship, and requires a mechanism for generating
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the fronto-parallel projection of its input images. This chapter opens with the
case for metric rectification (Section 9.1) drawn from the recent work by Menudet
et al. (2008). This is followed by two closed form solutions for the fronto-parallel
projection, one from Menudet (Section 9.1.1) and a second derived independently
(Section 9.2), as well as a discussion of the relationship between the two solutions.
Finally, the efficacy of the latter closed form solution is evaluated empirically in
Section 9.3. An image data set is generated with photometric properties that allow
quantification of the quality of a given rectification.
The exploration to this point is sufficient for the development of the Smartpig
algorithm. However, as proposed by Menudet, metric rectification may also pro-
vide a stepping stone to camera self-calibration: the determination of a camera’s
intrinsics properties given images of an arbitrary scene with known properties —-
in this case, a images known to contain a plane.
As determining the frontal projection requires a calibrated image, the fronto-
parallel projection is a function of the camera intrinsics, and determining the
fronto-parallel projection can be related directly to camera self-calibration – the
determination of the camera intrinsics itself. Section 9.4 recaps Menudet’s algo-
rithm for self-calibration and proposes a number of expansions on their algorithm.
An implementation of Menudet’s algorithm was written re-using many of the soft-
ware components from Smartpig. Unfortunately, this extension to self-calibration
was not successful. The chapter closes with a brief discussion of why this may be
the case.
9.1 The case for metric rectification
A camera1 takes a series of images of a plane described by the homogeneous 4-tuple
pi. A 3D homogeneous point on the plane Xpi projects into the i’th image by
xi = K
[
Ri ti
]
Xpi. (9.1)
Without loss of generality, the world coordinate frame can be aligned with the
plane pi such that Xpi = [X, Y, 0,W ]
T , allowing the re-definition of the point Xpi
1 This analysis focuses on the case where the same camera is used to capture all images, such
that K is constant.
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as a 2D point xpi = [X, Y,W ]
T in the frame attached to pi. Equation (9.1) can
then be rewritten as
xi = K
[
r1 r2 t
]
xpi, (9.2)
= KQixpi, (9.3)
= Hixpi, (9.4)
where r1 and r2 are the first two columns of the rotation matrix Ri. This defines
the scene-to-image homography Hi for the i’th image.
Similarly, if the point xi in the i’th image and the point xj in the j’th image
both correspond to the same world point, the image-to-image homography between
the two image can be defined as
xi = HiH
−1
j xj, (9.5)
= Hijxj. (9.6)
By Section 4.3.5, a projective warp can be decomposed into a similarity Si
and a second projective warp Fi (the product of the A and P terms from (4.45)).
Apply that decomposition to Q−1i :
2
xi = K (SiFi)
−1 xpi, (9.7)
= KF−1i S
−1
i xpi, (9.8)
or
Hi = KF
−1
i S
−1
i . (9.9)
Then the rectified image point xˆi
2 Smartpig defines the similarity for a given rectified image as the warp from the image frame
to the world frame, hence the somewhat awkward inversion ensures notational consistency
later.
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xˆi = FiK
−1xi = S−1i xpi, (9.10)
relates to the world by a similarity (given the inverse of a similarity is also a
similarity). FiK
−1 is the metric rectification of the image.
Equation (9.6) can be re-written as
xi = HiH
−1
j xj, (9.11)
xi = KF
−1
i S
−1
i SjFjK
−1xj, (9.12)
FiK
−1xi = S−1i SjFjK
−1xj, (9.13)
xˆi = S
−1
i Sjxˆj (9.14)
xˆi = Sijxˆj. (9.15)
Two rectified images will relate to each other (by equation 9.14) or to an arbitrary
third reference frame on the plane (by equation 9.15) by a similarity.
Returning to the image-to-scene homography, (9.4) can be rewritten
Hi = K
[
R1 R2 t
]
, (9.16)
= KRi
1 0 |0 1 RTi t
0 0 |
 (9.17)
Ri can be further decomposed
Ri = NiCi (9.18)
where Ci is a rotation about the world z-axis — the plane normal — and Ni
encompasses the other two axes. Equation (9.17) can then be written as
Hi = K Ni︸︷︷︸
F−1i
Ci
1 0 |0 1 RTi t
0 0 |

︸ ︷︷ ︸
S−1i
. (9.19)
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That is, the metric rectification is a function of the camera’s intrinsic calibration
K, and Ni, which depends on the plane normal ni. As noted in Menudet, this
neatly partitions the metric rectification into the intrinsic parameters and the
orientation of the plane normal. Menudet focuses on the derivation of Ni = F
−1
i ,
while Smartpig uses Fi directly.
9.1.1 Menudet’s closed form solution for Ni
Menudet gives a closed form solution for Ni derived from the angle-axis represen-
tation. By the Rodrigues formula, given a unit vector axis of rotation k and an
angle θ, the equivalent rotation matrix is given by
R = I + sin θ [k]× + (1− cos θ)(kkT − I) (9.20)
As the goal is to rotate the camera z axis to the plane normal, the axis of
rotation is (dropping the subscript i from n for clarity):
k = z× n, (9.21)
=
[ −n2√
n21+n
2
2
n1√
n21+n
2
2
0
]
. (9.22)
For compactness, define γ =
√
n21 + n
2
2. Then
[k]× =
 0 0
n1
γ
0 0 n2
γ
−n1
γ
−n2
γ
0
 , (9.23)
kkT − I =

n22
γ2
− 1 −n1n2
γ2
0
−n1n2
γ2
n21
γ2
− 1 0
0 0 −1
 . (9.24)
The angle of rotation is ∠(z,n), such that
cos θ =
n3
‖n‖ sin θ =
γ
‖n‖ (9.25)
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Then by Rodriques,
Ni = F
−1
i =
1
‖n‖

n3 +
n22
n3+‖n‖
−n1n2
n3+‖n‖ n1
−n1n2
n3+‖n‖ n3 +
n21
n3+‖n‖ n2
−n1 −n2 n3
 . (9.26)
Or, following Menudet, define n¯ = n/n3 = [n¯1, n¯2, 1]
T under the assumption
n3 6= 0, and define ρ = 1/(1 + ‖n¯‖). This results in the more compact form:
Ni =
ρ
1− ρ
1 + ρn¯
2
2 −ρn¯1n¯2 n¯1
−ρn¯1n¯2 1 + ρn¯21 n¯2
−n¯1 −n¯2 1
 (9.27)
Note Menudet’s derivation produces a rotation matrix, however, any given
solution to Ni is not unique. It can be right-multiplied by any similarity to give
an equivalent rectification. This can be seen by applying an arbitrary similarity S˜
to (9.19)
Hi = KNiS
−1
i (9.28)
= KNiS˜S˜
−1S−1i (9.29)
= KN′iS
′−1 (9.30)
Despite the composition of Ni with S˜ to give a new rectification N
′
i, the residual
S′−1 remains a similarity.
9.2 An alternate closed-form solution to the frontal projection
Returning to the synthesized fronto-parallel camera proposed in the introduction,
if the geometry for the synthesized camera centre Cf
Cf =
[
Rf tf
]
, (9.31)
can be estimated, then F follows by (4.49).
Setting the image plane parallel to the ground plane is equivalent to constrain-
ing the synthesized camera’s zf -axis to be parallel to the ground plane normal n.
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The rotation Rf should transform the plane normal vector n in the frame of C to
the camera axis zf in the frame of Cf , or conversely R
T should transform zf to
be parallel to n:
n×RTf
 00
1
 = 0, (9.32)
n× r3 = 0, (9.33)
using r3 to denote the third row vector of the rotation matrix Rf . This can be
solved trivially, while also ensuring r3 is normal if r3 = n/‖n‖.
The translation can be fixed by assuming the camera axes of C and Cf intersect
on the plane pi and that the distance from Cf to the plane along the zf axis is
equal to the distance from C to the plane along the z axis. These two conditions
imply the centre of each image will remain unwarped and unscaled under F.
The z axis of C intersects the ground plane at a point Xz = (0, 0, zˇ):
piTXz = 0, (9.34)
[n1, n2, n3, d]
T [0, 0, zˇ, 1] = 0, (9.35)
n3zˇ + d = 0, (9.36)
zˇ = − d
n3
. (9.37)
The location of the camera centre Cf in the world frame tw, is then a distance
zˇ away from Xz along the image normal:
tw = Xz − zˇn, (9.38)
=
 d
n1
n3
dn2
n3
d(1− 1
n3
)
 , (9.39)
or
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tw
d
=

n1
n3
n2
n3
(1− 1
n3
)
 . (9.40)
This can be transformed into the frame of Cf by
tf
d
= −Rf tw
d
(9.41)
and used directly in (4.49).
To fully determine the rotation matrix, a second basis must be found. This
makes some intuitive sense: the criteria specifies the position of the zf axis but not
the xf or yf axes. An additional constraint can be used to solve for the placement
of the xf axis in Cf .
Choosing arbitrarily, the xf axis can be aligned such that it is parallel to the
plane defined by the x and z axes of C. As such, points which lie on the x axis
in C will lie on the xf axis in Cf . Those points appear on the world plane on the
line defined by the intersection of the world plane and a plane defined by the x
and z axes
pixz =
[
0 1 0 0
]T
. (9.42)
By Hartley and Zisserman (2004), the intersection of pixz and the ground plane
can be represented by
W? =
[
0 1 0 0
n1 n2 n3 d
]
. (9.43)
The line defined by that intersection is spanned by the 2-D null space of W?. A
basis of this null space is
l1 =

−n3
n1
0
1
0
 , l2 =

− d
n1
0
0
1
 . (9.44)
The family of points on the line are given by XL = αl1 + βl2 in the coordinate
frame of C. As a test, the point Xz, the intersection of camera C’s image axis and
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the ground plane (9.37), which must lie on this line, occurs for α = −d/n3, β = 1.
As XL is a homogeneous quantity, β is redundant and can be set as β = 1
(or β = 0 for points at infinity — this case is ignored). Thus the inhomogeneous
representation of points on the line is
XL =
 −
1
n1
(αn3 + d)
0
α
 . (9.45)
Because the image plane of Cf parallels the ground plane, its axis xf must
parallel the line of points Xl. The direction of this line in the frame of C can be
found by taking the difference of two points on the line, namely Xz and a location
for an arbitrary α
Lx = XL −Xz =
 −
1
n1
(αn3 + d)
0
α
−
 00
− d
n3
 (9.46)
=
 −
1
n1
(αn3 + d)
0
α + d
n3
 (9.47)
=
 −
1
n1
(αn3 + d)
0
1
n3
(αn3 + d)
 . (9.48)
Repeating the logic of (9.33), RTf must rotate xf to be parallel to this vector
Lx ×RTf
 10
0
 = 0. (9.49)
If the first row of R is given by r1 = {r1, r2, r3}, this expands to
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−r2 (αn3 + d)
n3
= 0 (9.50)
r3
(αn3 + d)
n1
+ r1
(αn3 + d)
n3
= 0 (9.51)
−r2 (αn3 + d)
n1
= 0 (9.52)
The first and third equations can be solved trivially with r2 = 0, leaving
r1 = −n3
n1
r3. (9.53)
An additional constraint that the basis for the rotation matrix must be of unit
length can be imposed (r21 + r
2
3 = 1) giving(
n3
n1
)2
r23 + r
2
3 = 1, (9.54)
such that
r23 =
1
1 +
(
n3
n1
)2 , (9.55)
=
n21
n21 + n
2
3
, (9.56)
r3 = ± n1√
n21 + n
2
3
, (9.57)
and
r1 = −
(
n3
n1
)
r3, (9.58)
= ∓ n3√
n21 + n
2
3
. (9.59)
Interestingly, R1 = ± Lx‖Lx‖ . The two solutions can be disambiguated by ensuring
that the x and xf axis point in the same direction:
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 10
0

T RTf
 10
0

 > 0, (9.60)
or
r1 > 0 (9.61)
r1 is by definition normal, and must be orthogonal to r3 = n. This can be
verified:
r3 · r1 = n · r1, (9.62)
= −n1 n3√
n21 + n
2
3
+ n3
n1√
n21 + n
3
3
, (9.63)
= 0. (9.64)
Finally, the full rotation matrix can be determined by choosing a third basis
which is orthogonal to the other two bases
r2 = r3 × r1 (9.65)
In summary, the synthetic homography F can be generated from (4.49) by
selecting Rf such that its row vectors are
r1 =

n3√
n21+n
2
3
0
− n1√
n21+n
2
3

T
, (9.66)
r2 = r3 × r1, (9.67)
r3 = n
T/‖n‖, (9.68)
and
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tf
d
= −Rf tw
d
= −Rf

n1
n3
n2
n3
1− 1
n3
 . (9.69)
For compactness, define α =
√
n21 + n
2
3. The rotation Rf can be expanded to
Rf =

n3
α
0 −n1
α
−n1n2
α‖n‖
α
‖n‖
−n2n3
α‖n‖
n1
‖n‖
n2
‖n‖
n3
‖n‖
 , (9.70)
and the closed-form solution for the frontal homography is then
F = Rf − tw
d
nT (9.71)
= Rf
(
I +
tf
d
nT
)
(9.72)
= Rf
 1 +
n21
n3
n1n2
n3
n1
n1n2
n3
1 +
n22
n3
n2
n1(n3−1)
n3
n2(n3−1)
n3
n3
 (9.73)
=

α
n3
n1n2
n3α
0
0 ‖n‖
α
0
n1‖n‖
n3
n2‖n‖
n3
‖n‖
 . (9.74)
The derivation thus far has placed no restrictions on the structure of n, but n
can be scaled without altering the result (the residual scale is absorbed by t/d).
If n is scaled such that ‖n‖ = 1, this gives
F =

α
n3
n1n2
n3α
0
0 1
α
0
n1
n3
n2
n3
1
 . (9.75)
Rather pleasingly, this F has the form of the affine and projective components
of the projective decomposition from (4.45), and as per Section 9.1, F is solely a
function of n.
As emphasized earlier, this solution is not unique. The rotation matrix Rf
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could be subject to an arbitrary rotation about the z axis without affecting the
constraint imposed by (9.33), and the value of tf/d is essentially arbitrary, al-
though this version was selected to achieve particular properties. In fact, F can
be left-multiplied by any similarity and remain a rectification.
The space of frontal projections is 4-dimensional. This align with the idea that
the frontal projection “captures” four degrees of freedom from the eight degree
of freedom projective warp (two each from the affine and projective components),
leaving the four degrees of freedom from the similarity unaccounted for.
As an exercise, is it possible to find the similarity which maps between this
closed form (9.75) and that provided by Menudet (9.26)? The rotation Rf (9.70)
– which is also a valid metric rectification – can be rotated to the Menudet closed
form NTi by a rotation around the z axiscos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
Rf = NTk (9.76)
with
cos θ =
α2 + n3‖n‖
α(n3 + ‖n‖) sin θ =
n1n2
α(n3 + ‖n‖) (9.77)
The full closed form F (9.75) can be converted to the Menudet form by left-
multplying by the similarityk cos θ −k sin θ −
n1
n3
k sin θ k cos θ −n2
n3
0 0 1
F = NTi (9.78)
with k = ‖n‖2/n3 and the same values for cos θ and sin θ from above.
9.3 Validation of the metric rectification
Validation of the metric rectification requires a method for evaluating the quality
of a given proposed projection. Ideally this would be done by careful measurement
of the pose of the camera relative to a known planar surface for a number of test
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images. While tedious, this approach has been attempted by Ozog and Eustice
(2013b), who uses a workcell-style industrial arm to precisely control the position
of a calibration target relative to a static camera.
In this case, a suitable arm is unavailable. Instead, a method is proposed
which uses photometric information from the images themselves to evaluate the
rectification quality. The challenge is in finding suitable photometric information
which does not require careful surveying of the target, nor which interferes with
the image-to-image alignment process.
A test data set (RoadBike) was gathered using a DSLR with a fixed 28mm
lens3. The camera-lens pairing was calibrated using Zhang’s checkboard-based
method as implemented in OpenCV. The image set features pages from a magazine
which have been taped to a tiled floor (see Table 9.1). The floor is assumed
to be planar (barring any earthquake damage), and the tiles are assumed to be
rectalinear and of constant aspect ratio (width:height). As such, under an affine
rectification, the edges of the tiles (or the centers of the grout lines between the
tiles) will be parallel/orthogonal, and under a metric rectification the aspect ratio
of the tiles will be preserved. The high-contrast nature of the groutlines (dark
against light tiles) opens the possibility of automatic detection and extraction of
the lines without tedious hand-selection, and the linear groutlines are unlikely to
unduly bias the SIFT feature detection algorithm used here.
9.3.1 Guideline extraction
Automatic evaluation of proposed metric rectifications requires either the capacity
automatically extract the groutlines from a rectified image, or a model for the lines
in the original images which can be then projected into a rectified image. Given
questions about the robustness of the former approach, the latter was explored.
To extract the guidelines, each image is subject to an approximate metric rec-
tification. While this might seem like a circular argument, it must be remembered
the guideline extraction is a one-off procedure. Having extracted the guidelines
they can be projected back to the un-warped images, then projected forward again
given a putative metric rectification.
3 n.b. This was one of the two camera/lens combinations also used to capture the Motueka
datasets, although RoadBike was collected several years after the Motueka flights.
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(a) Edge clusters (b) Guideline edge clusters
(c) Evenly-spaced edge clusters (d) Evenly-spaced lines
Figure 9.2: Automatic guidelines extraction. Edges are extracted from each image
using the Hough line detector. (a) Edges are then clustered by orientation, with
each cluster assigned a different color in this image. (b) The cluster containing
the most edges is assumed to be one set of guidelines (in blue), with the most
orthogonal cluster taken as the other set (in green). All other edges are rejected
(in red). (c) A consensus algorithm isolates the clusters of edges which are most
evenly spaced along their respective orthogonal (blue and green). Orthogonal
lines for both shown in white. (d) Each cluster of edges is converted to a set of
homogeneous lines.
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For a given image, line segments are extracted by canny edge detection, followed
by a probabilistic Hough line detector. These line segments are then clustered into
sets of approximately parallel segments using a k-means clustering algorithm over
their orientation (Figure 9.2a). The expectation is that the groutlines will generate
many more parallel edges than might arise organically in the rest of the image.
This step is particularly sensitive to the content and placement of any targets
in the scene. Strong edges which are aligned with the guidelines, as might occur
if the magazine pages, will tend to reinforce the detection of the guidelines. For
the in-scene targets to confuse the guideline detection, the targets would need to
contain large numbers of edges which are parallel to each other but not parallel to
the guidelines. In any case, both effects can be minimized by using target images
which contain few straight edges, and orienting those edges randomly relative to
the guidelines.
The largest cluster of line segments is assumed to be one of the sets of guidelines.
The cluster most orthogonal to it is taken as the other set of guidelines, and all
other edges are rejected (Figure 9.2b). These two clustering steps are dependent
on the quality of the affine rectification, but are significantly more robust than
methods tried with the un-rectified image.
Each set of edges is then further separated into individual lines. Within each
set, edges are clustered based on their distance along a line orthogonal to the
mean angle of edges in the set. Each cluster is a set of line segments which are
approximately co-linear.
On the assumption the guidelines are evenly spaced, whereas other organic
edges which happen to be parallel to the guidelines will be randomly distributed,
a consensus algorithm is used to isolate the guidelines. The algorithm selects
random pairs of edge clusters, and calculates the mean distance between the two
along the orthogonal. Each other edge cluster is considered inlier to that pair if
the distance between that edge cluster and one of original clusters is an integer
multiple of the original distance, to within some tolerance. The inset containing the
largest number of edges is taken as the set of guidelines (Figure 9.2c). In practice
the number of clusters is sufficiently small that all combinations are evaluated.
Each set of edges is then converted to a homogeneous line (Figure 9.2d) which
represents one groutline. These sets of lines are grouped into the major guidelines
for the widely spaced groutlines, and the minor guidelines for the narrowly-space
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groutlines.
The extracted guidelines can then be transformed from the approximately rec-
tified image back to the original non-rectified image. Given a perspective warp
between images, a homogeneous line is transferred by the inverse-transpose of the
warp
l′ = H−T l. (9.79)
Calculated guidelines for all images in the RoadBike data set are shown in Table
9.1.
During evaluation, guidelines can be warped into a putative rectified image
using (9.79). Under a true metric rectification, the major (resp. minor) guidelines
will be parallel, the major lines will be orthogonal to the minor lines, and the
aspect ratio of the tiles will be preserved.
Parallelism is measured by the angular variance of projected major (resp. mi-
nor) guidelines. Given the set of major lines M = {m1,m2, ...mm}, each can be
projected into the rectified image, and the orientation θi of each can be calculated.
As the lines are undirected, the orientation can be constrained to 0 ≤ θi < pi.
By Fisher (1993), the angular variance of a set of orientations is
V = 1− R
m
(9.80)
where
R2 =
(∑
i
cos θi
)2
+
(∑
i
sin θi
)2
(9.81)
As per Fisher, 0 ≤ V ≤ 1 with V = 0 indicating perfectly coincident data, and
V = 1 indicating less concentrated data. The parallelism of the major set M‖ is
the angular variance of the line orientations
M‖ = 1− 1
m
(∑
m
cos θi
)2
+
(∑
m
sin θi
)2 12 . (9.82)
The minor parallelism m‖ is defined similarly for the set of projected minor guide-
lines.
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To evaluate the orthogonality of the guidelines, the major-minor angle
δij = θi − φj (9.83)
is calculated for every pairwise combination of projected major and minor guide-
lines. The orthogonality M⊥ is the variance (9.80) of all major-minor angles. As
with parallelism, a smaller value of M⊥ indicates greater orthogonality.
The inter-line spacing of the major (resp. minor) set is calculated by defining
a line orthogonal to the mean angle of the set which passes through the center of
the image. The inter-line spacing is the mean distance between the intersections
of adjacent lines with the orthogonal. The aspect ratio (AR) is the ratio between
the inter-line spacing for the major and minor guidelines.
9.3.2 Results with closed-form frontal projection
Each image in the Roadbike dataset was rectified using the analytic frontal pro-
jection (9.75) given the a priori camera calibration. All pairwise combinations
of images were considered. For each pair, SIFT features were detected from
each image, and the inter-image homography was estimated using the standard
RANSAC-based image alignment procedure. This homography was decomposed
as per Section 4.4.3 to estimate the plane normal for both images. As each image
participates in multiple homographies, there are multiple estimates of the plane
normal. The normalized vector mean of all normals for a given image is used to
calculate a frontal projection Fi for each image, as shown in Figure 9.1. The paral-
lelism, orthogonality and aspect ratio for each image before and after rectification
is shown in Figure 9.3.
The closed form metric rectification shows a consistent and significant improve-
ment in the parallelism and orthogonality for all images bar the major guidelines
in the img1, which were very near-parallel in the original image. Even after metric
rectification, they remain more parallel than the majority of the rectified major
guidelines. Further, the aspect ratio is improved for all images, although the rec-
tified images do not consistently converge to the exact value of the aspect ratio
(2.00).
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Original Warped by
w/ Guidelines frontal projection
img1
img2
img3
img4
img5
img6
Table 9.1: The six images from the Roadbike data set (left) and the image
rectified using the analytic frontal projection (9.75).
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Figure 9.3: Parallelism, orthogonality and aspect ratio results from non-optimized
frontal projection of images in RoadBike data set (see also Table 9.1). One
line is drawn per image, with the unfilled square giving the value for the original
(un-rectified) image, and the filled circle giving the value after rectification.
9.4 The application to self-calibration
The goal a camera calibration is to estimate the intrinsics properties of a given
camera. This includes the camera projection matrix K, and often also includes
some or all of the non-linear distortion parameters. Although the taxonomy is
somewhat loose, there is a generally accepted hierarchy of calibration methods.
Calibration requires a bespoke calibration object with well-known metric prop-
erties, and is generally accepted as the most accurate and most reliable method
of camera calibration. However, due to the inconvenience of requiring not just
a particular calibration object, but often a particular calibration procedure, ex-
plicit calibration can be cumbersome in cases where either the camera calibration
is variable (e.g., autofocus or zooming lenses) or where the camera itself may be
inaccessible (e.g., assessing the long-term stability of the calibration of a remotely
mounted camera).
In self-calibration, a camera is calibrated using multiple views of a rigid object.
A self-calibration algorithm might make use of scene structure, or even a priori
knowledge about the object to improve the stability and accuracy of the results.
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Plane-based self-calibration algorithms use multiple views of a planar surface to
perform self-calibration, where the knowledge about the planarity of the scene
might be detected, or, more likely, is the result of an explicit effort to perform
self-calibration by capturing multiple images of a known plane. In contrast to full
calibration, no geometric information about the plane (other than its planarity) is
known a priori.
Menudet et al. (2008) make a link between self-calibration and metric re-
construction as described below. They also connect their method to two other
proposed self-calibration schemes, that of Triggs (1998) and Malis and Cipolla
(2002), showing an equivalence between their cost function and the constraints
introduced by the other two algorithms.
If a series of m images are taken and the inter-image homographies Hij are
calculated, such that
xi = Hijxj, (9.84)
and from 9.15
xi = KF
−1
i SijFjKxj, (9.85)
then
Hij = KF
−1
i SijFjK, (9.86)
with Sij as the similarity between the metric rectifications of the images i and j.
In practice, (9.86) will only be exact if the homography, camera intrinsics and
frontal projections are correctly estimated. Menudet proposes this property can
be used to estimate K. The residual transform Sij
Sij = FiK
−1HijKF−1j (9.87)
=
[
Bij tij
vTij 1
]
, (9.88)
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will only be a true similarity if K and F{i,j} are known exactly.
If Sij is a similarity, vij = [0, 0] and Bij must be a scaled rotation matrix sR.
The first condition provides two degrees of freedoms. The orthogonality of the Bij
provides two additional constraints:
BTijBij = s
2
[
1 0
0 1
]
, (9.89)
giving 4 constraints from each homography. For assessing the orthogonality of Bij,
Menudet proposes using the log-anisotropy :
φij = log
σ+ij
σ−ij
, (9.90)
where σ+,−ij are the two singular values of Bij, noting that φij = 0 if Bij is a true
rotation matrix.
Menudet proposes to use these constraints to form a cost function. By mini-
mizing this cost function over multiple images, optimal values of K and F can be
found.
9.4.1 Menudet’s algorithm
As noted by Menudet, this parameterization is redundant because the plane normal
in any image ni can be calculated by:
ni = (K
−1HijK)−Tnj (9.91)
such that all rectifications can theoretically be solved using K, the set of inter-
image homographies, and a single plane normal n1. In the case where F{i,h} are
identically rotation matrices (e.g., using Menudet’s closed form solution), Menudet
shows that (9.88) is always an affinity (at least) with vij = 0 by definition. As a
result, only the orthogonality constraint (9.90) can be employed.
Menudet proposes a hierarchical approach, motivated by this proposed over-
parameterization. Their algorithm is as follows:
1. Generate initial estimates of K and n1. The suggestion is to choose image 1
as the closest to fronto-parallel such that n1 ≈ [0, 0, 1]T although this is not
a strict requirement.
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2. Optimize K and n1 through minimization of the total cost function
Cm(K,n1) =
m∑
k=2
log
σ+k1
σ−k1
. (9.92)
σ
{+,−}
k1 are the singular values of Bk1, the upper-left block of Sk1, which
is generated by (9.88). Calculating Sk1 requires the homography Hk1, the
camera intrinsics K, the plane normal F1(n1), and the metric rectification
for the k’th image, generated by propagation from image 1 using (9.91).
3. Initialize n2, . . .nm from n1 by (9.91).
4. Refine the estimates through minimization of the over-parameterized cost
function
Cr(K,n1, . . .nm) =
∑
i 6=j
log
σ+ij
σ−ij
(9.93)
9.4.2 Potential variations
The relative algorithmic similarity between Menudet’s algorithm and the opti-
mization which underlies the Smartpig algorithm proved too tempting to ignore,
particularly as Menudet’s hierarchical algorithm seems pleasantly ad hoc. Starting
from Menudet’s algorithm, a number of potential avenues were explored:
• Menudet’s original hierachical algorithm was implemented in g2o using the
primitives developed for Smartpig. A new graph edge type was introduced
which implements the log-anisotropy cost function (9.92).
• A version was developed that initializes the plane normals directly from the
inter-image homographies, and optimizes on the over-parameterized form
(9.93) exclusively.
• Menudet’s assertion that the perspective term v in the residual similarity is
identically 0 only holds when (9.91) is used to propagate the normal vector
between images, and only when Nk is orthogonal (i.e., a rotation matrix).
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In the more general case where nk may be independently estimated for each
image, and where a form of Nk that is not (necessarily) a rotation matrix
is used, then the v 6= 0. This allows the re-introduction of an additional
constraint:
v(K,ni,nj) = ‖v‖, (9.94)
where v is the perspective component of the similarity residual as given in
(9.88).
• An alternative perspective can be derived directly from Smartpig. If Sij is
explicitly parameterized as a 4 d.o.f. similarity, then
Hij = KF
−1
i SijFjK
−1 (9.95)
Rather than evaluating how well a residual Sij conforms to the form of a
similarity, Sij can be fixed as a similarity, and the residual error between it
and the source homography can be computed:
(K,ni,nj,Sij) = Hij −KF−1i SijFjK−1 (9.96)
One might even go all the way back to the point matches. If xi ↔ xj are
corresponding image points in the i’th and j’th images, then
xi = Hijxj (9.97)
= KF−1i SijFjK
−1xj (9.98)
then
(K,ni,nj,Sij) = xi −KF−1i SijFjK−1xj (9.99)
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which is a version of the familiar reprojection cost function from homography
estimation.
Testing over the Roadbike data set, none of these implementations of the
self-calibration algorithm were effective when solving for K. As shown in Chapter
10, the cost functions (9.96) and (9.99) converge when solving exclusively for F
and S, as they form the backbone of the Smartpig algorithm. Introducing the
camera intrinsics as an estimable parameter, however, does not work here, nor in
Chapter 10. K does not converge reliably to any particular value, and the supplied
solution appears highly sensitive to the initial values given for K and F.
The question is why? And in particular how does this implementation differ
from Menudet’s results, which show good convergence over both simulated re-
sults and test images. One possibility is the difference in implementation (or the
introduction of a bug). Menudet does not provide significant details about their
algorithms although they do indicate they are using a gradient descent with BGFS
update. It seems unlikely that this would work consistently while g2o’s Levenberg-
Marquardt implementation would not. Another possibility is their implementation
includes undiscussed (or unconsidered) assumptions which make their setup stable
while ours is not. For example, the Roadbike data set is not perfect and may
not be well suited (or large enough, etc.) for self-calibration. Stepping back to a
simulated data set would allow more control over the size and error properties of
the input data.
Menudet also consider a hierarchy of different camera intrinsics models, rang-
ing from just focal length with the principal point fixed (1 d.o.f.), to focal length
plus principal point (the model used here, 3 d.o.f.), to focal length, principal point
and skew (4 d.o.f.). They show results for all three models, so there’s little reason
to believe their focal length and principal point model is any different from the
one used here. However, it can be noted that when the skew is identically zero,
the camera intrinsics matrix becomes a similarity. This raises the possibility that
the combination of the camera intrinsics and a frontal projection are overparam-
eterized, hence the poor performance under optimization. If their 1- and 3-d.o.f.
model include a non-zero skew, this small deviation from being an exact similarity
might be enough to stabilize the optimization. This is clearly an area that requires
further investigation.
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Chapter X
Smartpig: Simultaneous Mosaicking And Resectioning
Through Planar Image Graphs
Smartpig is an algorithm for the iterative, online mosaicking of images taken
from a monocular camera observing an (approximately) planar surface, such as
aerial photographs taken from a sufficient altitude that the perspective effects
due to ground relief are minimized. Unlike full 3D structure from motion, in the
case of a planar scene the camera position can be marginalized from the problem
structure, leaving an objective function which deals solely with the alignment of
rectified images on the plane. Smartpig uses an undirected graph structure to
store and represent the image states and the geometric constraints gathered from
the images, forming an image graph. Having formed an optimal estimate of the
image positions, the camera positions can then be recovered, allowing Smartpig
to function as a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm.
Smartpig introduces two innovations to the problem of mapping and local-
ization given a planar scene:
• The decomposition of the inter-image alignments into frontal projections
(metric rectifications) and similarities eliminates the distortions associated
with chaining homographies.
• The view-graph representation allows the development of two cost functions
based strictly on image state.
The assumption of a planar world is both enabling and restrictive for Smart-
pig. Smartpig is not intended as a substitute for full 3D reconstruction, but when
the planar assumption holds, it offers a simpler world model and the potential for
rapid optimization.
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10.1 Related works
Smartpig lies at the intersection of “classical” aerial photogrammetry and the
computer-vision-driven field of structure from motion (SfM). Indeed, two of its
key concepts — image rectification and the alignment of images on the plane
through a similarity — are borrowed directly from the photogrammetric handling
of “true vertical” images (Wolf, 2000).
There have been a number of attempts to perform either reconstruction or
SLAM using primarily planar data. Like Smartpig, Unnikrishnan and Kelly
(2002) structure the mosaicking problem as a topological graph and generate a
non-linear least-squares (NLSQ) cost function to be optimized. In their case,
they generate independent cost functions for the temporally-adjacent images, pa-
rameterized as a series of incremental poses, and for non-temporally-adjacent im-
age (loop closures), parameterized as a reprojection error on a number of point
matches. This formulation may arise from their use of a data capture apparatus
which provides relatively accurate odometry, obviating the need to independently
estimate adjacent-image alignments through point matches.
Similarly, Steder et al. (2008) use downward-looking cameras (monocular or in
a stereo pair) for mapping and localization from a blimp of small helicopter. A
pose-graph is used, whereby the inter-image change in camera pose is estimated
from sets of corresponding points in the planar scene – corrected to nadir through
the use of an IMU onboard the aircraft.
There is a sizable body of literature in using planar mosaics for navigation in
underwater vehicles. The underwater application space is particularly appealing
because the absence of a global navigation system and the ready availability of
a near-planar surface (the sea floor). Gracias et al. (2003) describe an underwa-
ter planar mosaicking system and its subsequent use for mosaic-based navigation,
although they do not attempt to perform the two tasks simultaneously. Elibol
et al. (2008, 2010, 2011) generate a mosaic of the seafloor through consecutive
homographies and encode the resulting image-to-image constraints as point repro-
jection errors. Interestingly, they compensate for the homography-induced warping
by mosaicking the images twice. First, with similarities (Euclidean) warps, then
again with homographies. The homography-based mosaic is then warped such that
its extents (four corners) match those of the similarity mosaic. Carlevaris-Bianco
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and Eustice (2011) use the assumption of planarity to assist in the formation of
inter-image correspondences in otherwise feature-poor underwater imagery. Rich-
mond and Rock (2005) describe a complete system which mosaics the seafloor in
realtime, assisted by instrumentation on their underwater vehicle, as a source of
visual odometry.
Smartpig also relates to the general problems of unconstrained image mo-
saicking and optimal image arrangement given a set of inter-image alignments.
Zhou (2006) propose a structure for the topological arrangement of images which
is graph-like but restricted to the four cardinal neighbors of a given image. Simi-
larly, Kang’s frame-graph structure (2000) mirrors the image graph implemented
in Smartpig, although it uses a grid of global points as the basis for globally
aligning images. Interestingly, neither takes the final step of global optimization
over the graph to minimize an error function.
10.2 The general SLAM problem statement and the image graph
In a generic SLAM formulation,1 a robot travels through a scene with a sequence
of poses x = {x0,x1, · · ·xt}. At each location it gathers sensor data. This sensor
data might include direct measurements of the robot’s motion (e.g., odometry),
and it includes measurements m of a number of world features r, with the exact
form of these measurements depending on the sensors available to the robot. For
example, using vision the world representation might be 3D point features, while
a sonar or laser scanner might generate a 2- or 3D point cloud of the objects
around the robot. The goal of the SLAM algorithm is then to estimate the most
probable set of robot poses x? and world feature locations r? on the basis of those
measurements.
x?, r? = arg max
x,r
p(x, r |m) (10.1)
As discussed in Chapter 2, a diversity of solutions have been proposed to solve
this problem, including algorithms based on iterative filters (e.g., the Kalman filter
and its derivatives) or particle filters. Following on from Lu and Milios (1997),
Smartpig formulates SLAM as an optimization problem.
1 Neglecting control inputs as they are not included in Smartpig.
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Lu and Milios, as well as later implementations like Konolige’s FrameSLAM
(2010), begin with the observation that pairs of measurements can be used to
estimate the change in robot pose between those measurements. For example,
Lu and Milios are concerned with matching data from a 2D range scanner. The
change in robot pose between scans can be directly calculated as the rotation and
translation which aligns the two scans. Similarly, when using calibrated cameras,
an epipolar geometry can be calculated from pairs of images, which can then be
decomposed to determine the change of camera pose, as in FrameSLAM as well as
Botterill’s BowSLAM (2010).
Having calculated these inter-pose constraints, the world feature locations are
effectively redundant, leaving the robot pose as the only free variable. The world
feature locations, if required at all, can be calculated from the set of optimal poses.
As noted by Lu and Milios, the remaining structure can be readily visualized as an
undirected graph, with the robot poses as vertices in the graph, and the constraints
as edges between the vertices.
If the set of measured inter-pose constraints is denoted as z¯ then the so-called
pose graph SLAM formulation becomes:
x? = arg max
x
p(x | z¯). (10.2)
To complete the restatement of the problem as an optimization, a measurement
function is generated which predicts the value of each inter-pose constraint given
the relevant state variables. Such a prediction function would necessarily be a
function of a subset of the robot’s poses,
zk = h(xi, · · · ). (10.3)
The actual, measured constraint is modelled as consisting of the predicted value
plus additive, zero-mean Gaussian noise:
z¯k = zk +N(0,Σk). (10.4)
Given a set of measurements z¯ and the covariances Σk, the goal is to estimate the
optimal set of states x.
Considering this estimation from the perspective of maximum likelihood, the
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goal is to find the states x (from which the constraints z can be calculated) such
that the conditional joint probability of all z is maximized given the observations.
Assuming the observation errors are Gaussian (or can be approximated as such)
and independent, this is equivalent to minimizing the Mahalanobis distance:
W =
∑
(z¯k − zk)T Σ−1k (z¯k − zk) , (10.5)
The optimal set of states x? is then
x? = arg min
x
∑
(z¯k − zk)T Σ−1k (z¯k − zk) . (10.6)
As (10.5) has the form of a weighted least-squares cost function, it is readily
approached as a non-linear least squares (NLSQ) optimization problem.
Smartpig deviates from the conventional pose graph in that the camera pose
is a function of a set of state variables associated with the images themselves.
Furthermore, the most readily calculated constraint, the planar homography, also
relates the image states, not the camera poses. On that basis, Smartpig uses an
image graph, where the state vector for the system stores the state of the input
images rather than camera poses. The image graph is explored in greater detail
in Section 10.3.
10.2.1 Solving the NLSQ SLAM formulation with g2o
Before proceeding to Smartpig, this section briefly outlines g2o’s approach to
solving the NLSQ optimization problem, drawing from Ku¨mmerle et al. (2011)
and the g2o documentation by Grisetti et al. (2012). This requires a slightly more
rigorous restatement of the problem from Section 10.2.
The graph representation of an optimizable problem consists of N nodes (see
Figure 10.1), each of which has an associated vector of parameters xTi . The vector
of all parameters for the whole graph is designated x = (x1,x2, · · ·xN).
The graph also includes M edges zk which encode a constraint between some
subset of the vertices. The subset of parameters involved with the k’th constraint
is xk = (xk1,xk2, · · ·xkq) ⊂ x. zk and Σk are the measurement and covariance
associated with the k’th constraint.
For each constraint, an error function ek(xk, zk) is defined which reflects the
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Figure 10.1: A simple undirected graph representing an optimizable objective func-
tion with nodes storing parameters (states), xi, in blue and edges, zj, representing
constraints in red.
degree to which the states in xk satisfy the constraint zk. Given a measurement
prediction function z¯(xk), then a simple error function is
ek(xk, zk) = z¯(xk)− zk. (10.7)
The globally optimal solution for the graph can then be defined as the set of
states x which minimize the total error function weighted by the information:
x? = arg min
x
M∑
k=1
ek(xk, zk)
TΣ−1k ek(xk, zk), (10.8)
which can be seen as a re-statement of (10.6).
As a general objective function, (10.8) can be addressed with any number of
minimization techniques. g2o provides a small number of Newton-derived methods
(e.g., Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt) for iteratively solving the non-
linear cost function (10.8) through local linear approximation.
For each iteration of the relevant algorithm the error ek(xk, zk) is approximated
through a first-order Taylor series expansion around a current guess x˘. For brevity,
define a constant error term e˘k
.
= ek(x˘k, zk). The first-order Taylor expansion of
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ek around x˘ is then
ek(xk, zk) = ek(x˘k + ∆xk, zk) ' e˘k + Jk∆xk, (10.9)
where Jk is the Jacobian of ek(xk, zk) computed for xk = x˘k.
The term within the sum in (10.8) then expands to
ek(xk)
TΣ−1k ek(xk) = ek(x˘k + ∆xk, zk)
TΣ−1k ek(x˘k + ∆xk, zk). (10.10)
Applying the Taylor expansion,
ek(xk)
TΣ−1k ek(xk) ' (e˘k + Jk∆xk)T Σ−1k (e˘k + Jk∆xk) . (10.11)
Expand and redefine new terms ck, bk, and Hk which are constant for a given x˘k
and zk,
ek(xk)
TΣ−1k ek(xk) ' e˘TkΣ−1k e˘k︸ ︷︷ ︸
ck
+2 e˘TkΣ
−1
k Jk︸ ︷︷ ︸
bk
∆x + ∆xT JTkΣ
−1
k Jk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hk
∆x, (10.12)
= ck + 2bk∆x + ∆x
THk∆x. (10.13)
The total objective function in (10.8) can then approximated by
M∑
k=1
ek(xk, zk)
TΣ−1k ek(xk, zk) '
M∑
k=1
ck + 2bk∆x + ∆x
THk∆x, (10.14)
Defining the total values c =
∑
ck, b =
∑
bk and H =
∑
Hk,
M∑
k=1
ek(xk, zk)
TΣ−1k ek(xk, zk) ' c+ 2bT∆x + ∆xTH∆x, (10.15)
The value of ∆x which minimizes the quadratic, linearized objective function
(10.15) can be found by solving the linear system
H∆x = −b, (10.16)
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This solution to the linearized minimization can then be applied as an incre-
ment to the best estimate x˘,
x˘t+1 = x˘t + ∆x, (10.17)
and the optimization iterates until the nonlinear cost function (10.8) converges.2
The cost of solving the linear system (10.16) is driven by the inversion of the
Hessian matrix H, whose dimensionality is set by the number of state variables.
Conveniently, graph-like optimization problems produces symmetric, block-sparse
Hessian matrices when the connectivity of the graph is very low (as in this case
where each image may form constraints with fewer than 10% of the other images).
This allows acceleration using techniques optimized for sparse matrices. g2o lever-
ages a number of existing sparse linear algebra toolkits to accelerate the solution
of (10.16).
10.3 The Smartpig algorithm
Smartpig has two major elements: the planar image graph which encodes the
inter-image geometric constraints between every image processed thus far, dis-
cussed in Section 10.3.2; and an algorithm for robustly estimating the inter-image
alignments for each new image and initializing the graph state, covered in Section
10.3.3. Having found the optimal similarity and fronto-parallel projection for an
image, the camera pose can be recovered as described in Section 10.5.
The planar image graph operates in a local coordinate system. For evaluation
against real-world data, it is necessary to align the image graph frame to a global
coordinate system using ground control points as described in Section 10.4.
Smartpig is implemented in the Ruby programming language with C++ ex-
tensions to interface with the OpenCV computer vision library and g2o. Image
manipulation and graph construction occurs in Ruby, while optimization occurs
within C++ routines in g2o. Details of the implementation are provided in Section
10.6.
2 This brief discussion obviously glosses over many details on both the methodology and
implementation of numerical optimization algorithms. For a good primer on Newton and
quasi-Newton methods see Numerical Recipes in C (1992).
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10.3.1 The planar world constraint
Smartpig relies on the decomposition of the homography developed in Chapter 9.
Recalling Equation (9.12), the projective warp between any two images of a plane
can be decomposed into the camera intrinsics, the fronto-parallel transforms for
both images, and two similarities which transforms each image to a third reference
frame:
Hij = KF
−1
i S
−1
i SjFjK
−1. (10.18)
Over many image pairs, this relationship is likely to be inexact as the homog-
raphy estimation process is imprecise. Further, the states S{i,j}, F{i,j} and K may
be shared amongst multiple image pairs.
Two distinct constraint equations can be derived from (10.18). The homography
error is
eij(K,Fi,Fj,Si,Sj) = Hij −KF−1i S−1i SjFjK−1. (10.19)
Assuming all errors are independent and Gaussian, the total error for all inter-
image homographies can be defined as
E(K,F,S) =
∑
i,j
eTijΣ
−1
ij eij, (10.20)
where Σij is the covariance on the homography between the i’th and j’th images,
S is the set of all similarities (one per image), F is the set of all fronto-parallel
projections (one per image), and K is the camera intrinsics (taken here to be equal
for all images). An optimal arrangement of all images on the plane can then be
found by minimizing (10.20) for S, F and K.
Alternatively, if xi = {x1i ,x2i , . . .} and xj = {x1j ,x2j , . . .} are the inlier point
correspondences from the calculation of Hij such that x
k
i corresponds to x
k
j , then
the point match error can be defined as
pijk(Fi, Fj,Si,Sj,K) = x
k
i −KF−1i S−1i SjFjK−1xkj , (10.21)
where the total cost found by iterating over all inlier point pairs in all image pairs:
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P(F,S,K) =
∑
i,j
∑
k
pTijkΣ
−1
ijkpijk, (10.22)
where Σijk is the covariance associated with the k’th inlier point match from the
pairing of the i’th and j’th images. This total cost can similarly be minimized to
find an optimal arrangement of images. ior all image
10.3.2 The planar image graph
Smartpig generates a optimal image mosaic by minimizing the non-linear least
squares (NLSQ) cost function (10.20) or (10.22) which results from a set of inter-
image homographies. The state variables and constraint equations are stored in an
undirected graph built in the g2o software framework, which provides algorithms
for the efficient minimization of the NLSQ system represented by the graph.
Three state variables are stored as vertices in the graph:
1. the camera intrinsics K. A single camera is assumed for all images, although
the algorithm could be expanded to consider multi-camera systems. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.2, a three degree of freedom model (focal length, and x-
and y-offsets of the principal point) is employed.
As detailed later, the camera intrinsics should be optimizable but this was
not successful experimentally. This is explored further in Section 10.9.
2. a fronto-parallel projection Fi for each image, parameterized by the plane
normal vector in the camera frame (two degrees of freedom assuming the
vector is normalized s.t. ‖n‖ = 1.
3. a similarity Si which warps the i’th image to the world frame (four degrees
of freedom by 4.3.2).
The edges in the graph are derived from the inter-image homographies gener-
ated during graph construction. For a given pair of images, either a single edge
representing the homography error (10.19) or one edge per inlier point pair based
on the point match error (10.21) is present in the graph. While there is no techni-
cal impediment to mixing the edge types in a single graph, at present each type is
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used exclusively in a given graph, defined at the time of construction. The vertices
and initial state estimates are otherwise identical between the two graph types.
Within g2o, individual nodes can be designated as either fixed or optimizable.
By manipulating this designation, it is possible to optimize a given graph strictly
for similarities, or for similarities and fronto-parallel projections. The Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm provided by g2o is used for error function minimization.
10.3.3 Graph creation
The Smartpig image processing and graph construction process is detailed in
Figure 10.2. Each image is processed sequentially as it arrives with the goal of
establishing inter-image homographies to one or more of the existing images. The
initial estimates for the image’s similarity and fronto-parallel projection are also
set from these alignments. This portion of Smartpig focuses on robustness —
both conservative rejection of homographies which may be incorrect, and recovery
after an image fails to align to an existing image.
During processing, Smartpig can maintain multiple graphs (submaps) in par-
allel. Each consists of images which are successfully aligned to each other, but
which collectively have not matched to another submap. New images are added
to the current graph, but if Smartpig fails to align an image with any existing
images it will start a new graph and add subsequent images to that new graph. As
each new image is added it will continue to attempt to align it with all previous
graphs. If such a match can subsequently be made, it merges the two submaps,
with the long-term goal of generating a single submap representing the entire data
set. This allows Smartpig to operate over areas of challenging image matching
or to recover from “lost robot” scenarios.
The first image establishes the world origin for the first graph (S1 = I). The
similarity for this first image is fixed and is not optimized. An initial estimate for
the camera intrinsics K is taken as known a priori, either from a previous explicit
calibration or derived from first principles.
For each subsequent image, Smartpig first attempts to align it with the pre-
vious image. To do so it:
1. Extracts SIFT descriptors from both images. The covariance of the i’th
SIFT feature is approximated as per Ozog and Eustice (2013b) based on
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Figure 10.2: Flowchart for Smartpig graph generation.
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Zeisl et al. (2009):
Σxi =
[
σ2i 0
0 σ2i
]
, (10.23)
where σi is the scale of the i’th keypoint.
2. Forms putative pairs by a brute force search paired with the Lowe’s SIFT
ratio-of-descriptor-distances heuristic (2004). If this set of putative matches
is too small, the alignment fails.
3. Performs RANSAC robust homography estimation per Fischler and Bolles
(1981), followed by a nonlinear optimization on the inliers. If RANSAC is
unable to find a homography within an acceptable number of iterations, the
alignment fails.
4. Evaluates the resulting homography with a battery of heuristic tests:
(a) Small net pitch/roll. Assuming all images are taken near-nadir, the
gross roll/pitch motion between any two images should be bounded.
The homography is decomposed as per Ma et al. (2004). If either pitch
or roll exceeds a threshold, the alignment fails.
(b) Bounded scale, perspective and affine components. The homography is
subject to the projective decomposition:
Hij =
[
sR t
0T 1
][
K 0
0T 1
][
I 0
vT v
]
, (10.24)
where R is a 2×2 rotation matrix and K is an upper-triangular matrix
K =
[
a b
0 c
]
, (10.25)
with |K| = 1. The homography is rejected if:
• the scale term s falls outside acceptable bounds,
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• the norm of the perspective component v is larger than a threshold,
i.e., ‖v‖ > ,
• max(a, c)/min(a, c) is much larger than 1,
• b is greater than a threshold.
(c) Minimum percentage of inliers. If the fraction of putative matches inlier
to the homography is less than a threshold, the homography is rejected.
(d) Minimum number of inliers. If the number of inlier pairs is less than a
threshold, the homography is rejected.
The covariance of the homography is estimated from the inlier point pair covari-
ances by linearized propagation as per Ochoa and Belongie (2006).
If the alignment with the preceding image fails, Smartpig enters a search
mode where it attempts to align the current image with any previous image in
the current graph. Smartpig currently performs a brute force search against
all images, sorted by Euclidean distance from the last good image, although this
would be an obvious point for improvement. A scene-recognition algorithm (e.g.,
Bag-of-Words as described by Botterill et al. 2008) could be used to search the
existing images for likely matches to the current image. If any of these alignments
succeed, the search halts and processing continues as if the initial alignment has
succeeded.
If this full-search alignment fails, the image is used to seed a new submap. It
is set as the fixed origin of that graph, and all subsequent operations work against
that new graph.
If either the alignment to the previous image or the full-search alignment suc-
ceeds, the current image is added to the graph containing the matching image.
The fronto-parallel projection, Fj, for the new image is initialized by decomposing
the inter-image homography to calculate nj. The image-to-world similarity, Sj, is
then initialized by:
Sj = Si
(
F−1j KHijK
−1Fi
)
. (10.26)
The covariance ΣSij of the image-to-image similarity is re-calculated by forward
propagation of the inlier point matches, and the covariance for the image-to-world
similarity is set to
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ΣSj = ΣSi + ΣSij . (10.27)
Finally, appropriate homography or point match edges are added to the graph
representing the image-to-image constraint.
Next, the overlap between the current image and every other image in the
current submap is calculated, and image alignment is attempted where that overlap
is greater than a threshold. These secondary alignments use Extended Brute Force
pose-guided matching (Chapter 7) with ratio testing to improve the likelihood of
success, but the resulting homographies are tested with the same heuristic tests
as before.
For each successful secondary alignment, the similarity covariance for the cur-
rent image given that new alignment is calculated by (10.27). If the determinant
of that new covariance is less than the determinant of the current similarity co-
variance, the image’s similarity is updated from the secondary alignment. This
ensures each similarity is initialized with the minimum-covariance estimate given
all the paths through the graph (to that point) from the origin. The alignment
which ultimately sets the initial estimate of an image’s similarity is “authoritative”
for that vertex. Each successful secondary alignment also contributes new edges
to the graph.
Finally, if more than one submap exists, an exhaustive search is performed
between the current image and all images in other submaps.3 If any of these
alignments are successful, the resulting inter-image similarity is used to merge
the two graphs. In general, the larger (by number of images) graph absorbs the
smaller.
Take image i as being in the graph to be absorbed, designated with a prime,
with a similarity S′i. During the exhaustive search, it successfully aligns with image
j in a different (non-primed) graph, generating an image-to-image similarity of Sji.
The similarity between the origins of the two graphs can be calculated
Stransfer = SjSjiS
′−1
i . (10.28)
This transform can be applied globally to all members of the absorbed graph. By
3 Again, this would clearly be an ideal location for further optimization using place or scene
recognition.
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definition the constraint between images i and j is the first edge between elements
of the two graphs, and no edges need to be modified.
Following a merge, the overlap is estimated between all image pairings between
the absorbing and absorbed graphs. As before, any pairs with sufficient overlap
are tested for alignment using pose-guided matching, with new edges added for
any successful alignments.
10.4 Ground reference
As described here, Smartpig has no inherent mechanism for aligning the graph
to a global coordinate system.
To allow comparison of the Smartpig graph with real world data, ground
control points (GCPs) are used to align the graph frame to a global coordinate
system. For the A1, A3, and A4 data sets used in Section 10.8, 19 GCPs were
located in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system using geo-
referenced aerial imagery. The equivalent pixel locations for each GCP were then
identified by hand in each image in which it appears. The ground control points
are divided into “alignment” and “test” points. Alignment points are used to
generate the global transform for the mosaic, while test GCPs are reserved for
validation.
Figure 10.3 shows two images from the test data set with two hand-identified
GCPs location. The yellow circles indicate the estimated position of that GCP
projected from every other image in the data set in which it occurs. In the case
where the Smartpig graph is highly consistent, these circles would be coincident
both with each other and with the reference points (as in Figure 10.3a). If the
Smartpig graph is less consistent, there will be variability both amongst the
reprojected points — indicating the Smartpig graph state does not reproject the
GCPs to the same global position — nor will the reprojected points be close the
world location (for example Figure 10.3b).
If xn,m is the pixel location of the m’th GCP in the n’th image, then the
estimated location of that point in the graph frame is
Xn,m = SnFnK
−1xn,m. (10.29)
Given M alignment GCPs, gm, each of which appear in Nm images (with Nm
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(a) IMG7424 from set A3.
(b) IMG7623 from set A4.
Figure 10.3: Ground control points identified in two images in the Motueka A3
(10.3a) and A4 (10.3b) data sets. The location of the ground control point in the
image is shown in cyan, and identified with a label. The yellow circles give the
location of the ground control point reprojected from other images in a particular
Smartpig map, with one circle per other image in the map in which the control
point also appears.
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varying for each GCP), the global estimate, Gˆ, minimizes the total reprojection
error
Gˆ = arg min
G
M∑
m=1
Nm∑
n=1
‖gm −GXn,m‖ (10.30)
where G is explicitly constrained to be a similarity.
Having calculated Gˆ, the estimated global reprojection of the m’th GCP in
the n’th image is
Xˆn,m = GˆSnFnK
−1xn,m. (10.31)
At present, global alignment occurs as an explicit post-processing stage. Smart-
pig does not make use of the ground control information either as a prior on image
associations/alignment or to set the expected shape of the final map.
10.5 Pose recovery
Having constructed and optimized the image graph, the camera pose can be esti-
mated. By (9.4), the pose of the world origin in the camera frame can be recovered
from
Qi = (SiFi)
−1 =
[
r1 r2 ti.
]
. (10.32)
When the global transform Gˆ is known as per Section 10.4, it can be concate-
nated to the similarity, giving
Qi =
(
GˆSiFi
)−1
. (10.33)
The first two columns of Qi will not inherently be normal, but as (9.1) is homo-
geneous, (10.32) can be scaled by ‖r1‖ to produce
Qˆi =
Qi
‖r1‖ =
[
rˆ1 rˆ2 tˆi
]
(10.34)
The third column of Rˆ can then be recovered
Rˆi =
[
rˆ1 rˆ2 (rˆ1 × rˆ2)
]
. (10.35)
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Rˆi and tˆi give the orientation of the world frame and the position of the world
origin, both in the camera frame. The camera orientation R′i and camera center
position t′i in the world frame can be recovered as described in Diebel (2006):
R′i = Rˆ
T
i , (10.36)
t′i = −RˆTi tˆi. (10.37)
10.6 Implementation details
Smartpig is written in Ruby, extended by libraries written in C++ and Ruby
extensions written in C++ with the Rice framework (see Figure 10.4). The primary
Ruby dependency is the experiment support library which contains code common
to many of experiments described in this document.
In addition, Smartpig relies on two significant open-source projects, the OpenCV
computer vision library (implemented in C and C++) and the g2o graph optimiza-
tion toolkit. Each in turn has its own sub-dependencies, notably g2o relies on
the eigen matrix mathematics toolkit and a number of specialized packages for
solving sparse linear factorization problems. As discussed in detail in Appendix
A, Ruby interfaces with OpenCV through the OpenCV-Rice extension.
Following the design pattern from OpenCV-Rice for g2o, a set of secondary
C++ classes were developed to define application-specific node and edges classes
which inherit from g2o templates. These classes are collected in the graphmosaic
library. A Ruby extension mosaicker (the original name for Smartpig) is written
in C++ and Rice to map graphmosaic into Ruby.
The initial graph construction detailed in Section 10.3.3 occurs within Ruby,
using OpenCV-Rice for image manipulation, feature extraction, matching, etc.
The script then uses the mosaicker extension to construct the graph in g2o. For
checkpointing and redundancy, the scripts implement extensive object serialization
and unserialization routines which allow the current state of the g2o graph to be
written to file at any point, then recovered.
In practice, this means that the actual functionality of Smartpig can be dis-
tributed amongst several scripts. For example, currently the graph creation is run
as one script. It generates an initialized but unoptimized graph, then serializes
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Smartpig
experiment support
experiment support
OpenCV-Rice
OpenCV
mosaicker
graphmosaic
g2o
eigen CHOLMOD . . .
Figure 10.4: Structure of Smartpig software. Elements written in C/C++ are
drawn in green, those written in C++ for interface with Ruby with Rice are blue,
and pure-Ruby elements are red. Elements written as part of this research appear
as filled blocks in the diagram, while open-source software elements appear as
outlined blocks.
the graph state to a file. Optimization occurs in a separate script which loads
that graph state, calls the relevant optimization routines in g2o, and serializes the
resulting graph back to a new file. Similarly, mosaicking, and pose recovery also
occur in separate scripts, which read in a graph state and output an image or
camera position file, respectively. There is no technical impediment to placing all
of these functionalities together in one location, although having the processing be
relatively disjoint allows for methodical analysis of the results after each stage.
The Ruby script is inherently single-threaded. However, both the g2o and
OpenCV toolkits, as well as various bespoke software elements written in C++ were
compiled with the OpenMP multithreading extension. This provides straightfor-
ward support for multi-threaded loop unrolling which provides a significant perfor-
mance boost on multi-core processors when performing iterative operations. For
example, both the brute-force feature matching algorithm in OpenCV and the
Hessian estimation portion of g2o use OpenMP for parallelism.
On the other side of the performance balance sheet, the g2o edge types defined
in graphmosaic use the automatic numeric differentiation provided by g2o. While
this is understood to be slower than providing an analytic solution it minimized the
time commitment while developing and debugging the algorithm. Implementing
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a analytic Jacobian function for a few critical edge types would further accelerate
the algorithm.
All benchmarks presented here were generated on a single Intel Core i7-3770K
processor with 4 real cores (8 virtual cores through Hyperthreading).
10.7 Metrics for evaluation
Three metrics are proposed for evaluating a given Smartpig mosaic.
1. The image locations associated with the m’th GCP can be reprojected into
the world frame by (10.31). In an ideal reconstruction these points will be
coincident. For the m’th GCP, this coincidence can be quantified by the
standard deviation of the reprojected points
cm =
∑
Nm
(
Xˆn,m −
∑
Nm
Xˆn,m
N
)2 12 , (10.38)
where the m’th GCP appears in Nm images. Note by using the globally
aligned reprojection, Xˆn,m, the resulting deviation is rectified to meters.
Calculating the same quantity using the non-globally-aligned reprojection
Xn,m would provide a non-metric measure of GCP coincidence.
The total coincidence, C, is the rms coincidence over all M GCPs:
C =
(∑
M
‖cm‖2
) 1
2
. (10.39)
2. The fit of the image locations for the m’th GCP to its world location can be
measured as the standard deviation
wm =
(∑
N
(
Xˆn,m − gm
)2) 12
, (10.40)
with aggregate fit for the entire data set as the rms over all M GCPs:
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W =
(∑
M
‖wm‖2
) 1
2
, (10.41)
for either the alignment (Walign) or test (Wtest) GCPs.
3. Unfortunately, for the data presented here, ground truth camera pose was not
measured in situ. Instead, each dataset was processed with the Photoscan
3D reconstruction software with the alignment GCPs for ground control (see
Appendix B). The output from Photoscan’s bundle adjustment is taken as
ground truth for camera positions. The quality of the estimated camera pose
is quantified as P , the rms horizontal error for all camera stations.
10.8 Results
Smartpig was run over three of the Motueka airport data sets (A1, A3, and A4)
in the Motueka airport data set. As a sample, Figure 10.5 shows the unoptimized
output from the Smartpig algorithm over six images from the A3 dataset. This
image, and all mosaics which follow, have been generated by taking the average
pixel value for all images incident with a given point in the mosaic; as a result, the
goal is not final image quality but to highlight the coincidence and consistency (or
lack thereof) of the resulting map.
Each image center is marked with a red dot. These image centers are connected
by lines (edges) indicating successful inter-image alignments. Edges shown in red
are authoritative (responsible for setting the initial state estimate for an image),
with other inter-image links shown in white. In this case, the first image in the
set is at the lower left, and the chain of authoritativeness can be followed around
the graph.
The world location of ground control points are shown in cyan for “reference”
GCPs, and magenta for “test” GCPs. The reprojected GCP locations from each
image are drawn as yellow circles — when images are well aligned these circles will
be concentric, as in the lower-most GCP. When there are inconsistencies in the
alignment, the GCPs will reproject to slightly different world locations, resulting
in a “cluster” of yellow circles, as at the rightmost GCP. These data elements
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Figure 10.5: Unoptimized mosaic of six images from the A3 dataset. Image cen-
ters are numbered in order of processing. Red lines are authoritative inter-image
alignments, with non-authoritative alignments shown in white. The world loca-
tions of ground control points are shown in cyan for reference points and magenta
for test points, while the projected locations of each test point from each image is
shown as a yellow circles.
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Algorithm C Walign Wtest P
Unoptimized 289 nodes 2.862 7.920 6.932 13.97
Point match edges 155,470 edges
Optimize for S 10 iterations, 23.8 s 0.623 3.736 3.157 11.83
Optimize for S,F 18 iterations, 47.7 s 0.468 4.119 3.644 12.13
Homography edges 264 edges
Optimize for S 11 iterations, 76 ms 0.790 3.240 2.348 10.99
Optimize for S,F 11 iterations, 470 ms 1.914 5.467 6.290 23.87
Table 10.1: Reconstruction metrics for the Smartpig mosaic of the A3 data
set. As the global transform has been estimated, all reconstruction metrics are in
meters.
are used consistently throughout the remainder of this chapter. This small map
contains sufficient reference control points to align the image to the global frame,
and the top of the image is to the north.
Note also the significant blurring of the hanger. As might be expected, as the
hanger does not lie on the ground plane, its projection does not conform to the
planar assumption, and so it is not coincident in the overlain images.
10.8.1 The Motueka A3 data set
Smartpig can be used to mosaic the full A3 data, containing 144 images. The
images are processed sequentially and incrementally, as if they were received in
situ from the camera on the microlight. For this flight the microlight starts in the
lower left (southwest) corner and performs a “lawnmower” style survey west-to-
east and south-to-north. At the conclusion of that survey it transits the length of
the runway from northeast to southwest.
The resulting Smartpig unoptimized graph, shown in Figure 10.6, contains
289 nodes (144 image similarities, 144 frontal projections, one camera intrinsics)
and 155,740 edges when using the point match constraint, or 264 edges when
using the homography constraint. The overall mosaic is certainly recognizable as
an airfield, although there are significant disjoints, for example on the runway
just northeast of image center. The trees to the northwest of image center also
show significant blurring and double images, indicating a poor initial estimate on
image alignment. Examining the overlaid graph structure, these errors are perhaps
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Figure 10.6: Unoptimized mosaic for A3 data set consisting of 144 images. See
Figure 10.5 for description of graphical elements.
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Figure 10.7: Smartpig mosaic of A3 after optimization for similarities and frontal
projections using point match edges. See Figure 10.5 for description of graphical
elements.
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more understandable, given the relatively low number of image interconnects in
the areas of strong image distortion.
Overall, the GCPs are relatively coherent (tightly clustered) except in the areas
previously mentioned. The fit to the world coordinates is somewhat less precise
with, for example, large errors to the two GCP locations in the southeast of the
image.
Both types of graphs can then be optimized for just inter-image similarities S,
or for both the similarities and frontal projections F. Figure 10.7 shows the mosaic
after optimization for F and S with point match edges. After this optimization
most of the visible image distortions have been removed and the coherence is
improved for all GCPs. This improvement is reflected in the reprojection errors
given in Table 10.1, for this graph, as well as for homography edges. Note this
particular configuration (optimizing for S and F with point match edges) results
in the greatest GCP coherence (C), but the homography edges produce a slightly
better mosaic from the perspective of matching the world locations of the ground
control.
Figure 10.8 shows the absolute errors from the reprojected image points to the
GCP locations for three of the control points. With optimization there is a clear
reduction both in cluster size and in error to the GCP location. Figure 10.9 shows
the x− and y−components of the GCP coincidence measure cm for all GCPs,
showing the increase in point coincidence given optimization.
The recovered camera pose from the optimized graph is shown in Figure 10.10
with the ground truth result from Photoscan.
Finally, the total optimization cost was measured at intervals during the graph
construction, as shown in Figure 10.11. The optimization cost is proportional to
the number of edges, and in this case the number of edges is exponential relative to
the number of images due to the strongly overlapped nature of the images. With
point match edges, the number of edges and cost of computation are ∼ 3 orders
of magnitude greater than with the homography edges. However, by Table 10.1,
the point match edges do produce more cohesive mosaics, although this coherence
is not necessarily reflected in the accuracy of the final product to ground truth.
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Figure 10.8: Absolute reprojection errors for reprojected image GCPs by (10.31)
relative to ground truth locations for three of the control points shown in Figure
10.7. The point seventh dash is the alignment (cyan) point on the runway center-
line just northeast of image center. The point tip of arrow occurs at the tip of the
arrow on the runway at the southwest corner of the airfield. The point weather
station occurs in the open area north of tip of arrow.
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Figure 10.9: Standard deviations for all image point clusters in the A3 data set
without optimization, and with optimization using point match edges.
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Figure 10.10: Estimated camera locations recovered from optimized mosaic for
A3, compared to output from Photoscan bundle adjustment software. For clarity,
positions are given in the local UTM coordinate zone but offset from a virtual
origin of 666000 N, 5445000 E.
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Figure 10.11: Number of edges and time for full optimization on F and S during
processing of mosaic. Results averaged over 9 iterations for each graph size.
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Figure 10.12: Unoptimized mosaic of the A4 data set, containing 147 images.
10.8.2 The Motueka A4 dataset
Smartpig can similarly be used to generate a map from the A4 data set. The
resulting unoptimized map, containing 147 images, is shown in Figure 10.12, and
the metrics against ground truth as given in Table 10.2. Note in contrast to the
A3 map the top and bottom halves of the resulting mosaic are relatively better
formed however the two are only joined by a single constraint. The effect of this
disjoint can be seen after optimization in Figure 10.13, where the two portions of
the map have drifted relative to each other. Indeed, the top portion of the map
has suffered an interesting “shrinkage” because there is only a weak constraint to
set the local scale for that portion of the map. The resulting mosaic is also canted
slightly as a result of solving for the global similarity for the now distorted image.
To test the concept, the two halves of A4 can be processed independently.
Set A4-A consists of the 89 images which occur south of the pathological link,
while set A4-B consists of the 58 images which lie north of the link. As shown
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Figure 10.13: Optimized mosaic of A4 data set.
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(a) Unoptimized mosaic.
(b) Mosaic after optimization for S,F with point match constraints.
Figure 10.14: Unoptimized and optimized mosaics for A4-A, the subset of A4
south of the pathological edge in Figure 10.12.
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Figure 10.15: Estimated camera locations for A4-A from optimized graph, com-
pared to output from Photoscan bundle adjustment software. For clarity, posi-
tions are given in the local UTM coordinate zone but offset from a virtual origin
of 666000 N, 5445000 E.
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(a) Unoptimized mosaic.
(b) Mosaic after optimization for S,F with point match constraints.
Figure 10.16: Unoptimized and optimized mosaics for A4-B, the subset of A4
north of the pathological edge in Figure 10.12.
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Figure 10.17: Estimated camera locations for A4-B from optimized graph, com-
pared to output from Photoscan bundle adjustment software. For clarity, posi-
tions are given in the local UTM coordinate zone but offset from a virtual origin
of 666000 N, 5445000 E.
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in Figures 10.14 and 10.16, and in Table 10.2, each subset of the data processes
correctly on its own. In particular the accuracy of the A4-B set is comparable to
the results with A3. The A4-A set, however, is notably less accurate. Looking
at the optimized mosaic in Figure 10.14b, it appears the majority of the error can
be attributed to a small number of points which are neither coincident with their
cohort of image points, nor close to the ground control points.
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Set Algorithm C Walign Wtest P
A4
(Fig 10.12)
147 images
Unoptimized 295 nodes 3.963 6.106 6.841
A4-A
(Fig 10.14)
89 images
Unoptimized 179 nodes 2.796 4.375 6.078 16.95
Point matches 57892 edges
Opt. S 16 iter., 10.2 s 1.944 2.621 4.540 16.26
Opt. S,F 138 iter., 121.8 s 1.562 3.100 4.924 9.58
Homography 161 edges
Opt. S 7 iter., 29.6 ms 1.539 3.645 4.364 15.56
Opt. S,F 16 iter., 114.8 ms 2.313 4.608 7.144 22.91
A4-B
(Fig 10.16)
58 images
Unoptimized 117 nodes 5.718 6.474 6.980 24.64
Point matches 57892 edges
Opt. S 8 iter., 5.46 s 0.646 3.161 3.699 24.10
Opt. S,F 20 iter., 18.9 s 0.492 2.767 3.322 23.55
Homography edges
Opt. S 4 iter., 26.4 ms 0.792 2.641 3.877 23.91
Opt. S,F 12 iter., 61.s ms 0.979 3.315 5.367 28.60
Table 10.2: Reconstruction metrics from mosaicking of image set A4 and its sub-
sets A4-A and A4-B.
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10.8.3 The Motueka A1 dataset
The optimized and unoptimized mosaics for the Motueka A1 dataset are shown in
Figures 10.18 and 10.19, respectively, with the quantitative results in Table 10.3.
The data set consists of a flight taken from the southwest corner of the airfield,
down the length of the runway followed by a return trip.
As the A1 dataset is visibly quite different from the A3 and A4 datasets, it
is critical to demonstrating the capabilities of the PigPen algorithm in Chapter
12. This dataset differs from the A3 and A4 sets in a number of ways. First,
the images are notably darker (underexposed) relative to the A3 and A4 sets.
It’s unclear if this relates to a configuration problem with the camera or if it is
a natural consequence of the time of day and weather conditions at the time of
flight.
Further, as can be seen in Figure 10.19, the images are not evenly spaced.
The precise reason for this pathology is unknown, however it’s believed to be a
combination of two factors. First, early experiments did not use an intervalometer
to trigger the camera at a constant rate. Instead, the camera was configured to
capture images at the maximum possible rate. Unfortunately, due to the resolution
of the images being captured and the transfer rate of the storage medium, the rate
of image capture was not constant. The camera would capture a burst of 7-12
images, then pause while the system caught up, then capture another burst.
Furthermore, there was a period of experimentation with a gimballed gyro-
stabilized mount. In early configurations the gyroscopic mass was too small for
the mass of the camera, leading to an under-damped system, which might explain
the tendency for image bursts to trace smooth lines. Alternatively, the XT914
microlight is a mass-shift system and it is controlled by the pilot shifting the
mass of the engine, occupants and superstructure relative to the wing using a
hang-glider-like control bar. The smooth arcs of the images might relate to the
motion of the microlight itself, but only become obvious when captured at the
faster framerate.
In either case this leads to a challenging dataset for Smartpig. The image sets
feature long sequences of images with maximal overlap and repetition, followed by
a single long jump, often with minimal overlap, as the camera pauses to recover.
The Photoscan software was unable to process the A1 data set, hence there is
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no camera position ground truth for comparison.
Set Algorithm C Walign Wtest
A4-A
(Fig 10.14)
89 images
Unoptimized 179 nodes 2.796 4.375 6.078
Point matches 57892 edges
Opt. S 16 iter., 10.2 s 1.944 2.621 4.540
Opt. S,F 138 iter., 121.8 s 1.562 3.100 4.924
Homography 161 edges
Opt. S 7 iter., 29.6 ms 1.539 3.645 4.364
Opt. S,F 16 iter., 114.8 ms 2.313 4.608 7.144
Table 10.3: Reconstruction metrics from mosaicking of image set A1.
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Figure 10.18: Unoptimized mosaic of the A1 data set, containing 178 images.
Before mosaicking, the images have been brightened by 100% as the original images
are very dark (underexposed). Smartpig processes the images at their original
brightness.
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Figure 10.19: Optimized mosaic of full A1 data set. As noted in Figure 10.18, the
brightness of the images has been increased by 100% before mosaicking.
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10.9 Self-calibration in Smartpig
As structured, Smartpig has the potential to include the camera intrinsics as an
optimizable quantity, following on from Menudet et al. (2008). Initial experiments
including the camera intrinsics resulted in unstable optimizations, suggesting that
the camera intrinsics and fronto-parallel projection are not independent. However,
such experiments also showed that the resulting Smartpig graph was robust to
incorrect initial estimates of K, again suggesting that Fi could compensate for the
error.
In any case, an accurate K is necessary for pose recovery. Further investigation
is required to determine if Smartpig can function as an alternative algorithm for
camera self-calibration.
10.10 Conclusions and further extensions
As shown, the decomposition of inter-image homographies into fronto-parallel pro-
jections and similarities is a successful strategy for mosaicking large numbers of
images of a planar surface without the distortions commonly associated with chain-
ing homographies. The resulting graph structure is both conceptually tractable
and computationally efficient for producing an best-estimate arrangement of the
captured images on the plane.
Although the underlying geometric model is robust, Smartpig requires accu-
rate inter-image homographies for successful map creation. While the algorithm
detailed here uses a number of heuristics to conservatively reject suspect homo-
graphies, it itself proposes no new innovations on the robust generation of those
homographies. As such, further improvements to Smartpig may occur not within
the fundamentals of Smartpig itself, but in how it generates and appraises inter-
image homographies. Smartpig might also be extended to detect when the planar
assumption is incorrect. In the small scale this might include rejection of point
pairs which are off-the-plane, while in the large scale it should include detection
of a grossly non-planar scene.
• Integration of external sensor input (e.g., GPS, IMU) to assist with image
alignment, potentially as an additional constraint on the graph and to solve
the global transform in situ.
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• Consider other approaches to pose guidance when matching. For example,
pose prior information might be used to define search regions for putative pair
generation, e.g. as implemented by Pizarro et al. (2003), or pose information
might be used to increase the efficiency of the RANSAC robust estimation
phase as per Chapter 8.
• The heuristic-based approach to selecting good hypotheses, while effective, is
neither theoretically satisfying, nor adaptive to changing image conditions.
• As conceived, Smartpig initializes the inter-image similarity and fronto-
parallel projection given the first successful alignment. It is unable to track
multiple mutually exclusive hypotheses or assess the overall coherence of a
set of potential similarities.
• The issue of optimizing the camera intrinsics remains unresolved.
• Better detection and rejection of off-plane point pairs and detection of cases
where the planarity condition no longer holds.
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Chapter XI
The featurescape and the extension of Smartpig to
persistent navigation
Smartpig is an effective algorithm for mosaicking planar images, and can
be used iteratively as a solution to the problem of simultaneous localization and
mapping. However, it is not suitable for long-term persistent navigation, as it
shares the core flaw of many other SLAM algorithms: it stores and optimizes the
full data history. As shown in Chapter 10, the cost of optimization is proportional
to the number of inter-image edges. As the robot continues to gather images, the
image graph will continue to grow as will the cost of optimization.
The proposal is that Smartpig can be made into a persistent navigation al-
gorithm by distinguishing between a short-term data representation (Smartpig’s
images and homography-based edges) and a long-term data representation, the
featurescape. While the former scales with mission length, the latter should be
roughly constant in size for a given mission area. At intervals, the short term data
can be converted to long-term storage, resetting the mission-length dependent data
size. Importantly, the introduction of the featurescape requires no fundamental
changes to the underlying graph paradigm of Smartpig, only new vertex and a
new edge types.
This chapter introduces the concept of the featurescape and details the con-
version process by which a Smartpig graph of images becomes a featurescape.
It also considers a number of candidate algorithms for matching images to the
featurescape.
Chapter 12 then describes the full evolution of Smartpig to Persistent Navi-
gation with Planar Image Graphs (PigPen), and gives a number of examples of
PigPen built on the datasets shown in Chapter 10.
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11.1 The featurescape
The core unit of image data in Smartpig is a single point (SIFT) feature, indexed
by the image in which it appears. As the Smartpig graph grows, the number
of stored images, and the number of associated SIFT features, increases in an
unsustainable manner. The proposal is that this short-term data representation
can be re-arranged into a new representation, the featureescape, which is better
suited for the efficient long-term representation of many repeated views of the
same area.
11.2 Motivation
Point features have emerged as a efficient and effective mechanism for generalized
image-to-image alignment. Point feature implementations underpin many popular
computer vision application spaces: image stitching/panorama generation place
and object recognition, 3D reconstruction, and robot mapping/localization. Algo-
rithm development has focused largely on the fast and accurate alignment of pairs
of images — or more precisely the alignment of sets of features extracted from a
pair of images.
This approach becomes problematic when dealing with large, highly redundant
sets of images, as when using vision for long-term robot navigation. Over the short
term it is feasible, and even desirable, for a robot to maintain a perfect memory
of every image it has ever gathered, as this provides the greatest possible set
of information for building a representation of the world. Over the long term,
however, the robot cannot devote infinite resources to the storage of past views of
the world.
On the other hand, past images provide experiential knowledge that the robot
can use to improve feature matching on future visits. Every repeated viewing of a
world location provides additional information about the subtle (and at times not
so subtle) variations which may affect that point’s appearance.
Even in the absence of gross scene changes, each image will include variations in
the scene appearance: varying levels of illumination intensity and apparent colour
depending on the time of day and ambient conditions, moving shadows, varying
amounts of specular reflection, differences between ambient/natural and artificial
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lighting. As per Chapter 6, these changes can pose a significant challenge for
the robot’s visual matching system. Does capturing these subtle variations justify
storing every image?
The challenge, then, is to efficiently store and use multiple redundant views
of the same location, particularly with the knowledge that the variability of those
views is not due solely to stochastic noise, but may reflect real world processes. Is
it necessary or effective to model those processes?
Explicit modelling of physical processes leaves open the possibility of excluding
important error sources from the model. Trained or machine-learning approaches
are attractive because they do not require explicit development of a world model,
instead relying on the ML algorithm to extract the best explanation for the image
variability. ML algorithms, however, require significant training data, with the
ever-present question of whether the training data properly represents to true
data to be seen “in the field.”
This chapter puts forward an alternative proposal which focuses on capturing
and using information from a small number of repeated observations. As the
number of observations grows, it also provides a context in which modelling or
machine learning might take place, although that is outside the scope of this
exploration.
The featurescape is based on the observation that prior knowledge about which
point features are “good” representations of the image contents exists: the fea-
tures which are correctly matched (inlier) during image-to-image alignment. By
definition the two features in an inlier match are representations of the same world
point and are “distinct” or less likely to be inadvertently matched with an incor-
rect point. Over many observations of the same point, there are likely to be world
points which occur in inlier matches again and again. The featurescape gathers
this collection of features corresponding to the same world point into a feature
stack, providing a basis for assessing the long-term variability of the features cor-
responding to that world location.
As a stack accumulates features, the information about the variability of the as-
sociated world point’s appearance grows, but the redundancy might also increase.
Is it possible to determine which of the constituent features are most descriptive
and discard the redundant features? Could a set of descriptors be be condensed
into a more compact form which explicitly quantifies their variability? Could the
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contents of a stack be used to create an explicit model of the change in appearance
over imaging conditions?
Three primary design goals are put forward for a featurescape:
1. A featurescape containing information from a particular image should be no
worse at matching than the image itself.
2. By containing a diversity of appearances, a featurescape should offer better
matching performance than its constituent images.
3. A featurescape should provide be more compact and more computationally
efficient in the long term than an equivalent set of discrete images.
The first two concepts are explored in this chapter.
11.3 Related work
The idea of storing multiple representations of a landmark has been proposed
previously in the SLAM and augmented reality literature, although the focus has
been on selecting a representation which is most geometrically compatible with the
estimated camera pose. For example, Klein and Murray’s PTAM (2007) selects
keypoints which are most likely to be normal to the camera’s estimated line of
sight. Davison’s MonoSLAM (2007) also uses a reduced set of high likelihood
features, although it does not explicitly maintain a history of those features over
time.
It would also be fair to compare the featurescape representation to the bag of
words (BoW) algorithm (see, for example Csurka et al., 2004) and to the greater
problem of object and place recognition. In particular, BoW and similar algorithms
seek to reduce the dimensionality of the feature matching problem (a diverse set of
features in an image becomes a greatly reduced membership based on a dictionary).
BoW, however, decimate the set of features in an image into a more compact form
for the purposes of comparing whole images to each other. The featurescape
approach decimates sets of features for a single landmark to a compact form for
point-to-point matching.
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11.4 Featurescape generation
Given a set of images containing point features, the featurescape identifies and
collates clusters of point features which correspond to the same world location and
are believed to be relatively well-matching (loosely defined). It achieves both of
those criteria by taking features which have participated in inlier matches during
the homography estimation phase.
Specifically, assume the feature xi in an image was matched with x
′
j in a second
image, and that pairing was found to be inlier during homography estimation
xi ↔ x′j,
using the↔ notation to show the two features are in correspondence. During later
processing, those features might participate in other inlier matches with features
in other images
xi ↔ x′′k,
x′j ↔ x′′′m.
These four features are asserted to all show the same world location, and can
be gathered into a feature stack:
cn =
[
xi,x
′
j,x
′′
k,x
′′′
m
]
. (11.1)
The set of all stacks is the featurescape C. Each stack contains a variable number
of features ranging from two to the number of images in the data set. Features
which have not participated in an inlier match are discarded.
11.5 Featurescape matching
Having generated a featurescape the follow-on concern is using it for effective image
alignment. Both an image and the featurescape have designated point feature
locations (keypoints in the image, stacks in the featurescape), but whereas each
keypoint in the image has a single associated descriptor, each stack has multiple
associated descriptors from its constituent features. As a naive first step, are there
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effective algorithms for handling this one-to-many matching problem?
As detailed in Section 3.3.1, in conventional image-to-image matching, putative
matches are formed by minimizing a similarity distance function
f ′1nn (fj) = arg min
f ′i∈F′
d
(
fi, f
′
j
)
. (11.2)
where f ′1nn is the best (first nearest neighbor or “1nn”) match for f
′
j out of the set
of features F′. While this calculation is directional (for each member of F find the
best-match amongst the members of F′, or vice versa), the overall performance in
either direction should be roughly equivalent, assuming the two feature sets have
roughly the same number of members and cover the same spatial extent.
In contrast, finding the best stack from a featurescape for each image feature,
or best image feature for each stack can be seen as two distinct problems. Describe
the former as “forward” matching, where the goal is to find the best match stack
from a featurescape C for each feature f ′j from a set of features F
′:
c1nn
(
f ′j
)
= arg min
ci∈C
g
(
ci, f
′
j
)
. (11.3)
The converse, “reverse” matching, seeks a best-match feature for each stack ci in
the featurescape:
f ′1nn (ci) = arg min
f ′j∈F′
h
(
ci, f
′
j
)
. (11.4)
Unlike the case of matching two images, the featurescape will typically have a
lower density (stacks per unit area) than the query image but will cover a larger
spatial extent. As such, when some prior information on the location of a given
image is available it might be advantageous to spatially subset the featurescape
before matching. One potential implementation of this subsetting is used in Pig-
Pen, as described in Chapter 12. Alternatively, over many matches, a greater
amount of metadata becomes available about the suitability of each stack as a
potential match. This information might be used to pre-select sets of “strong”
stacks before matching, either for computational efficiency or to improve the qual-
ity of the resulting sets of putative matches. A version of this stack selectivity is
described below.
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11.5.1 Forward matchers
As per equation (11.3), a forward matcher seeks a best putative matching stack for
each feature in the query image. A number of potential approaches are proposed.
The basic Forward matcher algorithm aggregate the features from all stacks
in the featurescape into a set FC and matches as per standard image-to-image
matching. The best-match stack for a given image feature is then the stack which
contains the best-match feature from FC .
c1nn
(
f ′j
)
= c
[
arg min
fi∈FC
d
(
fi, f
′
j
)]
, (11.5)
where the c [x] means “the stack which contains the feature x.”
As with the standard feature-wise matching, a distinctiveness ratio heuristic
can be applied to filter these results. The simplest implementation would compare
the distances between the second- and first-best feature matches:
d
(
f2nn, f
′
j
)
d
(
f1nn, f ′j
) > σ. (11.6)
However, this test would penalize the case where two or more features in the same
stack are a strong match for f ′j. As an alternative, the Forward Stack Ratio matcher
would test the ratio between the best-match feature and the lowest-ranked match
which belongs to a different stack from the best match:
d
(
fknn, f
′
j
)
d
(
f1nn, f ′j
) > σ. for the smallest k where c [f1nn] 6= c [fknn] (11.7)
Given the forward matcher produces one putative match per image feature,
and assuming the featurescape density is lower than than the density of features
in the image, and naive forward matcher will necessarily associate multiple image
features with each stack. The Non-Redundant Forward matcher builds on the
forward matcher by considering all putative matches to each stack, and retaining
only the match with the smallest similarity distance.
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11.5.2 Reverse matchers
A reverse matching algorithm seeks a best match image feature for each stack in
the featurescape, as per (11.4). For each stack ck in the featurescape, the Re-
verse matcher finds the best-match image feature for each of a stack’s constituent
features fi ∈ ck:
f ′1nn(fi) = arg min
f ′j∈F′
d(fi, f
′
j) (11.8)
The best match for the stack is then the image feature with the smallest simi-
larity distance amongst all the stack’s constituent features:
f ′1nn(ck) = arg min
fi∈ck
arg min
f ′j∈F′
d
(
fi, f
′
j
)
(11.9)
In analogy to the forward matcher, a ratio heuristic can be applied which
compares the best-match distance to the next smallest match which is to a different
query feature.
d (f ′knn(ck))
d (f ′1nn(ck))
> σ. for the smallest k where f ′1nn 6= f ′knn (11.10)
If the heuristic fails, it can be implied that a given stack matches two query
features with roughly comparable similarities, and no putative match is given for
that stack.
The Reverse Voting Matcher
The standard reverse matcher selects the image feature which best matches any
one of a stack’s members, ignoring the possibility that one member of the stack
may have be highly similar to one image feature, while several other features in
the stack may have less good, but still viable matches to another query feature.
In the Reverse Voting Matcher, the best match image feature is calculated for
each of a stack’s member features, as before. The image feature which occurs most
frequently within that set is returned as the best match. In the event of a tie, the
query feature with the lowest cumulative similarity distance is selected.
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Cumulative Reverse Matchers
Each of the reverse matchers considered thus far only consider the first-best-match
for each member of a stack. The cumulative reverse matchers consider the k
best matches to each member of a stack. In section 11.7, k = 10 is used for all
algorithms.
The Cumulative Distance Matcher calculates the mean similarity distance for
all occurrences of a given image feature in that set of (k×number of features in stack)
matches. The image feature with the lowest mean distance is selected.
The Cumulative Score Matcher assigns a declining number of points to first,
second, etc. nearest neighbor matches for each stack member. The image feature
with the highest cumulative score is selected as the best match.
Featurescape Selectivity
As discussed previously, a stack’s properties might be used to estimate its quality
as a potential match. As a first cut, the number of constituent features in a stack
(denoted as the cardinality |c|) is taken as a proxy for the quality of the enclosed
features.
Two filters are considered. In the first, only stacks with more than three
constituent features are used for matching — that is, only world locations which
succeeded in participating in two image pairs are used. In the second, only stack
with more than the mean number of constituent features are considered.
11.6 Test methodology
Featurescape matching was tested with three subsets of the Motueka data. The
Hangar data set draws from the Motueka airport A1, A3, and A4 data sets, while
the Trailerpark set draws from only the A3 and A4 sets (A1 does not include the
relevant area). As seen in Chapter 10, the A3 and A4 data sets are visually quite
similar, while the A1 dataset is distinct. The Caryard data set draws from the
M2, M3 and M4 data sets.
For each subset, a number of images were drawn from each flight showing the
area of interest. A single image from each flight was chosen as a test image. A
ground truth homography was calculated for each test image relative to the other
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images in the subset.
For each subset, the data from one flight was mosaicked and optimized with
Smartpig, and a featurescape generated from the resulting mosaic. The nota-
tion M[A3] is used to indicate “the featurescape generated from the images from
A3.” For Hangar and Caryard a subsequent Smartpig mosaic was also generated
which contains the images from both A3 and A4. This was then converted to the
featurescape M[A3,A4].
Smartpig allows the estimation of the reprojected world location for any image
location x:
X(x) = GSFK−1x. (11.11)
Each stack is assigned a world location of the mean reprojected location of its
constituent features.
Within each subset, each test image (one per flight) was matched against each
generated featurescape using each of the algorithms described in Section 11.5.
The ground truth homography was used to evaluate the number of the returned
putative matches which are inlier.
A mosaic showing the featurescape for M[A3,A4] is given in Figure 11.3 with
the featurescape positions in yellow. The ground truth extent of the test image
from A2 is outlined in white. Sample images from all data sets are shown in
Figures 11.1 and 11.2.
For reference, each test image was also matched against a reference image.
This pairing was matched with the standard brute force matcher both with and
without Lowe’s distinctiveness ratio test. This represents the null hypothesis for
image-to-image matching.
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Set Hangar Trailerpark
A3
A4
A1
Figure 11.1: Sample imagery from the Hangar and Trailerpark data sets.
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Set Caryard
M2
M3
M4
Figure 11.2: Sample imagery from the Caryard data set.
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Figure 11.3: Mosaic of M[A3,A4] for the Hangar dataset. The estimated positions
of the stacks which form M[A3,A4] are shown in yellow. The white outline shows
the extent of the test image from set A4.
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Test image
Align with Algorithm heuristic A3 A4 A1
Single image Brute force 19.2 12.9 0.3
from A3 Brute force w/ ratio σ = 1.4 87.8 82.3 (17.4)
M[A3]
3 images
Forward 6.3 4.1 (0.2)
Forward w/ ratio σ = 1.4 90.4 83.3 (0.0)
Forward Stack Ratio σ = 1.4 81.7 70.0 (5.9)
Non-Redundant Forward σ = 1.4 88.8 74.5 (8.7)
Reverse 51.3 18.9 (0.8)
Reverse w/ ratio σ = 1.4 56.1 20.8 (0.0)
Reverse Voting 51.2 18.1 (0.8)
Rev. Cumulative Score 63.9 32.3 (0.0)
Rev. Cumulative Distance 95.8 (77.8) (0.0)
Reverse |c| > (max |c|)/2 56.1 20.8 (0.8)
M[A3,A4]
6 images
Forward 7.8 12.9 (0.2)
Forward w/ ratio σ = 1.4 79.7 71.8 (0.0)
Forward Stack Ratio σ = 1.4 74.8 70.5 (8.9)
Non-Redundant Forward σ = 1.4 77.2 72.2 (12.9)
Reverse 21.4 21.2 (0.4)
Reverse w/ ratio σ = 1.4 25.4 24.6 (0.4)
Reverse Voting 21.0 20.4 (0.4)
Rev. Cumulative Score 35.4 32.8 (1.2)
Rev. Cumulative Distance 90.8 73.0 (0.0)
Reverse |c| > 3 59.6 74.0 (0.0)
Reverse |c| > (max |c|)/2 45.5 55.0 (1.9)
Table 11.1: Results for Hangar dataset. Inlier percentages for each test image in
image-to-image and image-to-featurescape matches for various algorithms. Results
italicized when the reference image or featurescape contains data from the same
flight as the query image. Results in parentheses where fewer than 10 inlier matches
were returned.
11.7 Results
The results are summarized in Tables 11.1 for the Hangar data set, 11.2 for the
Trailerpark data set and 11.3 for the Caryard data set, given as percentage of
putative matches which are inlier given the ground truth. Results are italicized for
matches where the test image and the matching image/featurescape are from the
same flight, indicating conditions where the matching should be robust. Results
are given in parentheses when the matcher returned fewer than 10 inlier matches
(regardless of the actual number of matches returned) to highlight that the results
approach the minimum set for some geometric estimations (e.g., the fundamental
matrix) with an allowance for a robust, overdetermined solution. As M[A3] for
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Test image
Align with Algorithm heuristic A3 A4
Single image Brute force 13.4 4.1
from A3 Brute force w/ ratio σ = 1.4 67.5 54.5
M[A3]
14 images
Forward 23.8 7.6
Forward w/ ratio σ = 1.4 84.3 73.1
Forward Stack Ratio σ = 1.4 79.6 70.2
Non-Redundant Forward σ = 1.4 79.6 70.4
Reverse 20.0 5.7
Reverse w/ ratio σ = 1.4 24.9 7.3
Reverse Voting 18.3 4.9
Rev. Cumulative Score 36.0 7.5
Rev. Cumulative Distance 50.0 15.5
Reverse |c| > 3 56.7 21.6
Reverse |c| > (max |c|)/2 78.7 36.8
M[A3,A4]
24 images
Forward 23.6 18.1
Forward w/ ratio σ = 1.4 74.5 60.4
Forward Stack Ratio σ = 1.4 72.9 59.8
Non-Redundant Forward σ = 1.4 72.7 59.8
Reverse 12.8 9.1
Reverse w/ ratio σ = 1.4 16.1 11.6
Reverse Voting 11.5 8.0
Rev. Cumulative Score 24.6 15.5
Rev. Cumulative Distance 36.6 39.3
Reverse |c| > 3 42.3 28.8
Reverse |c| > (max |c|)/2 72.8 61.4
Table 11.2: Results for Trailerpark dataset. See also notes from Table 11.1.
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Test image
Align with Algorithm heuristic M2 M3 M4
Single image Brute force 8.9 33.1 2.3
from M2 Brute force w/ ratio σ = 1.4 80.9 96.2 58.2
M[M2]
9 images
Forward 24.8 35.6 8.6
Forward w/ ratio σ = 1.4 93.2 96.4 87.5
Forward Stack Ratio σ = 1.4 91.4 94.6 84.8
Non-Redundant Forward σ = 1.4 91.9 95.2 85.2
Reverse 22.1 33.4 8.7
Reverse w/ ratio σ = 1.4 28.0 40.7 10.4
Reverse Voting 20.9 31.6 7.4
Rev. Cumulative Score 32.3 45.7 9.5
Rev. Cumulative Distance 68.4 79.2 18.0
Reverse |c| > 3 62.2 73.6 22.3
Reverse |c| > (max |c|)/2 62.2 73.6 22.3
M[M2,M3]
14 images
Forward 36.4 49.5 12.1
Forward w/ ratio σ = 1.4 92.5 97.4 88.9
For. Stack Ratio σ = 1.4 93.3 96.3 85.0
Non-Redundant Forward σ = 1.4 93.5 96.5 84.9
Reverse 20.0 29.3 7.8
Reverse w/ ratio σ = 1.4 26.6 37.5 10.0
Reverse Voting 18.2 27.0 6.5
Rev. Cumulative Score 31.4 45.6 10.9
Rev. Cumulative Distance 58.8 65.3 (5.2)
Reverse |c| > 3 45.1 57.3 19.9
Reverse |c| > (max |c|)/2 64.4 70.3 27.1
Table 11.3: Results for Caryard dataset. See also notes from Table 11.1.
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the Hangar dataset contains just three images, no stacks have a length greater
than 3, and the associated selectivity test is skipped. Similarly, for M[M2] on
the Caryard dataset, the longest stack contained 7 features, so the two selective
reverse matchers are equivalent.
The core questions is whether the image-to-featurescape matching is as effec-
tive as image-to-image matching. In general, the forward featurescape matching
methods offer matching performance comparable to or better than image match-
ing, although the results also emphasize the importance of heuristic filters like the
SIFT distinctiveness ratio test for both image-to-image and image-to-featurescape
matching.
The poor performance of the reverse matcher comes as a greater surprise, al-
though a simple spatial argument may be made. If the featurescape has roughly
twice the extent of the query image, then by definition, the reverse matcher (re-
turning one putative match per stack) is limited to an inlier percentage of roughly
50%.
The selective reverse matchers do seem to validate the concept that stacks can
be coarsely sorted by their “suitability” to matching. Using only the stacks with
relatively larger sets of constituent features provides a benefit in all cases. However,
the suitability criteria proposed are ad hoc at best and it may be possible to find
a more sophisticated and robust algorithm for tracking the long-term performance
of a given stack.
No configuration is able to rescue the pathological alignment of the test image
from A1 in the Hangar dataset. As a further test of the concept, it would be
useful to test the Hangar dataset with a featurescape M[A3,A4,A1]. The stacks
would potentially include a diverse set of features — would this negatively impact
the matching or would the resulting featurescape perform equally well across all
three query images?
11.8 Conclusions and further work
While conceptually straightforward, the featurescape construct offers a powerful
tool for abstracting individual point features away from images into a standalone
data structure. As demonstrated, it is possible to match against a featurescape
with performance equivalent to image-to-image matching with algorithms directly
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derived from conventional similarity distance matching.
More enticingly, the featurescape concept offers a number of avenues for po-
tential exploration. First, the selection of SIFT descriptors for this investigation
is arbitrary, although its selection is backed by encouraging test results over both
over this data set (see Chapter 6) and similar planar data sets (by Lingua et al.,
2009 and Gauglitz et al., 2011). Arguably, a descriptor could be selected which was
better optimized for the types of transformations likely in the test data set. This
might be a correlation-based approach, as is popular in traditional photogram-
metric workflows. Furthermore, recent advances in match-time invariance show
some promise, particularly for images with strong planarity and minimal pose-
related variation. There also exists the possibility of using multiple description
algorithms in parallel, with each stack storing a heterogeneous collection of de-
scriptors, perhaps with each providing increased invariance to a particular image
transform. Such a mixed-feature approach would greatly increase the complexity
of the matching routine.
This investigation does not address the third design goal for the featurescape:
using the featurescape structure to improve the storage or computational efficiency
of the matching process. Methods might be explored to condense or otherwise ab-
stract the constituent features in a stack into a more compact form. Similarly, all of
the algorithms proposed rely on n-way matching between all features, making them
computationally more expensive than the equivalent image-to-image matching.
This could be accelerated trivially through use of an approximate matcher(Muja
and Lowe, 2009), or matching algorithms could be structured to require fewer
feature-to-feature similarity calculations.
Finally, the results proposed here are specific to this data set. There is sig-
nificant latitude to explore the appropriateness of this technique to a diversity of
other scene types and transformations.
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Chapter XII
Extending Smartpig to Planar Image Graphs for
Persistent Navigation (PigPen)
Finally, the featurescape concept can be integrated into Smartpig, result-
ing in the Planar Image Graphs for Persistent Navigation (PigPen) algorithm.
As previously discussed, Smartpig focuses strictly on the processing and stor-
age of whole images, which form a set of short-term experiences. As the mission
length increases, however, this representation becomes a liability as both the stor-
age requirements and the time for graph optimization grow without bound. The
proposal is that the feature contents from a set of images can be converted to a fea-
turescape as a long-term knowledge representation. Within the SLAM application,
there then needs to be consideration for performing both the short-term alignment
between current images and the long-term association with the featurescape, of
which effective image-to-featurescape matching (as per Chapter 11) is a critical
component.
12.1 Related works
PigPen clearly relates directly to many of the other proposed algorithms for
persistent navigation as described in Chapter 2. However, the parallels to the
algorithm proposed by Churchill and Newman (2013) are particularly strong and
bear further investigation.
Churchill is fundamentally interested in long-term navigation of a car using a
forward-looking stereo camera. From a SLAM perspective, he uses a conventional
pose-/view-graph as the basis of a feature-based visual odometry (VO) system.
3D image features are used to estimate the inter-view pose change. Strings of
these inter-pose constraints can then be chained to estimate vehicle motion. This
would be sufficient in a conventional SLAM application, given the visual odometry
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system was capable of loop closure by forming image pairs across relatively long
time gaps.
As in PigPen, Churchill recognizes that the key to persistent navigation is
the generation of a data structure which can efficiently represent variability in the
visual appearance in the world, to the point of storing multiple independent views
of the same location if its appearance has changed radically. Churchill achieves
this by defining “experiences”: chains of connected robot poses produced from the
visual odometry system. The system’s world representation is then a collection of
these experiences, joined into a topological graph.
During normal operation, the conventional VO process runs continuously on
the live stream of data. Each of the existing collection of experiences has an
independent localizer which attempts to match the live stream to the contents of
that experience. When a sufficient number of experiences match the live stream,
and the live stream is considered localized. The live contents are then considered
redundant and discarded. If the live stream cannot be localized by any of the
existing experiences, a new experience is started. This new experience is then
stopped when sufficient localizers are able to match the live stream. The set of
experiences are joined in a graph-like structure based on these start-stop points,
but no explicit attempt is made to join them into a global reference frame.
Over time, areas which are relatively constant in appearance will have a single
associated experience, while regions with greater variability might have a collection
of associated experiences, each representing the robot’s perception of that area on
one pass. As long as a minimum set of those experiences can match the live stream,
the robot is considered well localized.
Although dealing with a different application space and different data model,
Churchill’s experience-based structure can be compared directly to PigPen. His
visual odometry/SLAM system corresponds to Smartpig in that both form a
graph-like structure based on constraints between sequential robot poses/sensor
readings. His experiences correspond roughly with the featurescape in that both
organically represent variability by adding supplemental data only in portions of
the map which cannot be matched to existing data.
Unlike PigPen, Each of Churchill’s experiences are a heavyweight structure
storing a portion of the original SLAM map structure. A direct analogy to
Churchill’s algorithm in Smartpig might be based on its submaps. When the
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live stream matches to an existing submap, its data would be discarded. When
the live stream could not be matched to existing data, a new submap would be
started. Over time this would result in relatively fewer (as few as one) submap
covering regions of low variability, and many co-located submaps for regions of
high variability.
PigPen by contrast stores the long-term experience at the lower level of image
features. In part this is due to the simplified data association problem from deal-
ing with features on a plane. Further, in Smartpig the individual features are
well localized in a global (graph) context. As such, it’s not unreasonable to call
out individual features as fixed units of information. Unlike Churchill, however
PigPen does not discard any data when matching to the featurescape is success-
ful. Rather, the matched features are added to the respective stacks.1 This allows
the featurescape to store variability on two scales: minor variability in appearance
(within the robustness provided by of the feature descriptor) is stored within each
stack, while major variability is represented by multiple stacks coexisting in one
physical location in the featurescape. Furthermore, the two types can be mixed
even within a single image. Well-matching features within an image will add to
existing stacks while portions of the image which have changed significantly can
form new stacks.
12.2 PigPen as an extension to Smartpig
PigPen is a superset of Smartpig. It adds a new vertex type to the graph
for a feature stack, and a new edge type representing an image feature-to-stack
match. During graph construction, PigPen processes each image sequentially
after Smartpig has finished with it. As such, PigPen’s behavior will default to
being identical to Smartpig should matching to the featurescape fail.
12.2.1 Featurescape generation and coordinate frames
Currently, featurescape generation (as detailed in Chapter 11) is performed as an
explicit post-processing step after the optimization of a Smartpig graph. This
1 Understanding, of course, that this is actually a promised, but not fully realized, capabil-
ity. The accumulation of features must be balanced with maintenance and de-duplication to
maintain the long-term performance of the featurescape.
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is due in part to the experimental nature of these algorithms, as well as the size
of the test data sets. Smartpig can easily handle a single flight’s worth of data.
That data can then be optimized and compacted to a featurescape offline, ready
for PigPen on the next flight. There would be no impediment to performing
featurescape generation in situ during a mission, should it be necessary, with the
understanding that featurescape accuracy is tied to the accuracy of the reprojected
locations of each of its constituent features. If a featurescape is generated from
an unoptimized graph or before sufficient image-to-image alignments have been
formed to ensure mosaic quality, then featurescape accuracy will suffer.
As described in Chapter 10, the Smartpig graph origin is set to the origin of
the first image, such that it has a similarity of S1 = I. The location of a feature xk
in the i’th image can be projected into this graph coordinate system by Equation
(10.29):
Xk = SiFiK
−1xk. (12.1)
The location of each stack in the featurescape is determined by the mean of its
constituent feature’s locations, and the featurescape is therefore also aligned with
this original Smartpig graph coordinate frame. If the global similarity transform
Gˆ has been estimated, this remains associated with the featurescape, providing a
mapping from the graph frame to the global coordinate system (e.g., UTM).
Before alignment with the featurescape, the origin of new submaps within
PigPen are defined by the origin of the first image (a behavior inherited from
Smartpig). Once a submap is aligned to the featurescape, the similarities of
each member of that submap are redefined relative to the featurescape origin.
This redefinition process is algorithmically identical to the merging of submaps in
Smartpig.
12.2.2 The PigPen graph
PigPen extends the Smartpig graph with a new vertex type representing a fea-
ture stack, and a new edge type representing a map tie: the geometric association
of a feature in an image with a stack in the feature scape. The feature stack ver-
tex stores the mean stack location, and is fixed (not optimized). The position of
each stack is assumed to be optimal given feature position information available
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at featurescape creation. Storing the map feature as a vertex ensures its state is
shared among all relevant edges, and that any updates to a given stack (as when
new features are added to the stack) are shared amongst all edges.
During graph construction, PigPen attempts to match each image to the
featurescape using the procedure for homography estimation, substituting image-
to-featurescape matching from Chapter 11. A successful homography estimation
produces an estimated warp from the image to the featurescape, and a set of inlier
feature-to-stack pairs which become map ties.
The map tie edge is analogous to the point match edge from Smartpig, storing
the constraint between a feature and a stack. If the j’th feature in the i’th image
xi,j matches the k’th feature stack with a mean location ck, the map tie error is
m(Si,Fi,K) = ck − SiFiK−1xi,j. (12.2)
The covariance of the map tie edge is set to the covariance of the associated map
feature
Graph optimization then minimizes the total error which arises from a com-
bination of these map tie edges and the inter-image edges from Smartpig. The
current implementation of PigPen uses point match edges exclusively, although
there is no technical impediment to using homography edges.
A featurescape homography constraint might be developed which encodes the
estimated image-to-featurescape homography in direct analogy to the Smartpig
homography edge. This option has not been explored, although like the Smartpig
homography edge this option would significantly reduce the number of graph edges
(from one per feature stack match to one per image) and the associated cost of
optimization.
12.2.3 Graph construction
An outline of PigPen is provided in Figure 10.3.3. For each image, PigPen’s
processing occurs after Smartpig has completed with the image.
As with Smartpig PigPen handles each image incrementally. There are
essentially two paths through PigPen, based on whether the current submap
contains any images which have successfully aligned to the featurescape. If any
images have aligned to the featurescape, the entire submap is considered aligned.
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Figure 12.1: Flowchart for PigPen.
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If the current submap is aligned to the featurescape, a prior geometry for the
image is estimated from the alignment of the current image to the graph and the
alignment of the graph to the featurescape. A subset of the featurescape is then
extracted based on a 110% scale predicted outline of the current image subject to
this prior. This subset is further filtered to retain stacks longer than three features.
The image is then aligned to this subset of the featurescape using the Forward
Matcher from Chapter 11 with a distinctiveness ratio of 1.4. The resulting matches
are then processed using the standard homography estimation procedure and the
resulting homography is subjected to the same battery of heuristic tests used in
Smartpig (see Section 10.3). If successful, any inlier stacks which are not already
in the graph are added, and map tie edges are added for each inlier match.
If the current graph is not aligned to the featurescape, PigPen enters a search
mode. The featurescape is overlaid with a grid whose spacing is set by the corner-
to-corner size of the current image and a conservative estimate on the image scale.
As each grid point, PigPen extracts a subset of the featurescape within a fixed
radius defined on the image size and attempts alignment. The resulting image-to-
featurescape-subset homographies are again tested using the heuristic tests defined
in Smartpig.
If any of these search alignments succeed, the successful alignment with the
largest percentage of inliers is taken to be correct, and is subject to a second
alignment for refinement. The estimate from the search phase is used as a prior
and a subset of the featurescape is extracted using the same procedure given above
for images in submaps already aligned to the featurescape.
If this refined alignment is successful, the graph is considered successfully
aligned to the featurescape. The similarity estimates for all members of the submap
are updated based on the image-to-featurescape alignment, and new map tie edges
are added to the graph based on the inlier feature-to-stack matches from the align-
ment.
Finally, if any other submaps are already aligned to the featurescape, the two
submaps are merged – as both submaps are referenced to the featurescape’s origin,
it is not necessary to update the similarity estimates a second time. Unlike in
Smartpig, this alignment occurs strictly on the basis of alignment through the
featurescape — a successful homography between members of the two submaps is
not required, and no Smartpig edges are added on the basis of the merger.
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Following the merger, overlaps are calculated between all image pairings be-
tween the two submaps, and pose-guided matching is used to attempt inter-image
alignments. If these alignments are successful, additional image-to-image edges
are added proceeds as per Smartpig. Due to this merger process, there is only
ever one submap aligned to the featurescape.
12.3 Results
Three samples of mosaics generated with PigPen are presented. In the first,
the mosaic of six images from the A3 data set from Section 10.8 is converted to a
featurescape. A set of ten images from A4 is then mosaicked onto this featurescape
using PigPen. This small example provides a context for a detailed exploration
of PigPen as it processes incoming images.
Following this, the full A3 mosaic from Section 10.8.1 is converted to a fea-
turescape. It is then used to mosaic of the A4 and A1 data sets from Sections
10.8.2 and 10.8.3, respectively. The former is particularly interesting because,
as noted in Section 10.8.2, the mosaic generated by Smartpig on the full A4
set is pathological and will not optimize. With the additional reference to the
featurescape, PigPen is able to process and optimize the complete A4 dataset.
Each of the larger PigPen mosaics is evaluated using the same metrics defined
for Smartpig in Section 10.7, calculated strictly for the current image set, not the
images in the featurescape. PigPen does not calculate a global alignment as per
10.4, instead relying on the global alignment associated with the featurescape. As
such, the global W{align,test} and P metrics measure the alignment of the current
data to the world based strictly on its alignment to the featurescape.
In the figures that follow, the images in the featurescape are shown faded into
the background for reference, while images from the current image set are overlaid
at their original intensity. As discussed in Chapter 11, these original images play
no part in the processing of the current data set, as their contents have been
transferred to the featurescape.
12.3.1 Sample results from a six-image subset
Figure 12.2 shows the featurescape resulting from an optimized mosaic based on
10.5. Each dot represents a single stack, with stack size (number of constituent
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features) indicated by both radius and color. A consistent color scale is used
throughout this chapter, hence this smaller example does not use the full scale.
This featurescape consists of stacks containing from two to seven features; the
largest stacks consist of more features than images because SIFT can produce mul-
tiple features for a single point location. In this case the greedy feature association
algorithm has been able to correctly assign those co-located SIFT features to one
stack. Excluding this effect, the maximum stack size is determined by the number
of coincident images, with no stacks occurring in regions covered by a single image.
Interestingly, the feature stacks do congregate on some of the obvious locations
(around the hangar and aircraft, on road margins), but also includes much of the
orchard in the left portion of the mosaic, an area one might assume was relatively
difficult to match against.
A subset of ten images from the A4 data set can then be mosaicked against
this featurescape. After intake of the first image, PigPen uses its grid search to
attempt an alignment without prior information. This grid search is successful and
a refining alignment is attempted. The prior-guided subset used for this secondary
alignment is shown in Figure 12.3. The resulting image-to-featurescape alignment,
with the inlier feature stacks, is shown in 12.4.
The second image is then processed, and Smartpig aligns it to the first. As
the submap is already aligned with featurescape, prior geometry for this image
can be calculated directly and a subset of the featurescape extracted for matching
(shown in Figure 12.5). This alignment also succeeds, and the resulting mosaic
after two images is shown in Figure 12.6.
Figure 12.7 shows the mosaic after the processing of the fifth image. At this
point, the new data set has moved beyond the bounds of the original featurescape.
The mosaic proceeds as before using the image-to-image alignments from Smart-
pig. Figure 12.8 shows the mosaic after the processing of the ninth image. After a
period outside the bounds of the featurescape, and a number of images which could
not match the featurescape, an alignment is successful and the data effectively
“closes the loop” against the featurescape. Even with this break in registration
to the featurescape, PigPen does not perform a grid search — it is able to use
the estimated location from the Smartpig alignments to generate a prior-guided
subset of the featurescape. Finally, Figure 12.9 shows the graph state after the
inclusion of the tenth and final image.
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Figure 12.2: Featurescape derived from six-image subset of Motueka A3 shown in
Figure 10.5. This featurescape contains 4,197 stacks in total with sizes from two
to seven features.
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Figure 12.3: After performing a grid search, PigPen extracts a subset of the
featurescape based on the most likely hypothesis. This subset is used to attempt a
refined graph-to-featurescape alignment. This image is aligned to the featurescape
graph frame, not the global transformation to the ground control points, hence it
appears canted relative to Figure 12.2.
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Figure 12.4: Final image-to-featurescape registration for first image in subset of
A4, shown with image outline and inlier feature stacks. Images from A3 which
form the featurescape are shown faded into the background.
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Figure 12.5: Having aligned the graph to the featurescape with the first image, a
prior estimate on subsequent images can be used to directly extract a subset of the
featurescape for refined alignment. The subset associated with the second image
in subset of A4 is shown here.
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Figure 12.6: PigPen mosaic after processing the second image from the subset of
A4, with outline and inlier feature stacks.
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Figure 12.7: PigPen mosaic after processing the fifth image from the subset of
A4. This image is beyond the spatial extent of the featurescape, and so is not
aligned to the featurescape.
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Figure 12.8: PigPen mosaic after processing the ninth image from the subset
of A4. Image outline shown in white with inlier feature stack matches. Having
returned to the extent of the featurescape, PigPen is able to re-start the alignment
of images to the featurescape.
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Figure 12.9: PigPen mosaic while processing the tenth and final image from the
subset of A4.
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Figure 12.10: Optimized PigPen mosaic of ten images from the A4 data set mo-
saicked onto the featurescape shown in Figure 12.2. Image uses the same graphic
elements as in Chapter 10 with ground control points in cyan/magenta, and pro-
jected image point locations as yellow circles. Images in A4 which were success-
fully aligned to the featurescape shown as cyan nodes on graph, while red nodes
could not be matched to the featurescape. The images from A3 which form the
featurescape are shown faded into the background.
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The final, optimized graph is shown in Figure 12.10. As discussed previously,
the graph from A4 is never explicitly aligned to the global control points. Instead,
the global alignment between the ground truth points (in cyan/magenta) and
the projected image locations for those points (yellow circles) comes exclusively
from alignment with the featurescape. Nodes which were successfully aligned to
the featurescape are shown as cyan dots in the graph structure, while un-aligned
images remain red as in Chapter 10.
12.3.2 The M[A3] featurescape
Figure 12.12 shows the full featurescape M[A3] derived from the optimized A3
mosaic in Figure 10.7. This featurescape contains 72,402 stacks ranging in size
from 2 to 15 features. The distribution of stack sizes in this featurescape is shown
in Figure 12.11.
12.3.3 Mosaicking A4 to M[A3]
The complete A4 data set as described in Section 10.8.2 was processed with Pig-
Pen using the featurescape M[A3]. As discussed in Chapter 10, the mosaic pro-
duced by Smartpig for this data set is pathological. The existence of a single edge
connecting two halves of the data set results in a configuration which is unstable
under optimization.
The mosaic produced by PigPen is shown in Figure 12.13, with the associated
reconstruction metrics shown in Table 12.1. The first featurescape registration
occurs on the fourth image in the sequence, with 126 of the 147 images (85.7%)
registered to the featurescape. As before, registered images are shown as cyan
nodes in the graph.
The optimized mosaic is shown in Figure 12.14, and the camera positions re-
covered from the optimized graph are shown in Figure 12.15. PigPen is able to
correctly reconstruct this data set by aligning each of the halves to the featurescape
independently.
As shown in Table 12.1, the errors in the unoptimized PigPen mosaic are
smaller than those from Smartpig. Under optimization, the errors are comparable
to those found using Smartpig to mosaic each of the halves of the A4 data set
independently.
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Figure 12.11: Featurescape M[A3] derived from an optimized mosaic of the A3
data set. The featurescape contains 72,402 stacks containing from two to fifteen
features, with dot size and color proportional to stack size.
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Figure 12.12: Distribution of feature stack sizes from A3 data set shown in Figure
12.11. Histogram color is consistent with notation used in other figures.
Figure 12.13: Unoptimized mosaic for Motueka A4 mosaicked onto the M[A3]
featurescape.
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Figure 12.14: Mosaic for Motueka A4 merged onto the M[A3] featurescape after
optimization for F and S.
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Figure 12.15: Estimated camera positions for A4 dataset after mosaicking with
PigPen.
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Set Algorithm C Walign Wtest P
A4 Unoptimized 147 images 3.963 6.106 6.841 23.33
A4 onto M[A3] Unoptimized 24,428 map ties 1.116 5.355 3.958 19.13
Point matches 116,814 pt.
matches
Opt. S 33 iter., 33.6 s 1.295 5.407 4.134 19.06
Opt. S,F 50 iter., 73.3 s 0.840 5.385 3.944 18.30
Table 12.1: Reconstruction metrics for mosaicking of A4 with the featurescape
M[A3].
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Set Algorithm C Walign Wtest P
A1 Unoptimized 178 images 1.225 2.126 17.207 —
A1 onto M[A3] Unoptimized 5,473 map ties 1.347 4.531 15.231 —
Point matches 182,164 pt. matches
Opt. S 17 iter., 26.3 s 1.372 4.076 15.250 —
Opt. S,F 33 iter., 72.9 s 1.042 4.956 15.158 —
Table 12.2: Reconstruction metrics for image set A1 with the featurescape M[A3].
As discussed in Section 10.8.3, the A1 dataset could not be mosaicked by Photo-
scan, so no reference camera trajectory is available.
12.3.4 Mosaicked A1 to M[A3]
Similarly, the A1 data set from Section 10.8.3 can also be mosaicked against the
M[A3] featurescape. The resulting unoptimized mosaic is shown in Figure 12.16,
and the resulting mosaic after optimization for F and S is shown in 12.17. The
associated reconstruction metrics in Table 12.2.
In this case, the resulting mosaic is more coherent (smaller C) than the Smart-
pig mosaic and the match to the alignment GCPs is comparable. Alignment with
the test GCPs is quite poor, however. This may simply be a pathological case
where the mosaic contains relatively few test GCPs which are infact poorly aligned.
12.4 Conclusions and Further research
PigPen is an effective first step towards persistent navigation for small numbers
of repetitions. It allows successful alignment of the current data set’s images with
each other while also achieving a global alignment to the featurescape. Unfortu-
nately, the available data sets are too limited in extent to truly test the long-term
performance of the persistent navigation concept. Clearly, in addition to the many
extensions to Smartpig proposed in Chapter 10, PigPen also introduces a num-
ber of potential avenues for exploration:
1. As with Smartpig, PigPen currently uses simple heuristics to find a single
best-estimate image registrations. A more sophisticated model might track
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Figure 12.16: Unoptimized mosaic for Motueka A1 mosaicked to M[A3] fea-
turescape. As the images in A1 are quite dark, image brightness has been in-
creased by 100% for contrast against the featurescape A3 images. PigPen was
run on the original, unbrightened images.
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Figure 12.17: Optimized mosaic for Motueka A1 mosaicked with M[A3] fea-
turescape. As in Figure 12.16, images have been brightened for contrast with
the featurescape images.
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multiple hypothetical graph-to-featurescape matches, retaining or discarding
hypotheses on the strength of subsequent alignments.
The ability to track multiple hypotheses is critical for long-term system ro-
bustness and error recovery. Interestingly this type of multiple-hypothesis
tracking is integral to the construction of particle-filter based SLAM algo-
rithms, but is often completely missing from other formulations.
Due to the relatively compact graph structure used in Smartpig/PigPen
it may be possible to create a naive implementation where multiple graphs
are stored in a set of particles. As new hypotheses arrive (e.g., two ambigu-
ous inter-image homographies) both could be represented within the set of
particles. As further images are added, and cross-link matches added to the
graph, the relative support for each particle would then be a function of its
consistency with those new matches.
A simple implementation might even restrict the system to a discrete number
of divergent hypotheses, rather than allowing for a probabilistic range of
values. In this case the number of particles will be exactly known given
the number of such divergences – rather than the often-arbitrary number of
particles used in a particle filter. As this set grows unmanageably large, low
likelihood outcomes could be culled. Any sort of minor variations around a
given hypothesis could then be resolved during the optimization procedure.
As discussed in the conclusions to Chapter 10, the ability to follow multiple
hypotheses could also be seen as a companion technology to a shift away from
the heuristic-based assessment of new image homographies, and towards a
more “analog” approach (e.g. a probabilistic model) which might produce
small sets of mutually exclusive potential solutions to a given alignment.
2. The featurescape representation discards information about the co-existence
of features in the original images. This might be re-introduced by storing
additional prior metadata about which features in each stack tend to co-
occur. Such meta-information might be initialized using sets of features
from the same image, or perhaps the same data set, with that expectation
that all such features come from a narrow temporal window. Over time,
this meta-information might be updated based on the observed success of
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sets of feature in matching new images. It might also be possible to develop
statistics about the performance of each feature stack itself, or which groups
of stacks tend to co-occur in successful matches. This information might be
used to select likely subsets of the featurescape for matching, or simply to
reduce the number of potential matches for greater performance.
3. As currently described, PigPen does not perform maintenance or culling on
the featurescape, and thus the featurescape stores all inlier matches across
all photographs. For long-term performance, the featurescape must be able
to cull or compact redundant data.
This problem might be approached with more advanced tools for subsetting
the featurescape. For example, stacks far from the current location might
be removed from memory to long-term storage, and only consulted if a full
featurescape search is needed. Such a search might be designed to search
outward from the last known good location.
At a higher level, new techniques might be investigated for “condensing” the
information stored in a given feature stack into some meta-representation
which encapsulates the range and variability of appearances seen thusfar.
The immediate analogy might be to the Kalman filter which is able to iter-
atively generate and update an optimal normal distribution without storing
all historical data. Similarly, each feature stack might contain a “Feature
Filter” which can be updated as new features are associated with a given
stack. The design of such a filter might also take a synoptic view, balancing
the quality of representation to all previous instances of the feature with a
need to remain distinct from other featurestacks.
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Chapter XIII
Conclusions
This thesis started with the proposal that long-term SLAM, or persistent nav-
igation, was a critical technology for the long-term localization and navigation of
mobile robots in unstructured spaces. Persistent navigation is not simply SLAM
with a few optimizations, but is an evolution on the original concept of SLAM.
A persistent navigation algorithm must flexibly combine both short-term and
long-term experiences, either by curating the robot’s data storage, or by the ex-
plicit generation of a new format for storing and manipulating long-term expe-
rience, like the featurescape introduced here. Interestingly, in this case the shift
to persistent navigation is a true evolution from the Smartpig SLAM algorithm
to PigPen. In other cases, the fundamental SLAM algorithms might not be as
amenable to modification in situ.
Three major contributions towards the problem of persistent navigation from
aerial photos are presented here. First, a unique parameterization for the align-
ment of images lying on a plane is developed in Chapter 10. It is used to develop
a graph-based mosaicking algorithms (Smartpig) which is able to efficiently pro-
duce broad-area mosaics from sets of aerial photographs. As shown, if the camera
calibration is known a priori, the camera pose can be recovered directly from
the image states, making Smartpig an effective solution to the SLAM problem.
Smartpig is demonstrated over a number of aerial image sets, including one data
set which produces an pathological mosaic due to a relatively weak link (an area of
low overlap combined with low image texture) between two halves of the mosaic.
As described, Smartpig is not an effective solution to persistent navigation.
It has no inherent mechanism for recognizing image change, and its graph repre-
sentation will grow in proportion to the number of images processed. The shift
to persistent navigation requires an explicit mechanism for truncating the set of
historical data while still retaining the full diversity of visual appearances sensed
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by the robot. The featurescape is proposed as a solution to this problem in Chap-
ter 11. Representations of repeated world locations are extracted from the images
themselves and stored in collections (feature stacks) along with a best-estimate of
their world location. The remainder of the image contents can then be discarded.
As such, the stacks inherently store the range off observed appearances for a given
world point.
In theory, the featurescape is an ideal long-term data representation for per-
sistent navigation. As features are matched to the featurescape, the variety of
experiences within a given stack increases. At the same time, when features can-
not be associated with an existing stack, a new stack is created. Over time, then,
minor variations in scene appearance (those which the matcher is robust to) are
stored within a stack. Major variations in scene appearance are stored as multiple
stacks coexisting in the same location.
Having produced a featurescape, the Smartpig algorithm can be evolved into
PigPen (Chapter 12), which has the capacity to match newly acquired images
against both other recent images (as per Smartpig) as well as the historical record
in the featurescape. Having matched to the featurescape, new images are immedi-
ately registered to the global frame. The performance of PigPen is demonstrated
over several aerial image sets, including the set which would not process solely
under Smartpig. The additional support provided by the featurescape allows
images from both halves of the pathological mosaic to register independently to
the featurescape, producing a coherent mosaic despite the lack of image-to-image
matches within the data set itself.
PigPen is clearly the first step on a long road towards true persistent navi-
gation. It provides the right context for long-term learning but is missing several
key features, particularly in the maintenance of knowledge accumulated within
the featurescape. Further, naturally, there are bound to be flaws in the transition
of PigPen into the field, both in terms of overall robustness and in terms of its
performance given far more repetitions over the same study area.
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Appendix A
Computer vision research in the Ruby programming
language
A.1 Introduction
The results presented in this document were produced the Ruby programming lan-
guage and the OpenCV computer vision library. OpenCV is widely accepted as the
standard environment for academic research into computer vision algorithms, and
Ruby has become a popular choice for software development, particularly for the
web applications. However, the combination of the two is quite rare, with only a
single Ruby-based computer vision project in the literature: Wedekind’s Hornets-
Eye (2012), and a small number of incomplete computer-vision libraries registered
with RubyGems,1 the registry of Ruby libraries (“gems”). While the tools de-
veloped for this research are arguably not a significant contribution to academic
knowledge, they do represent a significant fraction of the software development
effort, and deserve to be detailed.
This section is intended neither as an introduction to Ruby nor as evangelism
for the use of Ruby as a medium for computer vision research. It is also not
a comprehensive reference or tutorial for the tools developed for this research.
Rather, it provides a brief technical overview of the libraries produced, set within
the context of current OpenCV development trends and potential avenues for
further work.
The original impetus for working in Ruby was partly the author’s familiarity
with the language, as well as concerns about the strongly typed nature of OpenCV,
particularly during early development. The prospect of doing significant software
engineering in C simply to lessen the impact of some unanticipated future change
1 http://rubygems.org/
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of direction2 seemed like an unconscionable waste of time.3
Early experimentation with OpenCV also came on the tail of a period spent
using the Python interface to the GNU Radio library and the Universal Software
Radio Platform (USRP), a popular software-defined radio (SDR) tool (see Ettus,
2005). While that experience clearly did not convert the author to a committed
Python user, it did introduce the idea of using a high-level scripting language to
coordinate blocks of compiled software. The existence of the Python API in the
OpenCV codebase was seen as further validation of this concept.
In the end, two Ruby-to-OpenCV extension libraries were produced. The first,
OpenCV-FFI, uses the Foreign Function Interface (FFI) to map OpenCV’s C lan-
guage API into Ruby. The second, OpenCV-Rice, uses the Rice (“Ruby Interface
for C++ Extensions”) library to simplify the development of Ruby wrappers around
the OpenCV’s C++ API. As discussed in detail below, the initial foray into FFI
was prompted by a desire to focus on OpenCV’s C API. Over time, the faults with
this logic become increasingly apparent, not least of which was a wholesale depre-
cation of the C API by the OpenCV development team, although the FFI-based
approach also presented major technical challenges. This prompted a change of
focus to OpenCV’s C++ API and a change of tools to Rice.
A.2 The Ruby programming language
The Ruby programming language was designed and developed by Yukihiro “Matz”
Matsumoto, with the first release occurring in 1995, and it is now codified in
standard ISO/IEC 31070 (International Organization for Standardization, 2012).
While there are a diversity of Ruby language implementations available, this dis-
cussion focuses on the official Ruby implementation maintained by Matsumoto
(so-called “MRI” — Matz’ Ruby Implementation).
Ruby follows the following design principles (from Matsumoto, 2007):
• Brevity The language is expressive so that programs written in that lan-
guage are succinct.
2 This problem is simplified, though not eliminated in the OpenCV C++ API.
3 Not that writing an interface library that no-one else wanted was a great use of my time.
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• Conservatism Ruby sticks to traditional control structures to reduce the
cost of adoption.
• Simplicity The Ruby programming language supports simple solutions.
• Flexibility Ruby should adapt to the user instead of the user adapting to
Ruby.
• Balance The Ruby programming language tries to achieve a balance be-
tween all previous concepts.
Ruby is an dynamically-typed, object-oriented language. It implements blocks,
a type of lambda function, as the preferred mechanism for implementing lexical
closures, loops, and iterators. For example, iteration over elements in an array can
be expressed with a block:
1 > [ ’a’, ’b’, ’c’ ].each { |x| puts x }
2
3 a
4 b
5 c
Similarly selective array subsetting uses the return value from a block:
1 > [ ’a’, ’b’, ’c’ ]. select { |x| x != ’b’ }
2
3 [’a’, ’c’]
Ruby also has strong meta-programming functionality which allows on-the-fly cre-
ation and manipulation of both member variables and functions.
A.3 Creating a computer vision extension for Ruby
By its nature, OpenCV is strongly object-oriented, even when written in a non-
OO language like C, as computer vision primitives tend to be compound types
e.g. a 2-D “point” consists of two numbers: x and y, while an image consists of
both the 2D array of pixel values, as well as metadata about image size, width,
and format. In OpenCV these compound types are stored as C structs (C++
classes) and are strongly typed e.g. a 2-D point may be two signed integers, two
single-precision floats, or two double-precision floats, which are distinct types from
a C point of view but which should be interchangeable from an algorithmic point
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of view. However, this polymorphism is awkward at best in C. Further, many of
the computer vision operations are fundamentally “object-oriented” in that they
naturally manipulate an instance of type. This results in a operation( thing )
syntax in C which is arguably less natural than the thing.operation() syntax
found in an OO language.
Many of these criticism have been addressed (if not completely eliminated) in
OpenCV’s growing C++ API. In some cases the desire for syntactic clarity has
come at the cost of code complexity – the C++ API is riddled with templates – but
OpenCV application code written in C++ is far more readable than code written
in with the C API. It comes as no surprise that the C API is being deprecated in
favor of greater expansion into C++. Had the development detailed here started
directly with the C++ API, it undoubtedly would have had a different course.
Introducing OpenCV into Ruby is a problem of two parts. First, how to make
OpenCV data types appear as, and be manipulatable as Ruby objects, and second,
how to access OpenCV functions from Ruby space. In a sense all C extensions,
particularly those dedicated to interfacing with a third-party library, must address
these two problems.
This chapter discusses three approaches to solving these problems. The first
option is to write a compiled extension for Ruby using its intrinsic C-language
extension API. Strangely, this technique lacks a snappy Web 2.0 name, so it will
be referred to as “Ruby-C.” The Ruby-C approach is defined by the use of C
language functions and macros to create and manipulate Ruby objects, and to
generate Ruby objects which wrap (point to) C primitives. This approach is
detailed in section A.4.
Ruby-C is also the foundation for the Rice (Ruby Interface to C++ Extensions)
library, which uses C++ language constructs to simplify the development of Ruby
extensions which wrap C++ classes. The Rice-based approach was used to create
the OpenCV-Rice library, as detailed in section A.5.
An alternative approach uses the foreign function interface (FFI) capability
provided by libffi, a library included with GNU/Linux. In compiled languages,
the number, ordering, and type of function arguments are pre-defined at com-
pile time, and enforced by language constructs (e.g., function declarations in C).
libffi allows the run-time synthesis of function calls. In practice this means that
an interpreted language like Ruby (or Python, etc.) can dynamically generate a
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call to a function in a shared library. This approach is used in the OpenCV-FFI
library described in section A.6.
A fourth approach which was not explored was use of the SWIG interface
generation tool (see Beazley, 2003). As noted in the Rice documentation, SWIG
might be used for automatic parsing of the C++ code, which could then be used to
generate Rice-based code for the extension itself. However, due to the complicated
nature of the OpenCV C++ interface (i.e., heavily templated, etc.) any automatic
parser may have trouble untangling the API, and a manual (or manually-tuned)
approach may always be preferable. Notably, the OpenCV development commu-
nity’s choice to implement a bespoke parser to generate their Python wrappers
should be taken as a sign of the API’s relative complexity.
A.4 Ruby-C
The MRI Ruby implementation is natively written in C, and it provides an API
for writing language extensions in C. The API includes functions and macros for
the creation and manipulation of Ruby primitive types, mapping those types to
and from C language primitives, and manipulating the Ruby namespace (e.g.,
defining new functions and classes). It also provides functions for wrapping a C
struct with a Ruby object, and subsequently unwrapping the object to access the
enclosed structure.
An example of a simple Ruby-C version of the OpenCV cvPoint2D64f type (a
2-D point stored as two double-precision floating point values) is given in listing
A.1. This code would be compiled into a shared library which could subsequently
be loaded into the Ruby interpreter.
When the library is loaded by Ruby, an top-level library initializer function (not
shown) is called to register the library’s contents with Ruby.4 This registration
function then calls the function init point (line 39)to register the class Point2d
and its associated functions with Ruby. The argument parent is a Ruby Module, a
Ruby type which is often used for namespace organization in a manner analogous to
a C++ namespace. The rb define class under function defines the class Point2d
within the parent module, and returns a handle (rb cPoint) to the resulting class.
The initializer for the class is registered on line 43, and is defined as a class
4 The entry point to the library is a function with the magic name Init {library name}.
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1 static VALUE new_point2d( VALUE klass , VALUE x, VALUE y )
2 {
3 CvPoint2D64f *pt;
4 VALUE ruby_obj = Data_Make_Struct( klass , CvPoint2D64f , NULL , NULL , pt);
5 pt->x = NUM2DBL(x);
6 pt->y = NUM2DBL(y);
7
8 return ruby_obj;
9 }
10
11 static VALUE point2d_get_x( VALUE obj )
12 {
13 CvPoint2D64f *pt;
14 Data_Get_Struct( obj , CvPoint2D64f , pt );
15 return rb_float_new( pt ->x );
16 }
17
18 ...
19
20 static VALUE point2d_set_x( VALUE obj , VALUE rb_x )
21 {
22 CvPoint2D64f *pt;
23 Data_Get_Struct( obj , CvPoint2D64f , pt );
24 pt->x = NUM2DBL( rb_x );
25 return rb_float_new( pt ->x );
26 }
27
28 ...
29
30 static VALUE point2d_dot( VALUE obj , VALUE other )
31 {
32 CvPoint2D64f *pt , *oth;
33 Data_Get_Struct( obj , CvPoint2D64f , pt );
34 Data_Get_Struct( other , CvPoint2D64f , oth );
35 return rb_float_new( (pt->x*oth ->x) + (pt->y * oth ->y) );
36 }
37
38
39 void init_point( VALUE parent )
40 {
41 VALUE rb_cPoint = rb_define_class_under( parent , "Point2d", rb_cObject );
42
43 rb_define_singleton_method( rb_cPoint , "new", new_point2d , 2 );
44
45 rb_define_method( rb_cPoint , "x", point2d_get_x , 0 );
46 rb_define_method( rb_cPoint , "y", point2d_get_y , 0 );
47
48 rb_define_method( rb_cPoint , "x=", point2d_set_x , 1 );
49 rb_define_method( rb_cPoint , "y=", point2d_set_y , 1 );
50
51 rb_define_method( rb_cPoint , "dot", point2d_dot , 1 );
52 }
Listing A.1: A Ruby implementation for the OpenCV cvPoint2D64f type written
in Ruby-C
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method (called as instance = Point2d.new) rather than an instance method
(called as a = instance.x). The initializer is the “constructor” for the class in
an object-oriented sense. In this simple example the initializer function (lines 1–9)
takes three arguments: the class to be created, and x and y values for the point
– the end user supplies just the latter two. Note that the arguments to the C
function new point2d are not typed; all three arguments are of the Ruby type
VALUE. This is consistent with Ruby’s pure object-oriented model. A Class is
an object as much as a Numeric (a floating point number) or a String. All are
interchangeable and it’s up to the receiver to use or reject the given input.
Ruby makes this approach slightly less chaotic by assigning all objects an type
identifier which labels it as one of a set Ruby intrinsic types (including the generic
T DATA). This allows rapid assessment of whether a given VALUE is the desired type
(e.g., the function Check Type( obj, T STRING ) tests if a given VALUE is of a
given intrinsic type). The constructor uses the macro NUM2DBL to simultaneously
type-check the input values and cast them as doubles (lines 5,6). The key func-
tion call in the constructor is Data Make Struct (line 4), which mallocs a new
cvPoint2D64f, and returns both a pointer to that struct (pt) and a Ruby object
which wraps the pointer to the struct (ruby obj).5 The resulting object has been
allocated within the Ruby heap and is subject to garbage collection (GC). When
the Ruby object is GC’ed, the wrapped struct is also freed, although Ruby pro-
vides tools for specifying the methods for freeing C objects and for making the GC
aware of linkages between C objects.
init point also uses Ruby-C API primitives to define reader (lines 45–46)
and writer (lines 48–49) member functions, as well as a member function for cal-
culating the dot product (line 51). The definitions for the point2d get y and
point2d set y functions have been omitted for space, but their content can be
extrapolated from the respective * x functions.
The reader and writer accessor functions follow a similar format. Both take
the receiver as the first argument, and use Data Get Struct to extract the pointer
to the cvPoint2D64f struct from the Ruby VALUE. They then manipulate the
OpenCV type directly. Ruby functions are used to convert a Ruby VALUE into a
float (line 24), and to create new Ruby Float objects based on a C float value
5 A similar function Data Wrap Struct generates a Ruby object from an existing data structure.
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(lines 15,25).
The operator dot is illustrates a slightly more complex member function. In
addition to the receiver object (the first argument to the C function), it expects
another Point2d as the function argument in Ruby. The two cvPoint2D64fs are
unwrapped with Data Get Struct as above, and the results is returned as a Ruby
Float.
A short transcript of manipulating the Point2d object in irb – the Ruby
interactive console – follows. Lines containing > are entered by the user, while
lines starting with => are the reply from Ruby. The user starts by loading the
extension library (line 1) using the require command – the syntax is for loading
extensions is the same for both compiled and interpreted extensions.
1 > require ’opencv -rubyc ’
2 => true
3
4 > a = Point2d.new( 1.0, 2.0 )
5 => #<Point2d :0 x0000000101fc88 >
6
7 > a.x = 5.5
8 => 5.5
9
10 > a.x
11 => 5.5
12
13 > b = Point2d.new( 9, 12e3 )
14 => #<Point2d :0 x0000000100c598 >
15
16 > a.dot(b)
17 => 24049.5
The Ruby-C approach provides fine grain control to both the Ruby object
and its behavior in C space. However, has a number of severe disadvantages.
First, it is fundamentally written in C, so it is at a natural disadvantage when
dealing with C++: classes must be mapped to C then mapped back to Ruby
classes. Second, it is exceptionally verbose, requiring fine grain definition of each
function, including the mapping of data structures in and out of Ruby. When
wrapping a relatively large library with complex data structures like OpenCV it
would necessitate writing non-trivial 1-for-1 translation functions for each OpenCV
operation.
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1 float get_point2d_x( const Point2d &pt ) { return pt.x; };
2 float get_point2d_y( const Point2d &pt ) { return pt.y; };
3
4 float set_point2d_x( Point2d &pt, const double v ) { return (pt.x=v); };
5 float set_point2d_y( Point2d &pt, const double v ) { return (pt.y=v); };
6
7 void init_point( Module &parent ) {
8 define_class_under <Point2d >( parent , "Point2d" )
9 .define_constructor( Constructor <Point2d , double , double >(), (Arg("x") = 0.,
Arg("y") = 0. ) )
10 .define_method( "x", &get_point2d_x )
11 .define_method( "y", &get_point2d_y )
12 .define_method( "x=", &set_point2d_x )
13 .define_method( "y=", &set_point2d_y )
14 .define_method( "dot", &Point2d ::dot );
15 }
Listing A.2: A Ruby implementation of the OpenCV Point2d type written in Rice
A.5 C++ to Ruby-C with Rice
The Ruby Interface to C++ Extensions (Rice) project6 is designed to simplify the
generation of Ruby extension based on C++ classes. At a high level it is a set of
C++ classes and templates which present an alternative API to Ruby-C. It provides
classes/functions which drastically simplify the effort required to map C++ classes
and functions (member and otherwise) into Ruby.
A Rice equivalent to the Ruby-C code from A.1 is given in listing A.2. This
listing uses the OpenCV C++ class Point2d which is functionally equivalent to the
struct cvPoint2D64f used in listing A.1, although it is not identically the same
type.
This listing shows both the strength and one minor weakness of Rice. Rice is
clearly syntactically more concise. Most importantly, Rice provides tools for wrap-
ping/unwrapping and casting objects as they move from Ruby space to C++ space
– this includes both Rice classes which wrap Ruby types (Module in this case),
as well as user-defined types. Due to this automatic casting, explicit conversion
functions are not required. Rather, if an existing function takes a C++ class which
has been registered with Rice (through the define class under on line 9), then
Rice will synthesize casting methods automatically. The impact of this change can
6 http://rice.rubyforge.org/
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be seen in lines 1–2 and 4–5, as the member accessor functions deal take the C++
class Point2d as an argument, not the Ruby-C VALUE. In more complex scenarios,
template specialization can be used to define explicit to- and from-Ruby casting
functions.
The call to define class under (line 9) registers the C++ type with Rice and
generates the Ruby class Point2d – internally this uses the same rb define class
function call used in listing A.1. The returned value from define class under
is not a Ruby VALUE, but a templatized instance of a Rice Class which can then
be used to manipulate the class, in this case using define method calls to add
member functions. define method, in turn, requires neither explicit specification
for the number of arguments (for non-variadic functions) nor their type. This
greatly simplifies the syntax when defining Rice function.
The call to define constructor defines the class allocation method, and al-
lows specification of which object constructor to use (the version which takes two
doubles, in this case), as well as default arguments. Note that the class construc-
tor, as well as the dot function are provided by OpenCV itself and due to Rice’s
typecasting functionality require no additional code.
This example does expose one weakness which Rice inherits from C++. As
C++ does not allow structs/classes to introspect their member variables, accessor
functions must be explicitly defined. In this case, explicit reader and writer stubs
(get point2d x, set point2d x, etc.) must be generated as OpenCV does not
provide them. However, given explicit accessor functions are considered a good
C++ design pattern for encapsulation, this is not as serious a setback as it might
seem.
This example also shows that the Ruby interface for a class can be gener-
ated from a mix of both C++ class member and non-member functions. This is
an incredibly powerful capability as it allows the Rice version of 3rd-party class
(like Point2d, in this case) to be a hybrid of the class’s own member functions
and supplemental non-member functions, potentially in the extension library it-
self, without the distinction being apparent to the end user. This option is used
extensively in OpenCV-Rice, as many matrix and image manipulation operators
are written as standalone functions, not as member functions of the appropriate
intrinsic data type.
That said, there remain a few rough corners where Rice and C++ are at odds,
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most annoyingly for overloaded functions, and particularly overloaded construc-
tors. The difficulty is relatively obvious – to handle overloaded function, Rice
would need to automatically generate a shim variadic function, intuitively trans-
late the arguments, then call the appropriate overloaded function based on the
results.
For overloaded member functions, the Rice documentation suggests using a
typecasting typedef to explicitly specify which version to use. To restore the
original syntax, overloaded member functions can be assigned to different method
names, then a unifying function can be developed in Ruby space. A trivial example
might be:
1 class Price
2 {
3 double get_value( void );
4 void set_value( double bux );
5 void set_value( const string &dinero );
6 };
7
8 void Init_Price ()
9 {
10 typedef void (Price ::* set_value_as_double)( double );
11 typedef void (Price ::* set_value_as_string)( const string & );
12
13 Data_Type <Price > rb_cPrice = define_class <Price >(" Price ")
14 .define_method (" value", &Price:: get_value )
15 .define_method (" value_double =", set_value_as_double (&Price:: set_value) )
16 .define_method (" value_string =", set_value_as_string (&Price:: set_value) );
17 }
where the overloading of set value is “broken” in the transition to Ruby by assign-
ing the two overloaded functions to two distinct Ruby methods: value double=()
and value string=(), as in this code fragment:
1 a = Price.new
2 a.value_double = 1.0
3 a.value_string = "5.50"
4 if( a.value == 5.5 ) puts "Great !"
However, the Ruby metaprogramming model allows run-time amendment of the
Price class, allowing the creation of a unifying function to hide the bifurcation
from the end user:
1 class Price
2 def value=(x)
3 case x
4 when Numeric:
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5 value_double = x
6 when String:
7 value_string = x
8 end
9 end
10 end
11
12 a = Price.new
13 a.value = 1.0
14 a.value = "5.50"
15 puts a.value
16 => 5.50
While this approach might initially seem awkward, it places the primary respon-
sibility for parsing and casting the input value in the Ruby space, where a more
powerful and flexible tools are available for ensuring the data crossing the Ruby-
to-C++ interface is well-formed.
A.6 Foreign function interface
In general, a given platform/operating system will define a “calling convention”
which describes the ordering of function arguments on entry to the function. A
foreign function interface (FFI) codifies that calling convention, allowing software
written in one language to correctly call library functions compiled in a second
language. In this context, FFI refers to the portable foreign function call interface
provided by libffi7, which provides a mechanism where the calling convention
for a function can be described dynamically. This allows interpreted languages
like Ruby to synthesize calls to shared libraries by knowing the types and ordering
of the functions’ arguments at runtime rather than at compile time (as in Ruby-
C/Rice).
For the MRI implementation of Ruby, FFI is provided by the extension Ruby-FFI8.
The extension NiceFFI9 was also used as it adds a number of convenience functions
to the Ruby-FFI API.
The Ruby FFI library defines a Ruby-space syntax for attaching shared li-
braries, describing data structures, and defining function calls to the library. The
7 http://sourceware.org/libffi/
8 https://github.com/ffi/ffi
9 https://github.com/jacius/nice-ffi
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1 load_library( ’opencv_core ’ )
2
3 class Point2d << NiceFFI :: Struct
4 layout :x, :double ,
5 :y, :double
6
7 def dot( other )
8 cv_dot( self , other )
9 end
10
11 def self.new( *args )
12 if args.length == 2 and args [0]. is_a? Numeric and args [1]. is_a? Numeric
13 pt = Point2d.new
14 pt.x = args [0]
15 pt.y = args [1]
16 else
17 super
18 end
19 end
20 end
21
22 attach_function :cv_dot , [ Point2d.by_value , Point2d.by_value ], :double
Listing A.3: A Ruby implementation of the OpenCV cvPoint2D64f type written
with FFI.
1 double cv_dot( cvPoint2D64f a, cvPoint2D64f.b ) {
2 return (a.x*b.x) + (a.y*b.y);
3 }
Listing A.4: The dot-product function associated with listing A.3.
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Ruby FFI interface is syntactically concise, providing a one-to-one mapping be-
tween library functions and functions in Ruby space.
Listing A.3 describes the same cvPoint2D32f API given in the Ruby-C example
described in Section A.4. As OpenCV does not provide a dot-product function for
the point types, a C version of this function is given in A.4, which would need to
be compiled into an independent shared library – this would not be necessary if
the relevant function existed in OpenCV (as was the case with the Point2d type
used in the Rice example).
The FFI extension is clearly very different from the Ruby-C and Rice extension
code, not the least of which is that it’s written in Ruby not C/C++. The shared
library is specified by the load library function (line 1).
The class Point2d subclasses from NiceFFI::Struct (which subclasses from
FFI::Struct and provides a few niceties beyond what is provided by FFI::Struct).
The layout command specifies the type and ordering of the structure members,
as well as their names in Ruby space (lines 4–5). The FFI library then automat-
ically generates a class constructor which allocates an appropriately sized block
of memory. It also automatically generates reader and writer functions for the
members (as FFI only works with C structs, not C++ classes there’s no violation
of encapsulation). Note that the Ruby FFI definition does not depend on the C
code, and none of the names used for the class or its members necessarily need to
agree with the C naming. The downside is that FFI cannot verify that a given
structure layout complies with the underlying C structure, this is left to the de-
veloper. If the specified layout is incorrect, FFI will generate a corrupt structure.
This makes the FFI approach inherently fragile.
C functions are registered in Ruby space using the attach function command
given in line 22. In this case, Ruby-FFI specifies that the shared library will contain
a function cv dot. The existence of this symbol in the library is checked at runtime.
The types of the function arguments and the return value are provided, and Ruby-
FFI provides the type checking and type casting. As the library functions are
inherently written in C, they are all naturally standalone functions. However they
can trivially be converted to member functions of a Ruby class as per lines 7–9.
Lines 11–19 llustrates a shortcoming of the FFI approach: FFI performs much
of its magic in the constructor for the Struct class, which provides a generic API
for setting struct member variables (e.g., a null constructor, a copy constructor,
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construction from an array with exactly one element per struct member). If the
userspace API demands a more flexible constructor syntax, the class constructor
must be very careful when passing control to the parent.
In contrast to the conventional development of Ruby-C extensions, Ruby soft-
ware which uses FFI requires that the relevant dynamic library be installed, either
from source or from a package manager, but does not require a compiler. Instal-
lation of an Ruby-C extension requires that the extension be compiled on every
machine on which the software is to be installer. Of course, this requirement is
less relevant if additional C-language functions are required to complete the API,
as in the cv dot function in the example given here.
Ruby-FFI has the salient advantage that the developer only needs to know two
languages: C and Ruby, and not the third intermediate set of Ruby-C functions
which bridge the two languages. It also means that a developer familiar with a
library’s compiled language API (e.g., the typical ordering and usage of function
calls) can quickly start using the same functions in Ruby.
The greatest impediment to using FFI is that the FFI mechanism does not
work with C++ code. As the C++ function name-mangling convention is not
standardized, there is no portable mechanism for converting a C++ function name
to a library symbol. As discussed further in section A.10, this presents a serious
impediment to further OpenCV-FFI development.
A.7 The extension libraries
Two OpenCV extension libraries were developed as part of this body of research.
The first, OpenCV-FFI, was built on the FFI-based approach detailed in section
A.6, and was used for Chapters 6 and 8. It was eventually abandoned as OpenCV
development turned increasingly towards C++.
To address this concern, an equivalent library was initiated using OpenCV-
Rice. This new Rice-based library, OpenCV-Rice, was used for Chapters 7 and
9–12.
A.7.1 The OpenCV-FFI packages
OpenCV-FFI consists of a tiered set of Ruby extensions:
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• The opencv-ffi library10 represents a “pure” mapping of OpenCV’s C API
functions and primitives into Ruby through FFI. It does contain some syntac-
tic sugar for cases where the FFI syntax is awkward, e.g., creating and deref-
erencing pointers-to-pointers. This library allows the creation of Ruby scripts
which appears similar to the equivalent OpenCV C programs. This layer pro-
vides the most control over code performance as it retains the strongly typed
core OpenCV primitives, without transparent translation.
• opencv-ffi-wrappers11 consists of classes which create a more “Ruby-like”
(i.e., object-oriented) API on top of the opencv-ffi library. Because of this,
the opencv-ffi-wrappers API suffers from convergent evolution with the
OpenCV C++ interface. This layer also strives to be more “type-agnostic”
and contains more automatic conversion of data as necessary. It also contains
supplemental computer vision routines written in native (interpreted, not
compiled) Ruby.
• opencv-ffi-ext12 contains a compiled C (not Ruby-C) extension which adds
functionality not otherwise available from OpenCV’s C API. This includes
C wrappers around functions found only in the OpenCV C++ API, as well
as new functions needed for this research. The functions in the compiled
extension are then mapped into Ruby space by FFI in a manner analogous
to the rest of the OpenCV-FFI library.
• A further collection of supplemental libraries uses the FFI-binding technique
to introduce non-OpenCV code libraries to the ecosystem. For example
opencv-ffi-fast13 links in the FAST keypoint detection code provided Ros-
ten et al. (2010).
Similarly, opencv-ffi-fftw14 implements a wrapper around a few functions
from the FFTW3 FFT library (Frigo and Johnson, 2005).
10 https://github.com/amarburg/opencv-ffi
11 https://github.com/amarburg/opencv-ffi-wrappers
12 https://github.com/amarburg/opencv-ffi-ext
13 https://github.com/amarburg/opencv-ffi-fast
14 https://github.com/amarburg/opencv-ffi-fftw
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These wrappers contain code to translate OpenCV types to the native types
used in each library. This allows, for example, an OpenCV CvMat to be
passed directly to the FAST library over FFI.
A.7.2 The OpenCV-Rice extension
As it became apparent that the OpenCV C API was being deprecated, a parallel
effort was initiated to replicate OpenCV-FFI’s functionality library using Rice
(largely as an effort to figure out Rice and see if it was a suitable replacement
technology). On the whole, the transition to Rice was successful, and the majority
of results from this thesis were generated using OpenCV-Rice. However, since
OpenCV-Rice is a far less mature project it covers less of the OpenCV API.
Since the Rice style of development requires explicit specification of the Ruby
API for each class, less emphasis was placed on maintaining complete fidelity to
the OpenCV API, so there is no concept of “pure” versus “wrappers” as seen in
OpenCV-FFI. Similarly, since the Rice extension is by nature compiled, little effort
was made to isolate new or additional code designed to smooth the OpenCV-to-
Rice transition (as was done with the OpenCV-FFI -ext package), such as the
accessor functions in listing A.2. Arguably, the OpenCV-Rice package is also less
well structured due to the haste of development.
A.8 Related works
The work presented here must be compared directly to Jan Wedekind’s Hornets-
Eye15 Ruby libraries (for best reference see his 2012 thesis). HornetsEye is built
around a bespoke set of multi-dimensional array representations (for scalar, com-
plex, and RGB arrays) which are defined in Ruby, although with an underlying,
packed binary representation. Accelerated arithmetic operations are handled by
just-in-time (JIT) creation of Ruby-C extensions which are generated, compiled,
and loaded as necessary. Wedekind’s work includes a diversity of extension li-
braries which translate the HornetsEye matrix representation for use with other
third-party libraries (e.g., OpenCV FFTW3, etc.) and other input and output
systems (e.g., V4L, X11). HornetsEye has been used successfully for computer
15 http://www.wedesoft.de/hornetseye-api/
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vision research as per Wedekind et al. (2007).
There have been application specific machine vision analysis packages written in
Ruby, (for example Metlagel et al., 2007), and there is a dormant project to develop
a Ruby API for OpenCV using Ruby-C. There are also a number of Ruby libraries
for image manipulation (as distinct from computer vision). For example, the Ruby-
VIPS interface to the VIPS image processing system (Martinez and Cupitt, 2005),
or the RMagick interface to the ImageMagick application. At present, HornetsEye
is the only complete general purpose computer vision research library for the Ruby
language.
The core advantage of both the projects described here and HornetsEye is that
each puts forward a particular matrix representation as the common medium of
exchange. OpenCV-FFI uses OpenCV’s CvMat structure and OpenCV-Rice uses
OpenCV’s Mat, while HornetsEye uses its own internal MultiArray. All three
projects provide a comprehensive set of fast primitive operations for manipulation
of the core data type. The use of CvMat/Mat ensures immediate compatibility
with the range of functions provided by OpenCV. By introducing a new data
type, HornetsEye requires a coercion function to access OpenCV’s functionality
– although both libraries require translation functions to interoperate with other
libraries (e.g., FFTW3). Both systems must also contend with the alternate array
representations available in Ruby, notably the built-in Array and Matrix types,
and M. Tanaka’s NArray multidimensional array package (see Kawanabe et al.).
It is proposed that the key benefit of the OpenCV-based approaches is that
any development in Ruby automatically aligns with the OpenCV development
community. In a sense, an OpenCV-FFI application is an OpenCV application.
This is particularly true if Ruby code is subsequently converted into C code for
efficiency (once an algorithm has stabilized). As the C code uses OpenCV con-
structs natively, it can easily be contributed back to the OpenCV project for use
by non-Ruby developers.
This is true to an even greater degree for OpenCV-Rice. As Rice automati-
cally handles most of the translation from Ruby objects to OpenCV primitives, it
is straightforward to extend OpenCV-Rice with C++ code written without it con-
taining any Ruby-C. This code can then be used directly in a compiled OpenCV
C++ application with no (or minimal) modifications.
Outside of the Ruby ecosystem, the most direct comparison is with the Python
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language support included with the official OpenCV distribution (Thorne and
Grasset, 2010). The OpenCV development team uses a bespoke code parser to
automatically generate Python wrapper code (in C++) that can then be compiled
into a Python extension. The process is assisted by macros in the OpenCV source
code that provide hints for code parser. The Python bindings for OpenCV rely
on the NumPy library (Oliphant, 2007), a set of scientific computing libraries for
Python which have no direct analogy at present – in terms of being a common
denominator for scientific computing – in the Ruby ecosystem.
It should be noted that Python also has libraries to access the foreign function
interface API through the ctypes and cffi packages. The two packages differ
in that ctypes uses a domain-specific set of types and functions in Python to
define data types and function arguments. cffi supports direct parsing of C
code fragments to define functions and data structures. The Ruby FFI extension
provides both of these modes of operations, although the former has been used for
OpenCV-FFI.
A.9 Benchmarking
To test the impact of C-to-Ruby translation on computational performance, two al-
gorithms were implemented with five different APIs: OpenCV’s C and C++ APIs,
OpenCV-FFI’s “pure” and “wrapper” mappings and OpenCV-Rice. For each of the
algorithms, the input image is an 8-bit single channel (greyscale) 2.1 megapixel
image. The timings which follow measure the system time of execution for the
code found in the associated listings, and does not include the overhead of load-
ing the input image, or of outputting the results. Each algorithm was evaluated
1000 times with the first execution discarded to isolate the effect of caching. All
experiments were run in a single thread on an Intel Core i7-3770k, using OpenCV
2.4.8 compiled with the standard “release” optimizations.
The first algorithm calculates the 1-dimensional x-axis Sobel operator over the
input image. In this case, OpenCV’s built-in cvSobel function can be used in both
C (Listing A.5) and the pure FFI mapping (Listing A.7). The implementation for
OpenCV-FFI-wrappers is a trivial member function in CVFFI::Mat which also
calls cvSobel (Listing A.8), which is included for illustration.
The C++ and Rice implementations (Listing A.6 and A.9, respectively) use
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1 CvMat *out = cvCreateMat( img ->rows , img ->cols , CV_8UC1 );
2 cvSobel( img , out , 1, 0, 3 );
Listing A.5: The Sobel operation in C.
1 Mat out;
2 Sobel( in , out , -1, 1, 0, 3 );
Listing A.6: The Sobel operation in C++.
1 out = cvCreateMat( img.rows , img.cols , :CV_8UC1 )
2 cvSobel( img , out , 1, 0, 3 )
Listing A.7: The Sobel operation in pure OpenCV-FFI.
1 class CVFFI::Mat
2 def sobel( args = {} )
3 dst = twin
4 cvSobel( self.to_CvMat , dst.to_CvMat ,
5 args[: xorder] || 0, args[: yorder] || 0,
6 args[: apertureSize] || 3 )
7 dst
8 end
9 end
10
11 img.sobel( xorder: 1 )
Listing A.8: The Sobel operation in OpenCV-FFI wrappers.
1 dst = src.sobel( -1, 1, 0, 3 )
Listing A.9: The Sobel operation in OpenCV-Rice.
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1 CvMat *r = cvCreateMat( img ->rows , img ->cols , CV_32FC1 );
2 CvMat *g = cvCreateMat( img ->rows , img ->cols , CV_32FC1 );
3 CvMat *b = cvCreateMat( img ->rows , img ->cols , CV_32FC1 );
4
5 cvConvertScale( img , r, 1./256 , 0 );
6 cvSubRS( r, cvScalarAll (1.0), g, NULL );
7 cvConvertScale( r, b, 0.2, 0 );
8
9 CvMat *rgb = cvCreateMat( img ->rows , img ->cols , CV_32FC3 );
10 cvMerge( b, g, r, NULL , rgb );
11 cvConvertScale( rgb , rgb , 256, 0 );
Listing A.10: The colourmap operation in C.
1 Mat chan [3];
2 in.convertTo( chan[2], CV_32F , 1./256 , 0 );
3 chan [1] = Scalar( 1.0 ) - chan [2];
4 chan [0] = chan [2] * 0.2;
5
6 Mat out , scaled;
7 merge( chan , 3, out );
8 out.convertTo( scaled , CV_32F , 256, 0 );
Listing A.11: The colourmap operation in C++.
1 r = cvCreateMat( img.rows , img.cols , :CV_32F );
2 g = cvCreateMat( img.rows , img.cols , :CV_32F );
3 b = cvCreateMat( img.rows , img.cols , :CV_32F );
4 cvConvertScale( img , r, 1.0/256 , 0 );
5 cvSubRS( r, cvScalarAll (1.0), g, nil );
6 cvConvertScale( r, b, 0.2, 0 );
7
8 rgb = cvCreateMat( img.rows , img.cols , :CV_32FC3 );
9 cvMerge( b, g, r, nil , rgb );
10 cvConvertScale( rgb , rgb , 256, 0 );
Listing A.12: The colourmap operation in pure OpenCV-FFI.
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1 r = img.convert( :CV_32F ) / 256
2 g = 1.0 - r
3 b = r * 0.2
4 [b,g,r].merge( :CV_32FC3 ) * 256
Listing A.13: The colourmap operation in OpenCV-FFI wrappers.
1 r = img.convert_to( Mat::CV_32F , 1.0/256 )
2 g = 1.0 - r
3 b = r * 0.2
4 rgb = Mat:: merge( [b,g,r] ) * 256
Listing A.14: The colourmap operation in OpenCV-Rice.
1 rgb = img.map( :CV_32FC3 ) { |r,c,val|
2 r = val /256.0
3 g = 1.0 - r
4 b = 0.2 * r
5 [ b, g, r ].map! { |x| x * 256 }
6 }
Listing A.15: The colourmap operation as a Ruby closure.
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the Sobel function from the C++ API, which is a standalone function, not a
member function of Mat. The OpenCV-Rice wrappers API subsequently maps it
as a member function of CVRice::Mat.
Timing results for all five version are shown in Table A.1. Although there is
greater variability with the Ruby-based versions, the overhead for calling OpenCV
functions from within Ruby is negligible.
The second operation simulates a colourmapping operation where the greyscale
input image is converted to a three-channel RGB image. The colourmapping
operations are given in terms of floating point values in the range of [0 : 1], which
necessitates converting and scaling the 8-bit integer image to a single-channel
floating point image, then generating three (R,G,B) channels by manipulating
that scaled original. If the greyscale image scaled to [0 : 1] is given as v, the three
channel operations are
r = v (A.1)
g = 1− v (A.2)
b = 0.2 v (A.3)
The three floating point images are then combined into a three-channel RGB
image, and re-scaled to the range [0 : 255].
As with the Sobel example, the C and OpenCV-FFI versions of the algorithm
(Listings A.10 and A.12, respectively) are very similar in syntax in structure,
reflecting the explicit decision for the “pure” OpenCV-FFI API to mirror the C
API. The OpenCV-FFI-wrappers (Listing A.13) and Rice (Listing A.14) userspace
APIs are also syntactically very similar, despite radically different underpinning
code, as both reflect an effort to make a more object-oriented user syntax.
Table A.2 gives the performance results for the colourmap operation. Despite
being quite different in appearance, the C and C++ versions are nearly identical in
performance. As a direct map onto the C API, the OpenCV-FFI version is also
essentially equivalent, although with the same greater variability seen in the Sobel
example.
The OpenCV-FFI-wrappers and to a lesser degree the Rice example both suffer
from a speed penalty which can be attributed to the implicit creation of additional
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Mean system time (ms) Variance Rel. speed
C 50.73 1.63 1.000
C++ 51.17 1.41 1.009
CVFFI 51.45 3.94 1.014
CVFFI wrappers 51.24 3.70 1.010
CVRice 50.81 3.35 1.002
Table A.1: Relative performance of a OpenCV’s Sobel algorithm when called from
C, C++ and Ruby.
Mean system time (ms) Variance Rel. speed
C 64.03 0.126 1.000
C++ 64.02 0.016 1.000
CVFFI 64.00 5.29 0.999
CVFFI wrappers 80.40 6.47 1.256
CVRice 68.89 6.062 1.076
CVFFI with closure 24956 64.2 389.75
Table A.2: Relative performance of colourmapping operation implemented in C,
C++, and Ruby.
temporary copies of images. For example, the conversion and division by 256 on
the first line of Listing A.13 creates a temporary copy (the converted but unscaled
version) which is not found when using cvConvertScale. This could be eliminated
by implementing a more sophisticated img.convert and scale function, at the
cost of syntactic readability and API complexity. Similarly, the last line of Listing
A.13 produces a temporary (merged but unscaled) image which is eliminated by
the in-place scaling in the C version.
An alternative version is presented in Listing A.15 which uses the common
Ruby metaphor of a block closure to perform the same operation using the map
operation, which iterates over every element of the array img. As the timing results
in Table A.2 show, there is a significant penalty for performing the calculation with
the closure “in the Ruby way.”
This highlights one of the great inefficiencies in the use of Ruby for image
manipulation. Like many scripting languages, Ruby has powerful tools for iteration
and manipulation of lists of arbitrary objects. In Ruby, the syntactic closure
provides a clean approach to performing arbitrary iterative operations over the
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elements of an array or list. Indeed, it could be argued that Ruby explicitly
promotes an iterative view of arrays of object, with “for-each” operations being
the preferred approach for for a wide set of array manipulations.
Many computer vision algorithms are underpinned by a repeated operation or
iteration over every pixel in an image or matrix. Unfortunately, the OpenCV and
Ruby concepts cannot be brought together efficiently. Whereas a computer vision
algorithm can be optimized to a low cost per iteration, the Ruby version is by its
very nature generic. The interpreter is unable to predict what the developer might
put inside a given closure. As such, iteration is a high overhead operation, with
costs accumulating over arrays with large numbers of elements. This difference
is apparent in the relative speeds of Listing A.13 and A.15. Getting the best
performance from OpenCV-FFI requires a deprecation of the “for-each” mindset
in favour of whole-array operations whenever possible.
A.10 Post-Mortem and conclusions
Fundamentally, the greatest flaw with OpenCV-FFI and OpenCV-Rice exists be-
tween the keyboard and the chair. With just one developer, who was often working
near or beyond his capabilities in Ruby meta-programming, there are certain to be
a great number of flaws, and inefficiencies “baked into” the system as it currently
stands. OpenCV-FFI does not fully cover the OpenCV API, focusing for obvious
reason on the core CvMat-manipulation routines, feature detection, description, and
matching, and core 2D and 3D geometry functions. It barely touches the exten-
sive machine learning components, and provides no GUI support, either through
OpenCV’s highgui module, or through some equivalent mechanism.
The core failing of the OpenCV-FFI approach is its dependence on C. The work
presented in this document was started under OpenCV version 2.2. Subsequent
releases of OpenCV (up to 2.4.8 at the present time) have shown a concerted
effort to deprecate the C API in favour of C++, and much of the new functionality
introduced in the intervening releases has appeared solely in the C++ API.16
In the OpenCV-FFI library as described thus far, a good number of C++-to-C
16 For example, when OpenCV-FFI was started in 2011, the SIFT detection and description
algorithms in OpenCV were written in C, with C++ wrappers provided. As of version 2.4.8,
the code was been rewritten in C++— to a great advantage in terms of organization and clarity
— but no C wrapper is provided.
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wrappers (found in opencv-ffi-ext) have been required to manually back-port
functions found only in the C++ API. These wrappers echo a design pattern found
in the OpenCV codebase itself, where a mix of C and C++ APIs have always been
present, with some functions occurring as C++ wrappers around C functions or
vice versa. However, if the OpenCV development team is discouraging further
development on the C API, it becomes clear this will be an uphill battle.
The subsequent experimentation with Rice, though far less mature than OpenCV-
FFI, shows a much more promising approach for mapping OpenCV into Ruby. The
downside is that every element in the Ruby API must be specified by hand in the
Rice-based extension, but this process is greatly simplified, in terms of both com-
plexity and readability, by Rice. This also provides a good opportunity to revise
the OpenCV API slightly to make it more usable in Ruby. For example, OpenCV
often returns function results through an argument passed by reference, rather
than through a return value — in some cases it is more natural for the Ruby API
to use a return value.
In practice, the greatest purported advantage of the FFI approach — that
it does not require compilation of a distinct extension for its use — is moot.
Computers used for OpenCV development will most likely have a compiler installed
or available. Furthermore, there seems to be only the slightest stigma in the Ruby
community against gems which require compilation, which is typically ignored if
the compilation enables a useful functionality.
All of that said, I do not regret the choice of Ruby as a software development.
Ruby is a compact, flexible, and beautiful language that is maintained and curated
by devoted developers who care about maintaining the positive aspects of the
language. It was a rare day where the Ruby language itself (or the development
ecosystem I had constructed around Ruby) was the source of frustration.
In retrospect, the advantage of Ruby for this application was not, as orig-
inally planned, the ability to hide the messiness of the heavily-typed OpenCV
language, or the availability of any particular library from the extensive set of
Ruby extensions. Instead, the many high-level language elements which are part
of Ruby itself proved to be key components to the software used for this research.
This includes powerful and simple tools for introspection, code structuring and
composition, simple access to core functions like file I/O, and the powerful data
constructs built into Ruby like Hash, Array and Enumerable. The ability to take
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complex structures (arrays of arrays of structures) and process them in an orderly
and syntactically concise manner was worth far more than than the performance
penalty for performing such manipulations in Ruby space.
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Appendix B
Ground truth mosaics
Ground truth was generated for the A3 and A4 Motueka airport data sets using
the Photoscan photometric software from Agisoft, Ltd.1 Photoscan is a commercial
3D reconstruction package which performs a full bundle adjustment on the data.
While Photoscan can perform reconstructions on arbitrary 3D objects, it can be
configured to assume geospatial data, which enables an application-specific set
of optimizations. Photoscan can be considered a reasonable benchmark both for
processing accuracy and robustness, as well as for processing speed, as it is capable
of using all processor cores, as well as GPU computation as available.
Each Motueka dataset was processed independently with Photoscan, which
was supplied with the reference ground truth points as described in Chapter 10.
The camera locations estimated by the bundle adjustment within Photoscan are
used as the ground truth reference values while evaluating the performance of the
Smartpig and PigPen algorithms.
Orthorectified mosaics of A3 and A4 are presented in Figures B.1 and B.2 for
reference.
Despite numerous attempts, Photoscan was unable to reconstruct the A1
dataset.
1 http://www.agisoft.com/
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Figure B.1: Full mosaic of the A3 data set as generated by Photoscan.
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Figure B.2: Full mosaic of the A4 data set as generated by Photoscan.
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